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—the Windows that are 

ALL READY to Insulate 

FENESTRA 

CASEMENTS 

To be consistent, insulate the walls in the houses you build AND 

ALSO instali Fenestra Steel Casement Windows that can be 

insulated easily next winter by the owner. 

Insulated windows save 60% of the heat ordinarily lost 

through window openings; practically eliminate condensation, 

frost and sweating; lighten the load on the air conditioning 

system. And Fenestra Steel Casements are READY-TO-INSULATE. 

The final purchase in the air conditioning process can be made 

by the home owner easily, economically, at any time he sees 

fit, without further contact with the builder. 

These Fenestra “auxiliary windows’ are delivered to the house, 

painted and glazed. They provide approximately 1” of dead air 

space between the two panes of glass...the most effective 

insulation ever devised. Sil! ventilators, tilting in, can be in- 

cluded where specified, for night ventilation without direct 

draft. Easily set in place from the INSIDE in the fall; easily 

removed for storage in the spring. 

The Fenestra Casements you install NOW save time, labor 

and material AND you don't have to go back again after the 

house is sold, to refit the sash or install storm windows. 

RUBBER GROMMET IN GLASS OF THE INSU 
LATING WINDOW FITS SNUGLY AROUND 
STUD OF CASEMENT LOCKING HANDIE 

TWO GLASS SURFACES WITH 

CLAMPS HOLD 
STORM WINDOW 
TIGHTLY IN PLACE 

P_ CASEMENT 
ADJUSTER 

CONTINUOUS EXTRUDED 
RUBBER WEATHERING -—-AN 
EFFECTIVE. SEAL BETWEEN 
CASEMENT ON OUTSIDE & IN 
SULATING WINDOW ON INSIDE 

FENESTRA DOUBLE (INSULATED) WINDOW 

r 

| DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS CO. 
| 2252 E. Grand Bivd.. 
| Detroit, Mich. 

| Please send me your leaflet on Fenestra Air Con- 
| ditioning Windows and check sheet on window costs. 

Name 

| Address - 
casita oie iiatameiicieicana es incessant 

THE COMPLETE WINDOW 

. 

Ten CSIVa 
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Building and Business 

HE Federal Reserve Board reports ‘‘in- 

dustrial production’”’ as large as in 

1929, while the American Federation of 

Labor estimates 8,000,000 are still un- 

employed, and our governments are still 

spending hundreds of millions on relief. 

The key to this paradox of ‘‘recovery’’ 

is that building is not included in ‘‘in- 

dustrial production,” and that although 

building has trebled since 1933, there is 

still 60 per cent less of it being done than 

before the depression. 

Expenditures on residential and non- 

residential building in the three years 

1927-1929 averaged five and one-half billion 

dollars annually. It is now occurring at a 

rate of two and one-quarter billion dollars 

annually. Expenditures on_ residences 

averaged more than one and one-third 

billion dollars in the first halves of 1927- 

1929. They were about five hundred and 

seventy million dollars in the first half 

of 1937—nine times as large as in the first 

half of 1933, but still 60 per cent less than 

before the depression. 

HEY have a remedy for this in Wash- 

ington. It is the Wagner Housing bill 

to have the federal government spend 

about three-quarters of a billion dollars 

on housing within the next three years. 

That full recovery of building is the 

prime essential to full recovery of busi- 

ness there can be no question. That 

building will continue to increase for 

some years, if not hindered by unwise 

policies, there can be no doubt. But is 

government spending the way to stimu- 

late it? 

The proposed annual government 

spending on housing would be less than 

one-third as great as the difference be- 

tween the annual private expenditure 

upon housing being made a decade ago 

and the annual private expenditure upon 

housing being made now. Undoubtedly, 

however, government invasion of the field 

in competition with private enterprise 

would increase the cost of all building. 

What effect would this have on the 

amount of private building? 

IRTUALLY all private building is 

done as an investment for profit. 

Whether there will be a profit will depend 

on the ratio between (1) what a building 

costs and (2) what it is, or could be, rented 

for. How then cause a complete revival 

of building? The only possible answer is: 

Make building profitable in all com- 

munities by in future increasing building 

costs less than building rentals. Build- 

ing has been increasing for four years 

because building rentals have been gain- 

ing on building costs. It has not in- 

creased enough because rentals have not 

yet gained enough on costs. 

Obviously, therefore, if the government 

enters the field with the taxpayers’ money 

and pushes up building costs it will retard 

the increase of private building and almost 

certainly prevent as rapid and large an 

increase in total building as otherwise 

would occur. 

The best ways government can stimu- 

late building are by (1) staying out of 

building and (2) ceasing to increase its 

costs—especially taxes. 
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FREEZING MACHINE 

HESE dog days seem coo/ when you 

consider the terrific heat of the auto- 

clave. 

The autoclave is the machine shown 

above, at the right, in which accelerated 

soundness tests of cement are made. 

Cement bars are steamed at 420°F in 

order to detect potential expansion, ifany, 

years before it would ordinarily occur. 

In the freezing machine, tests at the 

other extreme are made. In this machine, 

concrete specimens are alternately frozen 

at a temperature of 18° below zero, and 

thawed. The purpose is to determine in 

advance how the concrete will perform 

on the job under outdoor exposure. 

This work is under the supervision of 

O. L. Moore, director of tests and re- 

search. Working with modern equipment, 

Mr. Moore directs literally millions of 

testseach year toinsurea quality product. 

The turbidimeter, using the “electric 

eye,” makes fineness tests of cement. The 

modern moist cabinet cures cement mor- 

tar and concrete specimens for various 

a /y? St. 
C 

ees \ 
VJ 
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AUTOCLAVE MACHINE 

periods before testing at a temperature 

of 70°F and a relative humidity above 

95 per cent the year round. 

While many of the tests made are not 

required by government and other stand- 

ards, we figure that by being extra careful 

about testing, we can be extra sure of 

unvarying quality. 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT CO. 
(United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary) 

208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 
New York e Cleveland e Philadelphia e Albany 
Boston e St. Louis e Des Moines e Birmingham 

Duluth e Minneapolis 
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AMERICAN BUILDER 

AND BUILDING AGE 

Turn the Tide of P 

OW is unquestionably the time to build. More 

house for the money is being delivered today by 

the building industry than in 1926 or 1929. Home 

buying and owning costs have not increased in the present 

recovery as much as have general commodity prices. 

Under current economic policies based on theories of 

carcity and inflation all prices will undoubtedly go higher. 

So again we say—NOI ts the time to build; and we 

urge every building industry man, firm, and organization 

to lose no time in carrying this message to the home 

seeking and property owning public.. 

This 1s important right now because so many seem 

to have a distorted idea of home building costs, and so 

much that is only partly true is being circulated in the 

press to the effect that rising costs are stifling building. 

Building industry men can turn the tide of  price- 

thinking with reference to home building, buying and 

owning costs by challenging all misleading propaganda 

and by informing the public of the whole story. 

Certain items of building materials may be up and 

ourly wage rates for building mechanics may be up, 

THIS house was de- 

signed by a well known 

eastern architect and 
built by a prominent New 

York suburban real estate 

development organization 

for the 1928-29 market. 

lt was built on a concrete 
block cellar, has 6 rooms, 

and the plot is 20' by 

100’. This house sold at 
from $6650 to $7200 in- 

cluding land. This was 

of the 
better looking” homes of 

considered one 

those days. Compare this 

with today's offering by 

the same builder ([illus- 
trated on next page). 

rice- Thinking 

but the fact remains that due to better design and more 

efficiency on the job the total product, the completed 

home, is delivered at a lower cost today than back in 

1928-29 and is a much better habitation. Furthermore, 

because of improved home financing under the single 

long-term mortgage instead of the old expensive short- 

term first and second mortgage system, the new home is 

hought today for enough less to much more than make 

up for any increase in construction costs. Bear in mind 

that a reduction of one per cent in interest rate on an 

18-year monthly-amortized mortgage is equivalent to an 

18% per cent saving in the first cost of the building; 

then consider the present low interest rates and you and 

your customers and clients will get a truer picture of 

the present opportunities for home building and buying 

at a real saving in final cost. 

(Of course, our standards of home equipment and for 

the style and comfort features in modern housing are 

very much higher than even ten years ago. More auto- 

matic mechanical devices and accessories are now de- 

manded, and are considered standard, even for the more 



modest homes. These, however, are furnished in today’s 

output of the building industry at mass production prices 

and on exceedingly attractive terms. Electric refriger- 

ators, oil burners, coal stokers, air conditioners, are just 

a few of the major items of modern home equipment 

that today cost from a third to a half of what they did 

only a few years ago, due to the savings that have 

resulted from quantity production and improved design. 

The prices of staple plumbing materials today are 

from 14 to 3313 per cent below the base price for 1926, 

according to a current summary by the president of the 

Plumbing and Heating Industries Bureau. He finds that 

the index number for plumbing goods declined) from 

100 in 59.4 in 1933. The 

general commodity index covering 57 basic commodities 

as compiled by the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics 

declined from 100 in 1926 to 71.2 in 1933. Notice that 

1926 to an all-time low of 

this typical group of building materials declined i price 

much farther than commodities in general. The upward 

trend in plumbing prices began in May, 1933, and con 

tinued until Mareh, 1937, with no increase since; 1937 

prices as compared with 1936 show an inerease of 5 per 

cent. When applied to a plumbing installation costing 

$250, this means that the price of the basic materials is 

only $12.50 more today than during 1936. 

“There has been some comment in uninformed quar- 

ters,’ this plumbing authority states, “about construc- 

tion being retarded by a too rapid rise of prices. It is 

evident from the official Department of Labor figures 

that this comment may apply to commodity prices in 

general but certainly is not applicable to plumbing prices. 

Plumbing prices have consistently lagged behind a rising 

market. Measured by every standard, monetary as well 

American Builder, August 1937, 

as standards of beauty, color, design, efficiency, and en- 

gineering performance, plumbing is a better buy today 

than it has ever been. 

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board at Washington 

publishes figures each month on house building costs in 

representative cities. These costs are for a typical 6-room 

house of 24,000 cubic feet. It is found that this house 

figured $5,290 in Wilmington, Del., in May, 1936, and 

$5,737 in May, 1937, an increase of 8 per cent. In Harris- 

burg, Pa., the gain was 13 per cent; in Columbus, ©., 

15 per cent; in Memphis, 11 per cent; in Little Rock, 1.3 

per cent; in Houston, 8 per cent; and in San Francisco, 

6 per cent. .\t the same time rents were working higher 

and, at present, no more vacant houses are to be found 

in 92 per cent of the 256 cities reporting to the National 

\ssociation of Real [estate Boards for its current semi- 

annual survey. .\ definite housing shortage has developed 

and a building boom of far reaching extent is certain 

for the near future. 

Higher building costs are to be expected. Those who 

put off building now, hoping for more favorable con- 

ditions later, are bound to be disappointed. Well informed 

building industry men will turn the present tide of price 

thinking by pointing out that home financing costs are 

drastically reduced, that building material prices are 

still out of dine below general commodities and will 

probably go higher, that building labor is more efficient 

and is not overpaid, and that the home owner is now 

at considerable advantage over the renter, which advan 

tage is sure to increase as rents go up and the shortage 

of good rental homes and apartments multiplies. 

Now, decidedly, is the time to build or buy 

building industry men to so advise the public. 

and for 

TODAY'S value at $6650. 

Compare this with 1929 

house on preceding page 

by the builder, 

Realty Associates, Inc., 
and designed by Benj. 

Driesler, Jr. It is built 

on a 60° by 100° plot in 

a New York suburb, and 

contains 7 rooms, poured 

same 

concrete foundation, 

fireplace, 
Vene- 

wood-burning 

scientific kitchen, 
tian blinds, and a wealth 

of modern detail. The 

rooms are large. There 

are two tile baths in the 

house. The price: $6650 

including land. 

2 en lar ce 
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Buildin : 

Log Cabins ) 

JIM EMMETT, Log Cabin 

Builder, of Annapolis, Md., 

Tells how to make money 

building good Log Cabins 

(4; CABINS are becoming increas 

ingly popular for vacation and even 

year ‘round use perhaps because 

offer such a decided contrast to 

dern houses and today’s way of living. , 

(onstruction follows one of two meth it 

upper New York state especially find 
cir building a profitable venture. These 

en cut suitable logs to predetermined 

lengths which will work in with their 

tock designs, from local white pine and 

ruce areas, flatten two sides at their 
' and truck them to the customer’s location usually 
ide some inland mountain lake in New York, New 
ey or New England states. List prices usually cover 
tion within one hundred miles of the mill with an 

tra charge for longer distances. 
'.xperienced workmen in the contractor’s employ build 

¢ stone or concrete foundation and complete the cabin. 
ey lay the first rows of long logs then notch door 
ines made up of planks into these, also roughly frame 
fireplace opening. The walls grow. Proper length 
are simply butted against and nailed through the 

mes and corner joists cut and spiked. When window 
ight is reached frames are set in and short logs used 
‘ill in about these. Tops of door and window frames 
ine flush and are tied in by a tier of full length logs. 

' the cabin is a single story model gables go atop these, 
erwise long logs are carried up to the upper windows 
i. shorter logs used. Each set of logs is marked, for 
tance, lower logs below door frames “A,” those be- 
cen tront door and corners but below windows “B,” 

49 

4 Sas ai a Y 
, the newer way of building prefitted . 

bins to stock designs and the older to ~ 
ividual plans. There is a good deal of 

iiterest in prefitted cabins because of ’ 

their low cost. Typical prices range from 

S8s0. for a one room 12 by 20 cabin, 

mplete with porch and fireplace, up to = _— - 

000 for a two story model with five =a ‘ + 

rooms, large living room, sizeable * Sage ax en - 

or ee ES ee ) ; y sawmill owners, 

mber companies and small contractors GOOD example of saddle and notch corner construction. Also note how second 
wall ties in behind first one avoiding use of too long logs. 

those between windows and door “C,” and so on. One 

has only to contrast this method with the older way of 

putting up solid walls and afterwards cutting out the door 

and window openings to realize why these builders can 

give such good value for the prices quoted. 

Floors, doors, partition stuff and furniture are all made 

by the contractor at his country mill; much of it is cut 

from top stuff and crooked logs unfit for building. 

One can borrow part of this method for building to 
individual plans as I have done for several cabins. After 

the customer has agreed to the general rough plan and 

room layout the cabin walls are drawn out at a scale of 

an inch to the foot. Knowing local conditions I have 

found it a safe rule to figure on trees barking to an 

average of six inches in diameter so logs are drawn 

in the profile plans accordingly. From these I count the 

number of logs required and obtain their exact lengths 

allowing foot corner overhangs. While this list of logs is 

lengthy it is composed mostly of short lengths. I try to 

encourage the placing of a door in the back outside wall 
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as well as one in the front, the fireplace is usually in one 
end and the customer often agrees a door in the other side 

wall will be useful later when an addition,is considered 

\ll this makes for fewer long hard-to-find and handle logs 

Armed with the log list I either look after getting the 

lot out, paying for trees cut at so much a stump, or con 

tract with a farmer to lay them at the road for trucking 

in. Because the majority of logs are comparatively short, 
handling both in the woods and on the highway is sim 

plified and costs less. All logs are barked and numbered 

in the woods with cutting done in winter 1f at all possible 
building on the ne seldom finds trees suitable for 

location. Tree prices vary but the cost of logs is a minor 

part of the total cabin value. For instance, trees here, 
saltimore, may be 

fair tree 
thirty miles from Washington and 
bought from fifty cents each, up, standing. A 

will cut up to forty feet of usable stuff averaging the six 

inches peeled mentioned. The short lengths also enable 

one to work up crooked sections of trees otherwise un 

usable. For instance, an otherwise desirable tree may be 

straight for ten feet up then bend and continue straight 

for another fifteen feet. [ cut a short length from the 

butt, throw away the crook and use the next straight 

section for a different length. The best trees are saved 
above door tiers, ridgepoles and other for below and 

long lengths. 

Low Priced Labor on Log Work 

As for labor costs, the average 18 by 25 foot week-end 

cabin to afford a living room, bedroom and kitchen will 

take, | find, roughly a hundred trees. “Two men can fell, 

cut up and bark twenty trees a day making eighty man 

hours for the job. Low priced labor can be used for the 

work but must be supervised to see best trees are used, 
cuts square and barking clean. Handling between woods 

usually 

short lengths can be handled on one’s 
outfit will be 

costs as much as the and cabin site varies; but 

The many 

own truck but a hired trailer 

the longer ones. 

If it is possible to stop off at a sawmill to have all 
logs flattened slightly both sides the cost will be 

than offset by subsequent easier building. 

logs ys. 

needed for 

more 

Such flattening 

fugust [037 elmerican Builder, 

in making out the log lst 
more in 

must be considered, though, 

and cutting the lrees, nine 

diameter halfway up will peel and flatten slightly to a 

trees inches or 

uniform six inches 

Kither saddle and notch corners or butted log con 

struction can be used; the latter is the easier and quit 

practical when logs have been flattened. With the former 
method corner legs are halved or notched into one another 

either by axing notches or by sawing two cuts, then split 

ting out. With the butted method the log of one wall 

projects but the connected wall log is only butted against 

it. The next tier the log above the butted one projects 

the lower projecting one butts; in 

and there are only half the 

and the one above 
other words butts alternate 

projections as compared with saddle and notch construc 

tion. Both look equally well although the butted method 

requires very long spikes or lengths of rod or wooden 

pegs driven through logs to hold them in place whereas 
saddle and notch only needs six inch spikes at corners 
Spikes are always driven through frames into touching 

log butts 
Chinking so often causes trouble in log cabins. that 

every effort should be made to provide good joints as 

vou go along. It is first assumed your logs have been 

winter cut and barked and have been in the sun until at 

which time they should have dried 

It is but natural they should 

least nudsummer, by 

out sufficiently for building. 

check. The only way to get around this is to leave the 
hark on the logs and take to the mill for flattening. Checks 

always appear along the exposed flattened surfaces never 

under the bark. They 
pleted cabin but the bark comes off so hard as to offset 

are then out of sight in the com 

any possible benefit of a check-free wall 

Flattened logs with uniform touching surfaces may 

he laid in concrete chinking mixture with a strip of wire 

or metallic lath center of each log as 

walls go up or they may be later filled with oakum driven 

home and finished off with chinking. When using logs 

as is, | ama firm believer in tacking two inch wide strips 

of metallic lath or heavy wire netting atop each layer 

then leaving chinking until later. 

[Larger logs should be used low down and sizes gradu 

Make every effort to keep layers uniform 

tacked down the 

ated upwards. 

) 7 
J ~/ - 

* > a 
re 

THIS cabin nestles 

into hillside; con- 

crete retaining wall 

outside uphill wall 

logs holds dirt back. 
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pall will come out right at door and window tops where 

will be tied in by upper long tiers. Door and window 

imes must be securely braced so they will not get out 

line or change shape as logs are placed against them 

(jable logs are best shaped at ends then spiked to pre 

ling lavers. Spike uprights to walls keep gables 

rect until they are tied by rafters and ridgepole 

Pole rafters add to the appearance of a cabin’s interior 

hen the ceiling is exposed, as is usually the case. Even 

vou get them out in the woods have them flattened 
me side at a mill rather than do the work on the job 
(hey should be heavy in proportion to the size of the 

wilding because thicker than usual sheathing should 

ed so shingle or roofing nails will not break through 

Roofing material depends on the specifications agreed 

with the customer. Heavier than usual cedar shingles 
wok well and cedar or oak shakes are still obtainable 

ack in the mountains at low prices. In northern locations 

the latter may stand up but [ have found a hot sun causes 

em to check and curl in a way which, while it) may 

ll a realistic touch to the cabin, certainly requires a 

ih roof of composition material to insure against leaks 

Vhere the value of the cabin warrants mill-made shakes 

mild seem most satisfactory 

Best to Leave Chinking Till Last 

Leaving chinking to the last has its compensations ; the 

vs will have dried out and shrunk sufficiently to hold 

well. Corners and around door and window frames 

ould be caulked with oakum then chinked. After some 
unful experiences | have adopted a mux to the propor 

m of five bags of cement, sixteen cubic feet of sand 

nd one bag (50 pounds) hydrated lime. The sand must 

« clean and sharp and small batches mixed. The out 

ide is chinked first then the inside; one treatment bonds 

i the other and the whole is held by the wire mesh. One 

hould wet the seam to be caulked first, then trowel the 

nuxture inand finally smooth the seam off and take away 

excess material with a rounded curved stick dipped in 
iter from time to time. Cement dribblings should be 

iped off the logs before it has had a chance to dry. 
(hinking is a sizeable job; the average size cabin men 

A, 

CABIN ready for 

roof and fireplace. 

Note how logs are 

graduated from the 
bottom up to top. 

7 

half to complete tioned will take two men a week and 

properly 
Inside work sets the price of the completed job. Log 

partitions cost more to put im than dimension lumber 

ones and built-in furniture runs the price up. So-called 
rustic furniture made of pieces of tree trunk and lengths 

of branches should be avoided. Anything used should 
have the appearance of nature, yet still the finish of 

pioneer hand work. For instance, built-in fireside seats 

should be of poles, adzed roughly four square with just 

a rounded corner left here and there to tell what they 

originally were 
Outside and inside wall logs should be si raped after 

all chinking is in place if the cost of the cabin warrants 

it. This does not take as long as one would think and 

cleans off that darkened skin which remains after bark 

ing, also building and chinking stains. If the full beauty 

of the wood is to be retained the linseed oi] treatment 

hest ; heat linseed oil until so hot one can just put a finger 
in it then add twenty percent turpentine and brush well 

in. In a week's time put on another coat only thinned 

with ten percent turpentine and in another week a final 

coat of clear oil. This gives a varnish like finish which 

will stand up to rain and weather; the commonest pine 

so treated lasts well as long as lower logs are not in 

direct contact with the earth 
Walls can be stained with shingle stains, if wished, 

although logs should be allowed to weather first so stain 

will soak in. Generally speaking well 

of good logs should be finished bright, 

stained. 

Most of the evergreens yield good building logs; hard 

woods are too difficult to work to be used. Northern white 

pine is still plentiful in certain localities; it is light in 

weight, straight grained, dries quickly, is easily worked 

and does not swell or shrink to throw chinking out. 

Norway pine has many of white pine’s good points and 

can be secured in longer lengths for large cabins West 

ern red cedar is ideal but costly in most localities because 
of long freight haul. Northern white cedar is good but 

hard to find in uniform diameter trees while eastern 

red cedar is very knotty making for hard working. The 
spruces, white, red or black, yield good building logs 

1 ] se | built cabins made 
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for small cabins. Hemlock and tamarack are not at all 
suitable. In between these are those evergreens natural 

to each locality, usually plentiful and easily obtained. 

Barked, oiled and kept off the ground the majority of 
these last surprisingly well. 

Avoid using dead or even dying trees when getting out 
logs and under no circumstances leave the bark on. 

Borers seldom, if ever, work in peeled logs but they do 

destroy dead trees and those with bark on literally over- 
night, there seems no stopping them. 

Good looking cabins are being built of down chestnut 
in certain areas. These are blighted trees but perfectly 

sound wherever they have been held up off the ground by 

their upper branches. They usually yield perfectly straight 

logs in long lengths, light to handle, easy to chink and 

already weathered a beautiful gray. 

Cabins of native stone and chestnut logs look well and 

are not costly to build. Both end walls are of stone, the 
fireplace being built in one of these. Front and back 

walls are long and low and are of large diameter logs. 

American Builder, August 1937. 

END rafters, ridgepole and purlins 

tie in gables and end walls in log 
cabins built by Jim Emmett of 

Annapolis. 

Partitions and interior work 

may be in knotty pine. There 

are no corner joints to fit, 
logs are simply let in’ the 

stone ends. 

Week end cabins should 

have a different layout than 

those intended for year 

‘round living. The living 

room should be large and bed 

rooms either small or dis 

pensed with altogether and 

shift made with built-in fire 
side seats, spring cushion 

fitted, living room bunks or 
porch sleeping quarters. A single room and _built-on 

kitchen cabin can often be heated with a fireplace alone 

and is best for week end use. Even the largest fireplace 

is an indifferent heater for the amount of wood con- 

sumed unless some sort of heating cone interior is in- 

stalled. If the cabin is to be lived in for any length of 

time it should have a regular heating system; small cabins 

need wood or fuel oil burning stoves and larger ones hot 

water systems with concealed radiators. 

It must be admitted that many log cabins are mon- 

strosities both as to design and workmanship. Good 

design is as necessary in connection with a cabin as in a 

house, even more so. It should suit the customer’s lot, 
nestling close to the ground as though it were a part of 

the location and it should be skillfully put together by 

competent workmen who realize the fine points of its 

construction. 

Many substitutes for logs have been developed but 

nothing quite equals, so far as appearance is concerned, 

a real log cabin. 
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Hospitality Welcomes Here 

Big living room of home pictured on our front 

cover (plans on page 54) introduces a 16-page 

selection of designs of good small homes 

House at Chappaqua, N. Y. 

Emil J. Szendy, architect 

and O. Berg & Co., builder. 

Floor is concrete covered 

with random width red oak. 



FRONT COVER HOME 

Concrete Masonry house of 

delightful French style at Chappaqua, N. Y. 

Emil J. Szendy of N. Y. City, Architect 
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NEW STYLE HOME AT NEWARK. 

Robert R. Cutler, Architect, Newark 

Martin Moyer & Son, Contractor, Massillon ie a 

Franklin Southard, Owner on pages 56 and 57 

View of the 

Living Room 
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DETAILS FOR STUDENTS OF GOOD HOME PLANNING 
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CAPE COD WITH GOOD PLAN, FINE DETAILING 

Located in Glen Ellyn, Illinois 

Paul L. Sather, Chicago, Builder 

Ralph H. Heth, Chicago, Architect 

Cost Key is 1.864—168—825—34—23—16 

THIS CHARMING COTTAGE ha: 
etrective use oT a 
31s0 tor maximum 

plan. There 
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nterior ¢ 
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onvenience, as 

; easy accessibility, a small rear hall connect 
ng basement, kitchen, terrace 
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BED Room 
'1-6"X 20'-0" 

5 been planned 

lavatory and living room 

ylcove with windows in opposite walls is 

especially well planned feature. The three bedrooms have 
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2 VIEWS show fine proportions and care 

ing. The front entrance at the right ts 

lly Cat Sc Cod with SIX panel door and nar 
ym: pilasters, cornice, brick steps and 

add to the charm of this detail. Service 
e above is very practical as well as attrac- 

Tt 

} 

} small covered passageway gives shel 
to the aaraae. 

AINTED wide bevel siding, white shut 
red cedar shingle roof have been used 

r treatment. The entrance hall has wide 

na and the fireplace side of living 
shed in knotty pine. Built-in equipment 

ards make an attractive and efficient 

house is heated with a gas-fired 

litioning unit; basement space is also 

recreation room. Concealed 
llea bath is unusual. Wall 

S.G. Rock Wool and finished B. 

laster on Rocklath. 

THE GARAGE of this Glen Ellyn 

cottage is conveniently attached 

to the house as seen at the left; 

this wing provides space for the 

breakfast alcove. Garage door is 

the Richards-Wilcox folding type. 

TO THE LEFT of the front en- 

trance a weatherproof electric 

outlet is conveniently located for 

outdoor lighting. Flush lighting 

panel in head and built-in mail 

box are included in equipment. 



LAKESIDE COTTAGE 

Ivor Fredrickson, Builder 

Cost Key is .986—I 16—736—31—I4—14 

IN LINE with the trend of building tarther out from 

urban centers, many people are finding it advan 

tageous to build homes for year around living near 
lakes within commuting distance of cities. The house 
pictured above is located in W. A. Wood's Wonder 

Lake development near Chicago and offers the 
pleasures of a summer retreat combined with the 

conveniences of a city home. It is designed to har 

monize with the picturesque site and has been attrac- 
tively landscaped. The plan at the right provides 

the type of layout which such a home should have. 

The studio living room has an air of rustic spacious 

ness and the enclosed porch adjoining it makes a 
pleasant spot in which to enjoy the view, eat meals 

or accommodate extra guests. Bedrooms, bath and 
stairs are compactly arranged off the rear hall. 

NOVELTY SIDING of yellow fir and cedar shingles 

were used on exterior side walls and J-M asphalt 
shingles on the roof. The house was entirely insulated 

with Johns-Manville Ful-Thik Rock Wool batts. Floors 
in the living room and dinette were 2!/,"' oak floor- 

ing; other floors were |''x4'’ fir. Living room and 

hall were finished with Ix!0 V-joint cypress on the 
side walls and Ix6 of the same material for the 

ceiling; dinette, V-joint knotty pine; bedrooms, !/,"' 

fir plywood with half-round strips to cover joints 
forming uniform panel designs: bathroom, J-M asbes- 
tos wainscoting. 
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THESE two living room views of the lakeside cottage on opposite page show, above, the attractive cypress V-joint finish and 

rustic fireplace of common brick; below, a portion of the large end window made up of eight casement sash. 
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SECOND FLooR PLAN 

CHEELCROFT COTTAGE 

ONE of the popula of the Cheel Con- 

struction Company at Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J., de- 

igned by Architect Clarence H. Tabor. It has 
with 14 x 20 ft. living a liv able 

breakfast room and a 

r nome omes 

3rranaement 

room, downstairs lava Ory 

lining por T reened porch opening off 

rhe ving room another attractive feature. 

62 

Cheel Construction Co., Builder 

Clarence H. Tabor, Architect 

Cost Key is 2.018—171—865—32—28—19 

The upstairs arrangement with 2 bathrooms, 

large dressing room and ample closets is good. 

Specifications include Truscon metal lath and 

steel sash, Rockwool insulation, U. S. G. plaster, 

Gar Wood air conditioning, Thibaut wallpaper, 

Sayre & Fischer brick. 
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4 SDEL HOUSE located in Mayfair Gardens, new subdivision at Demarest, N. J., tea- 

a downstairs bedroom and bath and an attractive rear terrace with screened 

4 k porch. The front door is deeply recessed, giving life to the white brick facade. 

citications include Arco hot water heating with Anaconda copper tubing 

Magic Chef range, Weyerhaeuser lumber. 

ry D ass 

IST FLOOR 

BEDROOM 

AND BATH 

Mayfair Gardens, Inc. 

Builders 

Clarence H. Tabor, 

Architect 



SIX-ROOM CAPE COD—KITCHEN AT FRONT 

Cost Key is 1.871—152—1060—45—21—18 

Cy Williams, Builder 

Arthur H. Esbig, Architect 

BeD Room 
, 16-0"X12'-0" 

MASTERS Cl. THE EXTERIOR of this Westbury, L. |., home has 

Be Boom BATH RM. real Cape Cod charm, but at the same time the 

house has a modern arrangement of the interior 

that is unusual and interesting. The kitchen and 

dining room are placed at the front, and the large 

living room, porch and library face away from the 

street overlooking a quiet garden. There are good 

and bad features to this arrangement. One of the 

bad is the difficulty of disposing of kitchen waste. 

The kitchen itself is beautifully finished and very 

attractive. 

Storage Space 

Book Cases 

a —. THE INTERIORS of the house reflect Colonial 3 

charm, with a huge brick fireplace and a low- 

beamed ceiling in the living room. Concealed 
radiators supplied by a hot-water system are used. 

Exterior walls are of hand-split shingles, and a 2-car FF 

garage built to resemble a Colonial barn or wood- ff 

shed is covered with the same product. A novel 

feature of this garage is the l-piece overhead 

doors, with large shuttered windows built in to & 

maintain the Colonial atmosphere of the structure. 

DINING Room Cl 
4-0"X12-0" 14-0°X12'0 KITCHEN 

/ W+O"K9*0" 

First Floor PLAN 
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A MODERN, well equipped kitchen, flagstone floored hall and beautiful beamed-ceiling livinc 
features of the Westbury, L. |., Cape Cod designed by Arthur H. Esbig. 
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NUMBER 3 

' « AMERICAN BUILDER BETTER DETAIL SERIES: 

OF AN AMERICAN BUILDER BETTER DETAIL SERIES 

FEATURING STAIRWAY AND HALL OF A COLONIAL HOME, PARK RIDGE, ILL. 

Designed by Morris Henry Hobbs and Lester A. Abel, Chicago Architects 

TWO PREVIOUS ISSUES have presented exterior details 

of this well designed Colonial home. The interior has been 

equally well handled, as shown below in the view of the 

entrance hall and stairway. The balusters and handrail are 
well proportioned and terminate with a graceful newel 

post. Natural finish on newel, rail and treads is effectively 
combined with trim in cream enamel. The simple treatment 

is in keeping with good Colonial design, which is further 

carried out in the lighting fixtures and fireplace end of 
the living room as seen through the cased opening. 

Details are indicated in the drawings on the opposit 

page. The larger sections of picture mould, handrail and 

Plan and elevation 

give the dimensions which are important in laying out a 

good stairway that will combine a graceful appearance with 

trim are shown at almost full scale. 

steps of proper rise and run. 

LEFT: Stairway and hall treatment 

of a well designed Colonial home 

in Park Ridge, Ill. 
RIGHT: Construction details as 

drawn by Morris Henry Hobbs 

and Lester A. Abel, architects, 
Chicago. 
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Designed and Built by Harry J. Durbin, Detroit 

Cost Key is 1.055—124—853—36—15—14 

CAREFUL PLANNING, pleasing appearance and 

good construction are found in this recently com- 
pleted Detroit house in which plywood has been 

economically used for sheathing, interior wall finish 

and subflooring. The framing methods including 
the use of shop fabricated panels in this moderately 

priced house are described in the article on the 

opposite page. As shown above the exterior ap- 

pearance is similar to that of any well designed 

small house of conventional construction. However, 
the window trim except on the bay is quite narrow; 

this is due to a special framing procedure where 
the studs serve as jambs and head. 

THE FLOOR PLAN has been carefully worked out 

for economy of space with adequate facilities for 

modern living. An open type floor layout and 

sufficient windows assure good light and ventila- 
tion. Combination living and dining room 21 feet 

long increases the apparent size of the interior as 
the width of the house is only 29 feet. The kitchen 
has a built-in cabinet and sink unit. Two bedrooms 
and bath are placed to one side with a small con- 
necting hall; on the second floor there is unfinished 
space for two additional bedrooms. 

"MASTER BUILT” PLYWOOD HOUSE 

Bed Room 
1{£6"X10:0" 

LivING Room 
10-0"X12'-0" 

~10" 
ae: 

Conc. slab 

First Floor PLAN 
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Durbin Pioneers Plywood Houses 

Detroit Builder Develops Cost Cutting 

Methods on Small Homes through Use of 

Shop-Fabricated Plywood Wall Sections 

By R. E. SANGSTER 

Detroit by Builder Harry J. Durbin, one of the 

most outstanding is his recent development in the 

use of plywood for subfloors, sheathing and interior walls 

on houses built to sell complete in the $5,000 market. 

Mr. Durbin is well known in and around this Michigan 

city, and ordinarily builds in the higher priced field; 

recently he has felt that there is a big market in the 

lower brackets and consequently has been developing 

his ‘Master Built” plywood houses as a means toward 

reducing construction costs. 
Suilder Durbin has been experimenting with and plan- 

ning these houses for some time. There have been many 
changes in the procedure, and further improvements will 

be made as construction progresses. Since the first of the 

year five of these houses have been completed, and 

fourteen are now under construction. The fact that they 

carry FHA guaranteed mortgages attests to the sound- 

ness of the method. A group of over 200 plywood 

houses has been planned for construction, but have not 

vet materialized due to unsettled labor conditions. 
Of the houses already finished, procedure has generally 

Cy SEVERAL building methods pioneered in 

shows the exterior surface, the other displays the inside of a unit. 

HARRY J. DURBIN, 
well-known Detroit 

builder, whose ex- 

periences with ply- 

wood houses are de- 

scribed in this article. 

been to use plywood in place of the usual shiplap, rough 
flooring or wall finish which has been applied on the job. 

The method as finally worked out will employ shop- 

fabricated story-high panels, similar to those shown 

below, for all sections of the house where openings occur, 
both in exterior walls and interior partitions. Some of 

these panels have already been used in exterior walls 

with marked success. The advantages not only include 

the saving of handling larger units, but there is a further 

saving of work by the use of power equipment in the 

shop where labor costs can be reduced. 

These “Master Built” houses allow all the advantages 

of standard construction. The departure from usual 

practice is found in the assembly, this being similar 

in some ways to the Forest Products Laboratory experi- 

mental house which supplied the original idea (see story 

August, 1936, American Builder). 

A short summary will cover the principal points of 

the methods as worked out. 
1. The house is designed by the Durbin architectural 

staff either to be built for an owner or for sale. 
2. Excavating and foundation work is done in usual 

manner; sills, joists and rough floor of plywood are 
then laid (standard shop fabricated floor sections will 

eventually be used where no cutting or special framing 

are required). 

3. Where door and window openings are indicated 
on plans, panel units are set up, held in place and then 

remaining studding is filled in between these sections. 

4. A 2 x 4 is run around the top to give a double 
plate and tie the wall together. 

5. For two-story houses the second floor is set in 
place and framing repeated, otherwise rafters are located 

and roof is laid in standard manner. 

6. Sheets of plywood are applied to the framing to 

complete the sheathing and interior finish on sections 
where panel units do not occur. 

7. Sash, doors and trim are installed and the house is 

SHOP-FABRICATED plywood wall units; the one in foreground 
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LEFT: View of fram- 

ing around opening 

which has a lining of 

weatherstrip and 

serves as jamb and 

head. Note sash bal- 

ances and narrow 

mullion; "“Furstix" 

glue strips have been 

applied to joists and 

the stud at far left. 

ROCK WOOL fill 

seen in kitchen 

above built-in sink 

where wall cabinets 

will be installed; 

glue strips on the 

studs at the right. 

The mixing box on 

the counter contains 

self-bonding glue; 

some pieces of the 

metal window trim 

are seen near sink. 

American Builder, August 1937, 

ready for equipment; exterior finish can be shingle, veneer, 
siding, etc.; paint or paper is applied directly to interior ply- 

wood surfaces. 
It will be seen from this outline that nothing has been 

sacrificed in the way of flexibility—it is entirely a matter of 

substituting larger building material units where the bulk of 
labor is involved in framing openings. Besides this, there is no 

waiting and moisture problem; a crew can be kept on the job 
continuously. As a result, Builder Durbin expects to cut down 

completion time from start to occupancy by one-third and so 

gain a saving in capital turnover which is an especially impor- 

tant item in large scale operations. 
The construction of the panel units and method of applying 

the interior wall finish are most interesting features. Panels 

are made either 4 x 8 feet for single windows and doors, or 

8 x 8 feet for double windows. The work is done by part of 

the crew in a shop where during the slack season units can be 

made up ahead of time. 

In laying out the panels, members for sole, studs and single 

plate are cut to size using power equipment. They are then 

assembled so that a special metal lining applied direct to the 

framing of the opening forms the jambs and head; sash 
balances are used in head; this eliminates the need of casings 

as shown in the upper details on the opposite page. On the 

outside of this framing, 34-inch plywood is nailed for exterior 

sheathing. To the inside face of all studs, 2% x % inch strips 

of plywood, called ‘‘Furstix,” are nailed and the space between 

studs is hand packed full with rock wool. Finally, 44-inch sanded 

plywood for interior finish is attached to these glue strips 

with Laux No. 888 self-bonding casein glue and nailed. The 

upper illustration on this page shows this framing but, since 

this is a view of one of the early jobs on which shop-made 

panels were not used, the interior plywood has not yet been 

applied; however, framing is similar in the completed units 

pictured on the preceding page. 

The portion of the framing erected on the job also receives 

glued strips on inside face of studs and the balance of the 
interior plywood is similarly attached to these and the project- 

ing part of the strips on the panels. When a room is completed 

the ceilings and walls form a unit or shell which is permanently 

bonded at all joints by the “Furstix” strips so that any minor 

(Continued to page 118) 

BELOW: At left, interior view showing plywood and metal trim; joints have not yet been filled. 
Center, bath wainscoting will receive three coats of Pratt and Lambert Cellutone and be rubbed 

with pumice and water to give a durable, smooth finish. Right, view of modern appearing interior. 
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Attic FLoor PLAN 

ABOVE: At top, details of shop-fabricated wall panels as used on “Master Built'’ houses. Studding frames the openings and metal weather- 
strip is applied directly with screws. Center, details of interior partition showing glue strip construction. Bottom, floor plans of the houses 

shown below which are alike in layout but have different exteriors; house in foreground to receive Brickote veneer over plywood. 
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Houses Can Be Made More Attractive by 

Built-on-the-Job Conveniences in Both 

Basement Recreation and Service Rooms 

By DANA DODGE CORROUGH 

Architect 

EVELOPMENT of compact, attractively finished 

mechanical equipment for residential basements 1s 

increasing the amount of usable space in homes. 

Automatic heating equipment, air conditioning units, 

water heaters, cabinet showers, toilets, water softeners. 

filters, pumps, and storage tanks have been dressed up 
by industrial designers, and improved by engineers, so 

they can be ‘‘lived with” and no longer need be relegated 

to a seldom-used basement. Homes are planned with the 

idea of making active use of this space. Attractive built-in 

conveniences for basements have become increasingly 

important. Many of these objects are easy to build, in- 

expensive, and are so interesting that they repay their 

cost many times by adding to salability of a house. Others 

supply features that might otherwise have to be pur- 

chased and installed at a much higher cost. 

To demonstrate some of the possibilities of basement 

built-ins as a means of making houses more livable, or 

as a means of using all available space, let us begin with 

his 

T
E
]
 

HEATER. 

pray i 

ROOM 

BAR ||| LAUNDRY 

ee 

THIS typical basement is divided by a frame 

partition, with space for a play room on one 

side, and space for a heater room and laundry, 

or hobby room on the other. 

a typical rectangular basement in a typical house. The 

accompanying floor plan shows such a basement. A stair- 

way rises from the center of the room. Let us divide this 

space by an ordinary frame partition. On the left is 

space for a play room; on the right is space for a heate1 

room and laundry, or hobby room. Beginning with bare 

walls on the play room side, let us see how this space 

can be transformed into an attractive, interesting, useful 

part of the house by adding built-on-the-job conveniences 

A subsequent article will show built-ins for service rooms 

on the other side of the partition. 
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DRAWER ROLLERS 

TRUNK rollers set into the sides of storage drawers eliminate sticking 

and jamming, even when drawers are heavily loaded. 

The drawing on the facing page shows a corner of the 

play room, with built-in book shelves, radio, drawers, 
nack-bar with shelves and cupboard, drop-leaf writing 

desk, tea caddy with stall, recessed lighting. Every item, 
except radio, sink, drawer pulls, faucets, light bulbs and 

wiring can be fabricated on the job from inexpensive 

materials, although the bar, tea caddy, and desk can be 

factory-made if desired. Some of the conveniences shown 

here can be adapted to other parts of the house. 

Walls and ceiling of this basement room have been 

finished. Bands of dark enamel have been applied to the 

hase moulding, chair rail, exposed edges of shelves, and 

to the ceiling, so as to emphasize horizontal lines and 

give the room a modern touch. The frame partition 

dividing play and service rooms also encloses the stairs, 

and hides pipe columns supporting the stairway and 

bearing walls above. 
Open book shelves shown at the left may be 1” boards, 

or 34” plywood, 8” wide. Each shelf board has been ex- 

tended full length of the section between the stair and 

har openings, so as to stiffen the partition, and provide 

substantial support for the storage drawers at the right. 

(he exposed edges of this shelving have been used in 

the decorative scheme of the room. 

\ plain board has been used for a base moulding, 
finished in dark enamel. The chair rait above it may be 

73 

a lattice strip, or may be merely an enameled line on the 
partition or wall. Face of the partition below the chair 

rail may be finished in clear varnish, or colored enamel, 
depending on the material used and general color scheme 

of the room. 

A stock picture moulding has been used on the walls, 
close to the ceiling. A band of»color has been painted 

around the outer edge of the ceiling. It is edged with a 

strip of half-round moulding to give a recessed effect. 

This effect can be heightened by nailing a strip of in- 

A TEA CADDY 

SIDE END TOP 
eer MIM hk) Be | 

URTTTTEEn) | ek 

}>———2-0°——__»4  k—1/-6" —yj }— 1°6°——4} 

0.0¢.37 

INEXPENSIVE and sturdy tea caddy that can be used out-of-doors 

in summer as well as in a basement recreation room. 

sulation board or plywood around the ceiling edge before 

the half-round is applied. 

The radio is a stock model or chassis in a compartment 

of the partition adjoining the book-case section. Drawer 

fronts, to the right of the radio, are faced with partition 

material. Note that drawer pulls have been put on ver- 

tically, instead of the conventional way. 

A separate illustration shows how storage drawers 

can be equipped with small trunk rollers so that they 

slide in and out at a touch, even when heavily loaded. 

Home owners often take more pride in showing a simple, 

inexpensive convenience of this kind than they do in 

some far more important features of their houses. Six 

rollers are used for each drawer. Two are set into the 

lower shelf, near the front, where the sides of the drawer 

pass over it. A roller is set into the top of each side panel, 

a 

| 

LEFT: One corner of the com- 

pleted play room, with built-on- wu Wa ¥ 
the-job conveniences, made from i ta in AE 

inexpensive materials. 
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near the back, and another is set into the outer face of 

each side panel, near the back. The drawer is supported 

by rollers when it is pulled out and rests on its own weight. 

It can be closed easily, without sticking or jamming. 

Separate illustrations show construction details and 

features of the bar. It can be equipped for “whoopee,” or 

Buit-in) Svot- 
i BoxES UNoER 

STAIR 

Space NEEDED 
For One TABLE 

0.0.37 
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Most families have use for card tables. The play room 

is a place where they are needed most often. Card tables 

can be stored in built-in slots under the stairs, as shown. 

These slots provide a definite place for tables, where they 

are always available, and where they are kept clean when 

not in use. The illustration shows slots cut parallel to the 

stair rail, to provide extra room in case the space below 

the stairway is used for other storage. The boxes work 
equally well when placed vertically or horizontally. 

Handy serving trays can be made from mitered wood 

frames and plywood, or hardboard. Trays of this type can 

be stacked, so as to occupy small space, and can be used 

for “cafeteria” or lap service. 

The writing desk, shown against the right wall, is a 

drop-leaf type. What appears to be a decorative panel on 

the front is hinged at the top. This section is suspended, 

and forms legs of the desk when the leaf is lowered. 

Drawers are built-in. below the drop-leaf, and pigeon 

holes are placed behind the leaf, inside the desk. 

This writing desk might be replaced with a special 

built-in display cabinet, perhaps with glazed doors and 

special shelving for showing needle-work, statuary, 

handicrafting, hunting, fishing, or athletic trophies, a gun 

A HANDY _ TRAY LEFT: Handy serving trays ABOVE: Slot-boxes under a 

stairway provide a clean place 

for card tables, without clut- 

tering up other storage space. 

Slots can be cut vertically or 

horizontally if desired. 

PLY BOARD i 
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can be made from mitered 

wood frames and_ plywood. 
Trays can be stacked when not 

in use. 

BELOW: Recessed 

can be included in practically 

any recreation room by con- 
structing this simple lighting 

unit. 

lighting 

as a snack-bar for light refreshments, according to tastes 

of an owner. The bar counter, front, and side panels are 

of five-ply plywood. Counter edges are enameled. Note 

that this line of color is continued in the chair rail. The 

enameled base moulding has been recessed under the bar 

to provide toe room for standing guests. 

The opening cut into the front panel of the bar, on 

the right, is a tea caddy stall. The tea caddy, detailed in 

a separate illustration, can be used out-of-doors in sum- 

mer when the play room is not in use. The wide-tired 

wheel can be rolled over a lawn, and when used in the 

basement will not make ruts in an asphalt or rubber-tile 

floor. When not in use, the tea caddy is rolled into its 
stall. One end forms part of the bar front, and the play 

room floor is unobstructed. A slot cut into the top forms 
a hand hold. Wheels are of turned wood, on wooden 

axles, held in place with wood taper pins. 

Open-end shelves above the bar counter are built like 

the book shelves, with exposed, enameled edges. An at- 

tractive effect could be obtained by making these shelves 

of glass. Built-in shelves form the back-bar. A wide cup- 
board has been installed at one end, against the wall. A 

recessed ceiling has been indicated over the bar. Openings 

have been cut into the soffit directly over the bar counter, 

and recessed lights have been installed. A separate illus- 

tration shows details of an attractive, inexpensive lighting 

unit, consisting of a pane of frosted glass set into a 

picture frame, which is fitted into the opening. 

rack or places for other out-door tackle. Collectors, both 

juvenile and adult, often have material for attractive 

displays that are too bulky for upstairs living rooms, yet 
enhance the appearance of a basement recreation room. 

Many other effective built-ins can be developed to suit 

special requirements, or hobbies of owners, but the fore- 

going examples show some of the possibilities for de- 
veloping conveniences that make houses more salable, and 

utilize space made available by improvements in present- 

day mechanical units. 
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War Time Workmen's Homes at Muscle Shoals Remodeled for 

Wilson Dam Workers—How Termites are Eradicated 

By E. S. DRAPER, Director of Land Planning & Housing, TVA 

URING the World War when the Muscle Shoals 

area became the scene of an almost frenzied day 

and night drive to provide a major source of 

munitions, it was estimated that 40,000 construction 

workers and their families were living on a 2300 acre 

tract. Two other smaller Government reservations in 

the area were similarly crowded. 
In general, the housing provided was of a temporary 

nature, intended to serve only the transient needs of the 

workers engaged in the construction of Wilson Dam and 

the nitrate plants. However, all three reservations included 

an appropriate number of permanent houses designed 

for occupancy by the forces to be employed in the produc- 
tion of electric power and munitions at the new plants. 

But with the ending of the war emergency it was de- 

cided that the dam and nitrate plants 

would be maintained in a stand-by 

condition rather than operated on a 

peace time basis. At that time a 

number of the permanent houses 

were still under construction and 
work on them was stopped as soon 

as they could be closed in and pro- 

tected from the weather. 

Approximately fifteen years 

passed between that time and the 

latter part of 1933 when the Tennes- 

see Valley Authority took over the 

Muscle Shoals properties. In the 

rush of activity following the start- 

ing of work on Wheeler Dam and 
the conversion of Nitrate Plant No. 

2 for the experimental production 

of fertilizers, the TVA was faced 
with an acute shortage of housing 

MUSCLE SHOALS house (above) being 
raised above ground level to overcome 

dampness and further attacks by termites. 

Note removal of shingles at corners to per- 

mit termite eradication and repair. Below, 

the same house after raising and termite 

eradication. 

for its personnel at Muscle Shoals. Upon investigation 

it was found that if the existing dwellings on the reserva- 

tions were put jnto livable shape and some additional 

housing provided at the Wheeler Dam site, this shortage 

could be alleviated considerably. The work of recondi- 

tioning these properties was assigned to the Division of 

Land Planning and Housing. 

Left in an incompleted state and unoccupied for so long 

a time, it was only natural that many of the dwellings 

were in a bad state of repair. Added to the natural wear 

and tear from the elements was the fact that termites 

had gotten into many of the wooden structures and in 

some cases had practically eaten away the sills and sup- 
porting beams. 

In some cases houses had been built so low on the 
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ground that portions of the wooden understructures were 
flooded after every heavy rainfail. This intermittent wet 

condition of course induced rot and attracted termites, 
as well as created a very unsatisfactory living condition 

and an unsanitary menace to any occupants of the houses 

and to the neighborhood in general. To correct this un- 

desirable condition, new foundations were built under 

the low houses, raising them an average of two feet. 
Also the area around the low houses was drained by 

digging a 750-foot-long trench to lead the surface water 

away from the low ground. 
An example of the effects of time on planning pro- 

cedure is the fact that garages apparently were not con- 
templated in the original scheme for the workmen’s 

houses at Muscle Shoals. In order, however, to meet con- 

ditions as they exist today, TVA found it necessary to 

build new garages for practically every house. 

The Authority’s experience with the effectiveness of 
insulation in the houses of the new communities recently 

built for housing the workers engaged in the construc- 

tion of TVA dams, led to the thorough insulation of the 

ceilings of the reconditioned houses at Muscle Shoals. 

The relatively slight expense involved in ceiling insula- 

tion is far more than compensated for by the fact that the 

houses are thereby rendered so much cooler in summer 
and easier to heat in winter. 

In some cases the smaller houses were found to have 
outside toilets located on porches. These were remodeled 

so as to provide complete bathrooms made accessible with- 
out going outdoors. 

One of the most important operations in connection 

with the reconditioning of the houses at Muscle Shoals 
was the eradication of termites. It is the opinion of 

many people that the destructiveness of termites is part 
of a high pressure sales talk circulated by those who 
want to sell house owners some sort of termite eradicator. 
As a matter of fact, the danger is sometimes exaggerated, 
but it is none the less real. Once considered as a pest 
largely confined to the tropics or the extreme south, ter- 

mites have now invaded almost the entire country. 
A preliminary inspection at Muscle Shoals revealed 

American Builder, August 1937. 

that out of one group of 165 houses the understructures 

of 131 of them were in various stages of infestation by 

termites; in the case of 30 more houses of this group the 

adjacent ground was infested, and in only four houses of 

the 165 was there no visible evidence of termites. One 

house of the group was so completely infested by ter- 

mites, and their inroads on the structural framework were 
so extensive that it was decided that its repair and re- 

habilitation would cost more than the house would be 

worth. Therefore, this house was torn down entirely. 

In shunning the light, and for protective purposes, a 
termite colony attacking a house builds tube-like runways 

of mud leading from the ground to the point of entrance 

to the woodwork. These characteristic runways are al- 

ways present and give visible evidence of the presence of 

termites, but as the runways are often built on the inside 

surface of a foundation wall they usually escape detec- 

tion for a long time. 
Too, many of the houses at Muscle Shoals had founda- 

tion walls of hollow tile, the inner cells of which made it 
possible for the termites to build runways that were com- 

pletely hidden from view. 
To one unaccustomed to the ways of these insects, an 

infested building seldom shows any plainly visible signs 
of termite damage. But lumber which appears to be 

sound on the surface may be pulverized and riddled with- 

in. Secretiveness is the termite’s first law of life. They 

are the original borers from within. They shun the bright 
lights of both publicity and of outdoors—self-advertise- 

ment has no charm for a termite. 

However, most people have séen termites without rec- 

ognizing them. The tiny, ant-like, grub-colored insects 
found in rotting wood and sometimes called “wood-lice” 

are really termites. Even though they look like ants and 

are often called “white ants” or “flying ants,” termites 

really belong to the cockroach family, and true ants are 
their natural enemies. 

The eradication of termites from the Muscle Shoals 

houses was a thorough job. First, all of the debris, 
stumps and other natural harboring places were removed 

from beneath the houses. Trenches entirely encircling 
the houses at the foundation lines were dug and the 

ground poisoned with chemicals. The wooden siding was 

removed from the walls at critical points to allow thor- 
ough inspection of the framework subject to attack. Sills 

and other damaged framework were replaced by new ma- 

THOROUGH inspection of an apparently sound house revealed this 

well hidden damage to the framework (right). Note the mud-walled 
passageway built by termites, and the apparent soundness of the 

exterior shingles. Left; another view of a corner of an infested house. 
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INTERIOR view of house (right, top) show- 

ing extensive termite damage. Below; this 

house appeared sound until tearing away 

the baseboard revealed that the sill had 

been almost entirely devoured by termites. 

terial treated with poisonous chem- 

icals. The inner spaces of the hollow 

tile foundation walls were also im- 
pregnated with chemicals, and the 

open cells of the tile and the wooden 

sills were separated by inserting 

solid concrete sub-sills between 

them. Sheet metal termite shields 

extending one and one-half inches 

beyond the outer and inner surfaces 

the foundation walls were in- 
stalled at the sill line around all of 

the houses to block the entrance of 
termites at this critical point. Periodic inspections of the 

houses are now made for the purpose of early detection 

of any further attacks by termites. 

A large proportion of the money expended in recondi- 
tioning the houses at Muscle Shoals was for labor. This 

was due to the fact that a great deal of usable building 
material was stored in the unfinished houses. Also war- 

time stores in the Government warehouses at Muscle 

Shoals were drawn on for such materials as were suitable 

for use in the houses. In this connection it is interesting 

to note that plastering material that had been stored in 
unfinished houses for more than fifteen years was tested 

and found to be undeteriorated, and was used for the 

new plastering. This, however, only serves to remind 

is that the ancient Roman law forbade the use of lime 

that had not been “cured” for at least three years, though 

modern processes have eliminated this requirement. 

Aside from termite eradication and completing the 

unfinished houses, the bulk of the work was of a recon- 

ditioning nature. Gutters were renewed, roofs patched, 

rotten steps and porch floors rebuilt, sagging plaster cut 
ut and replaced, plumbing and heating systems over- 

hauled, exteriors and interiors repainted—in short, these 

houses that only a few months ago were fast becoming 

| total loss, are now for all practical purposes, as good as 

new. All of them are occupied, and transformed from a 

tate of general dilapidation, they have become attractive, 
comfortable, sanitary homes for the families of TVA. 

Facts About Work and Wages 

HE transition of the United States from an agricultural to an 
industrial economy, with a steady increase in the wage and 

salary earning class and rising wage levels, is reflected in a com- 
pilation of “Facts” issued by the Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States. 

To provide for the material requirements of the 129,000,000 
people of the United States 46,697,000 persons were employed in 
May, 1937. 

Industry, including manufacturing, construction, power, etc., 
employs 15,460,000 persons, compared with 10,953,000 for agri- 
culture. 

Government in the United States—federal, state and local—has 
the longest payroll,—nearly 3,500,000 regular employees. 

The Federal Government employed in the “regular establish- 
ment” in 1937 1,147,000 persons. Including workers on various 
relief projects, approximately 3,789,000 received federal govern- 
ment pay checks in February, 1937. 

The Chamber estimates that not more than two and a quarter 
million persons, willing and able to work, were unemployed at 
the end of May, 1937. 

Eighteen major industries, turning out goods unknown fifty 
years ago, employed 1,123,000 workers in 1929 and the number 
has since increased. 

Business—all producing, distributing and servicing activities— 
paid out in four depression years, 1930-1934, eighteen billion 
dollars more than it received. 

Labor’s share of the total income paid to employees was larger 
in 1936 than in 1929. Labor now receives 66.5 cents of the national 
income dollar. 



other towns say, the builders of Philadelphia 

continue to put up row upon row of stone-front 
connected houses which they appear to sell with con- 

siderable success. 
In favor of the row house, its proponents point out 

the economy and efficiency of a single block of build- 

ings. Critics on the other hand point out that adequate 

light and ventilation are difficult problems and that 

uniformity of appearance is_a liability. 
One of the better than average is illustrated, built by 

De « the unkind things that visitors from 
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Those Philadelphia 

the Mortimers—father and son. John W. Mortimer, 
Sr., started building 48 years ago and puts up an ex 

tremely substantial, well-built structure. His son con 

tinues the high standards. 
The Mortimer homes extend for solid blocks, each 

identical in appearance and constructed of an expensive 

local stone. The architecture is nameless. 

A typical flat is 17’-6” x 43’, 2 stories and basement 
with recreation room and garage. The houses are 

built high to bring light into the basement. The basic 

problem of a row house—getting light and air, has 

been partly solved in Morti- 
| 

DINING ROOM 
17£6°X12-0" 

RECREATION 
ROOM 

17.6"X43-0" 
Te 

LivING Room 
(7°6"X19+0" 

BoILER Room 
17-6°X 9-0" 

BASEMENT PLAN First FLoorR PLAN SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

mer’s homes by leaving a 

small areaway at the rear to 

bring light into the dining 

room. A skylight gives ven- 

tilation to the bathroom. 

There is considerable waste 

space in the long halls. The 

floor plan is necessarily re- 

stricted by the row house and 

TYPICAL PHILADELPHIA row 

houses built by contractor John 

Mortimer, who has been in the 
business 48 years and whose son 

is still carrying on. The long, nar- 

row plan demanded by the row 

house makes it difficult to get 

ED ROooM light, but Mortimer produces a 
14'-0°X10-0" little in the dining room by means 

of a jog at rear. There is a sky- 
light in the bathroom. This plan 

is better than the average for 

row houses but still compares un- 

favorably with single family homes. 
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They Are Still Building Them— 

Regardless of the Modern 

Trend of Current Architecture | 

and Design : | i 

THE MORTIMER kitchen is well lighted, and well heated by the 

large concealed radiator under the window. The walls are tiled 4 feet 

all around. Although large and cheery, the kitchen is poorly 

arranged for efficient use. 

makes necessary things that would not be considered 
good construction in single-family, such as the stairs 

opening upon the middle of the living room and a din- 

ing room with only one small window. Nevertheless, 

the interiors have been made bright and cheerful and 

are well finished and well equipped. 

Heating consists of a hot-water system with Weil- 

McLain boiler and concealed radiators. Plumbing is 

modern and complete, and the bathrooms are profusely 

tiled in bright colors and have a stall shower with glass 

door. Copper pipe is used throughout. 3 x 10 floor 
joists are used; finished first floors are No. 1 select oak 

flooring. The kitchens are equipped with Magic Chef 

ranges, Colonial kitchen cabinets and Victor ventilating 

fans. They are tiled 4 feet all around. Roofs are 4-ply 

felt and slag, with slate peaks, copper valleys and gut- 

ters. Doors and windows are well weatherstripped and 

caulked. There is a large recreation room in basement. 

The heavy foundations, solid stone fronts, elaborate 
concrete porches and steps and sound construction in- 

sure long life. 
The economies of row-house construction are indi- 

cated by the fact that the sales price of a typical flat 

early this year was $5150. It could be purchased with 

a down payment of $1150 and monthly payments, in- 

cluding amortization, interest, taxes, water and fire in- 

surance, of $39.49. 

The universal answer to criticism of the appearance 

and the old-fashioned 
‘0 arrangement of most 

of the row houses is, 

“they sell.” No one 
knows how a similar 

type of house, if given 

better architectural 

: treatment, would sell. 
d Perhaps it would do 

much better. 

or, 

1) 
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ve 
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in 
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+ 

a LIVING room of one of 
‘ the Mortimer row houses. 

P The concealed radiators 

are placed under the large 

front windows. Stairs lead 
directly from living room— 
an undesirable feature. 
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Monolithic Brick Homes 

By ALBERT W. LUSE 

Secy.-Mgr., Chicago Face Brick Bureau 

HAT about the big 70 percent market for low 

cost homes—for wage earners with yearly sal- 

aries $2500, and less? It is an undeveloped 

market, according to all statistics. This great group of 

trustworthy, hard-working, home-loving people are en- 

titled most certainly to a well-built, fireproof, up-to-date 
home with modern conveniences, and with a minimum 

upkeep cost throughout its life, for upkeep cost is cer- 

tainly something to be reckoned with. 

It may be thought today that it is impossible to build 

a modern brick house for less than $8,000, or $10,000; 

and one at $5,000, or less, ordinary size—5 or 6 rooms— 

is entirely out of the question. But they can be had. 

We do things differently today in ‘most everything 

that touches our life, except probably the actual method 

of building our homes. The great construction in- 

dustry has been slow to adopt new methods. The fact 

that this 70 percent market for homes is undeveloped, 
almost compels one to believe that it is impossible to 

build a low cost home by the traditional construction 

methods. A better home for less money must come from 

new methods, new ways of using our old and tried ma- 

terials, getting awav from the old, traditional construc- 

tion. It must be done in a different way. 

We are considering, at this time, low cost homes. 

To accomplish this it is more than likely that our ideas 

must be revamped to fit the picture. In other words, to 

effect a saving of 6, 8, up to 12 percent, we may dispense 

with a basement. Savings must be made in various 

places; and here is one. It is cheaper to build above 

ground than below ground. To be sure, space must 

be provided in this new home for laundry, heater room 

and storage room. 

Circumstances alter cases. of course. If the building 

PLACING brick in the panel forms face downward on a screeded 

sand bed, with '/," deformed steel rods in the mortar joints on 834" 
centers. 

site is on the side of a hill, a basement could be built, 

also probably enclosing the garage, with little addi- 
tional cost. Again, where actual winter storage room 

for vegetables is needed, a compromise might be made 

ona part basement. However, it is not necessary today 

to have a basement for a central heating plant because 

we have forced circulation; and the heater can be on 
the floor level. 

The homes we are describing are for the class of 

people very probably who do their own household work. 

Dispensing with the basement saves thousands of need- 

less steps up and down stairs to the laundry, carrying 
out wet clothes to the drying yard. All these are elimi- 

nated from the busy housewife’s tasks. 

Maybe the interior finishing of the walls and also the 

floors are not just as our grandfathers had. These 

points will be treated as we proceed in our article. 

Even with more favorable financing, on long terms, 

and lower rates, it does not bridge the small financial 

gap that prevents home ownership in so many instances. 

The ready-built lumber house coming to the building 

site cut, labelled and bundled, from the mail order house 

or large lumber operator, some 15 years ago, may have 

done some good; but it never got very far—probably 

because of the inability to sell such homes in such 

quantity as to reduce costs. 

“Mass production methods, same as auto making, 
should be applied to home building’’—has been said 

time and again. We don’t believe it can be done. 

While 10 million people are each willing to buy a Ford. 

100 people will not live in a community with 100 homes 

exactly alike except for color. 

Century of Progress publicity writers ran wild with 

(Continued to page 82) 
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POURING cement grout on the back of the brick, completely im- 

bedding the reinforcing rods. The brick lying on sand becomes face 
of exterior wall. 
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be 
Mono lithic concrete wall, board marked, 

paints 1. One of ~— textures possible at low 
cost when walls are cast tn place. 

coat. 

woe Sete ee 
I Exposed d concrete masonry, all standard units, 
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Concrete masonry—one of many random ashlar 
palterns. If you are looking for a new eye appeal, 

consider concrete! You will find a 

choice of interesting textures for every 

architectural style. 

But architectural distinction is only 

the beginning of concrete’s story. 

Concrete helps you offer a better home 

for the money —firesafe in the real sense 

. . . comfortable in all weather... 

enduring as only a rigidly built home 

can be. Concrete is low in first cost. 

{Large view} Concrete masonry laid 
in one of many ashlar patterns pos- 
sible with two or more sizes of units, 
painted with cement paint. This 
Atlanta, Ga., house also has concrete 

Julian D. Norris, builder. 
Arthur Neal Robinson, architect. 

floors. 

.-- ADD TO THE SALES WALLOP OF 

THIS FAST-GROWING TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 

You can assure your buyers low main- 

tenance and slow depreciation. 

Just off the press is a new 32-page 

booklet, “Why People Like Concrete 

Homes.” Thousands of home prospects 

will be seeing this pictorial booklet. 

May we send you a copy? 

° 

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 

Dept. 8-3, 33 W. Grand Ave. 

Chicago, lilinols 



BASEMENT retaining walls of brick panels. Where panels adjoin 

and the reinforcing rods butt each other, these are spot welded. 

Notice the dovetailing of the corner panels. These come with true 

precision. 

their copy that 20 percent would be cut out of home 

costs because of walls of steel, wood or synthetic panels. 

This bubble burst because the walls of a home don't 

allow the deduction of that cost percentage. 

Wiley Corbett, outstanding New York architect, 

commenting some little time ago, remarked, “Every 

time I see a mason on the wall it reminds me that bricks 

are laid in the same manner as in the time of Moses.” 

He criticized the construction methods. There is some 

truth in his criticism even though a brick unit may be 

considered a perfected, fabricated unit, when it comes 

to the building site. But, accepting his challenge in the 
broad sense, how are low cost homes: to be built if 

we adhere to traditional building methods? It is pos- 

sible to squeeze cost of labor and material enough? 

Architects Holsman and Holsman of Chicago, capi- 

talized on Architect Corbett’s criticism and are placing 

as many as 300 brick in the wall in one operation in a 

method of constructing homes utilizing brick, steel and 

concrete and cantilever construction; and this goes for 

even the small home $2500, and upwards. 

It is an architect-engineer’s development. It is not 
believed the same type of house could be built with 

traditional construction, using face brick and lum- 
ber, even at a higher cost. 

A PWA engineer in Washington, looking over a 

set of photographs, remarked, “A monolithic struc- 

ture.” The suggestion gave the name for this type 
of face brick home. 

The monolithic face brick house with its walls of 

reinforced brick panels, 4-inch load-bearing, the sup- 

porting element, eliminates wood or steel studding, or 

other additional courses of backup masonry. We want 

to make this point clear. This 4-inch panel is the load- 

bearing element, without any other visible support 

whatsoever. We made a special trip to Washington 

because evidently our command of the English lan- 

guage was not sufficient to explain this point to the 
FHA engineers. They wanted to know how we hung 

the panel to the backup material. 

It is impossible to exhaust the crushing strength of 
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REINFORCED brick panels over full basement, supported with 

I-beam. Small opening at left hand for hot air register. Floors are 

terrazzo ground, polished and waxed. Larger opening, stairway open- 

ing to basement. 

face brick in the average two-story home. If one 

brick course will carry the weight, why use more, when 

flexibility can be secured through the use of the steel 

reinforcing rods in the mortar joints? 

There is some saving, of course, in the lessened 

amount of material. But a saving also arises from the 

(Continued to page 84) 
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There’s Nothing 

Like Gas for 

COOKING 

REFRIGERATION 

WATER-HEATING 

HOUSE-HEATING 

Model planned kitchen from an advertisement in the Gas Industry’s “Modernize Your Home With Gas” campaign 

\ AKE no mistake about it. Today’s 

gas appliances are modern appli- 

ances! Ranges are modern in the way 

they virtually run themselves with 

automatic lighting and dependable 

oven-heat control; modern in the way 

their improved burners and effective 

insulation contribute to worthwhile 

economies. Their clean up-to-date lines 

reflect the speed for which gas has al- 

ways been famous. Gas refrigerators 

have the same clean, modern look 

about them—and their record for truly 

in national magazines of 14,000,000 circulation. 

silent, satisfactory performance has 

never been surpassed. 

Nor are the ways to use this perfect 

fuel limited to the kitchen alone. Auto- 

matic equipment for house-heating 

and water-heating brings really effort- 

less convenience within the reach of 

every purse. In addition, gas is the 

fuel that is already known and 

trusted in more than 16,000,000 

American homes! Get all the 

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 

facts on the appearance and perform- 

ance of modern gas equipment—and 

check up on the substantial economies 

available to homes equipped to use 

gas for every heating need. Consult 

your local gas company for full infor- 

mation regarding the selection of 

modern gas appliances to meet your 

problem and your clients’ needs. 

Be sure the gas appliances you specify 
carry the approt al seal of the American 
Gas Association Testing Laboratories. 



fact that the architect has greater freedom in his de- 
sign. The position of the first floor walls does not set 

the position of the second floor walls, or vice versa. 

It is readily seen that the lighter weight walls on the 

upper stories are placed with more freedom because 

they do not need such heavy under walls for support. 
Low cost houses are being built today with first floor 

partitions made of brick panels, reinforced. They 

are fireproof and sound proof. In the making of the 
panels the brickwork may be so carefully done that the 

brickwork is eventually left uncovered as a finished 

wall. There is an initial saving here of interior finish 

and later upkeep cost, decorating, repairing, etc. 

The ground floors can also be made of brick panels 

chosen from the great brick color palette, practically 

any suitable color shade you desire. These are terrazzo 

ground, polished and waxed. There will be no sag- 

ging, roughing up of splinters, or creaking. If the 

house happens to have a basement, this brick floor 

over it will give a fireproof basement. 

It is said that a 4-room, 2-story house can be built 

cheaper than a 4-room bungalow. In a 2-story house, 
after the first floor exterior wal]s and partitions are 
set, plumbed and braced, with the extended reinforcing 

rods anchored in the key slots in the foundations, across 

the wall tops are placed steel I-pans 4 inches deep on 

171%4”-centers. The upper projecting reinforcing rods 

are extended into the I-pans and bent over. Second floor 

panels are erected the same as for the first floor. In this 

case the lower extended reinforcing rods are bent into 

the I-pan. With the second floor panels plumbed and 
braced, roof framing proceeds as in ordinary frame 

construction, the extended reinforcing rods securely 
anchoring the wood plates. 

When the required conduits, wiring, etc., have been 

placed in the empty I-pans, these are then filled with a 

light weight aggregate cement and trowelled smooth. 

In this one I-pan operation we have a trowelled smooth 

cement second floor, under it a steel ceiling for the 

first floor, most attractive when decorated. 

For those who prefer, and can afford, more expense 

in the home, wood or linoleum over mastic can be ap- 
plied. 

Here, again, is permanency, for there will be no 
sagging, no cracking and losing of plaster, but instead, 
a permanent ceiling with beamed effect. 

We have described, in short, the monolithic face 
brick house of reinforced, four-inch, load-bearing panels 

with the ferro I-pan concrete filling and cantilever 

American Builder, August 1937, 

Completed bungalow—Owner, H. 

B. Schutte, Crawfordsville, Indiana. 

Cost $5,800, built in 1935. 5 rooms, 

and bath, full basement with built- 

in garage. 27' x 44° ground dimen- 
sions. 

construction. This wall that 

we have described must have 

interior finish. The outer 
panels should have a furring 

strip, some of the beautiful 
wall boards can be used giv- 

ing a finished appearance in 

the one operation of apply- 

ing, or, again, traditional 
plaster may be used. 

What has been gained in 

all of this? What about 

Is the method practical? Do the walls leak? 

Can we have individual styles of architecture? Do 
we need brick of special sizes? Can the ordinary con- 

tractor do this type of construction? Can single houses 
be built or is mass production needed in order to re- 

duce costs? 

The answer to all of this is in the old adage, “The 

proof of the pudding is in the eating,” in this case, 

the doing. 
One outstanding thing is the fact that all that we 

have described in this house follows the blue print of 

the house plans. As we previously said, it is problem 

worked out by the architect and engineer. The blue 
prints must be followed religiously for you are not 

using material that can be sawed, planed or easily 

cut, but you are working with more durable materials. 

There are no special brick of any kind required. The 
only thing to be ordered in advance is the steel rein- 

forcing rods and the I-pans, but these are easily ob- 

tainable almost anywhere in the U.S. from the steel 

merchants. 

Brick panels may be made at the building site or at 
a central place and brought to the building site. Both 
methods have their advantages and disadvantages, with 

the one-probably balancing the other. Both methods 

have been tried out. 

Mass production is not needed. The architect has 
perfect freedom to design individual styles, whatever 

pleases his fancy. 

Now as tocosts. The fact that 514 and 6 room homes, 
—bungalow or 2-story, well designed, with enclosed or 

attached garage, modern, up-to-date, fireproof, termite 
proof, central heating plant,—oil or gas fired,—sleeping 
porch and sun deck, some with latest innovations as 

glass brick in dining nook, decorated,—have been built 

in the Chicago area, ranging in price from $4500 to 

$6500, is “proof of the doing.” 
Such homes have been built in Beverly Shores, near 

Michigan City, Ind.; Huntingburg, Ind.; Palos Park, 

Ill.; Downers Grove, IIll.; Niles Center, Ill.; Barring- 

ton, Ill.; Georgia; and contracts being let at the pres- 

ent moment for homes in Elgin, IIl., and Highland 
Park, Ill. Over 60 plans were sold from the Century 
of Progress house. There are undoubtedly many houses 

throughout the country of which we have no record. 

The Chicago Face Brick Bureau, sponsored by the 

Indiana and Illinois Face Brick Manufacturers, has spent 

a great deal of time, effort and money in developing this 

type of construction in order to bring Face Brick homes 
within the reach of the masses. 

cost? 
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Form Work Eliminated 

in New Monolithic Floor 

operas dead loads were greatly reduced in the 

monolithic concrete floors of a park recreation build- 

ing recently completed at Glen ; ve Ill., by WPA labor 

from plans prepared by Mr. F. G. W alker, architect. 

These floors are of the White. Stecl monolithic system 

designed and patented by Eugene B. White of Chicago, 
who is well known for his design of the Lawson memorial 

Y.M.C.A. building, Chicago. This new system of floor 

construction does away with form work and provides a 
monolithic T-beam concrete floor or roof which weighs 

only from twenty to twenty-five pounds per square foot, 
including the weight of the beams or joists. On this job 

it greatly simplified and speeded up construction work, 

resulting in a money saving of 35 to 40 per cent. In gen- 

eral, the lightening of useless dead loads effects great 

savings in foundations and also in structural steel. 

Some idea of the great reduction in useless dead loads 

may be gained from a comparison of the weights of or- 

dinary floor and roof deck construction with the patented 

White type of floor. 
Reinforced concrete slab 6” thick 75 Ibs. per sq. ft. 
Tile arch construction 98 Ibs. per sq. ft. 
Conventional T-beam construction 40 Ibs. per sq. ft. 

20 to 25 Ibs. per sq. ft. White-Steel monolithic system 

In the White-Steel system precast, reinforced slabs of 

light-weight concrete are used in combination with T- 

beams formed in special hollow steel sections of cold- 
formed, light gauge steel. Heavy reinforcing mesh pro- 

jects from the ends of the slabs and is turned down into 

the beams to form stirrups connecting the beams and slabs 

by continuous reinforcing. The beams and openings be- 

tween slab-ends are then poured on the job. No form 
work is used. The light-gauge, hollow steel sections pro- 

vide an immediate working deck on which the precast 

slabs are placed. When the beams have been poured 
with continuous reinforcing, the full strength of a 

monolithic T-beam system results, as proved by tests of 

the R. W. Hunt Company, testing engineers. 

Accepted T-beam formulae are used in the design of 

these floors and roof decks and the strengths developed 
are shown by loading tests to be exactly what would be 
expected in a monolithic T-beam system. The slabs are 

——r- “—— ~~ 
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HOLLOW steel sections being laid across foundation wall forms ready 
for laying of White-Steel slabs. 
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WHITE-STEEL MONOLITHIC System 

composed of concrete having a compressive strength of 
3000 pounds to the square inch. They are a little short of 

six feet in length, fifteen inches wide and two inches 

thick, and weigh about 125 pounds each. For the ordinary 

span and load, the beams are four and one-half by SIX 

inches. The system can be designed for any desired load 
and for long spans. 

This Glen Ellyn park structure has a ground floor area 
of 78 x 83 feet, L-shaped. There is a small basement in 

one corner for heating plant. One room 27 x 67 feet is 
for the use of skaters in winter. A strong, rigid floor con- 

struction was essential on account of the crowd apt to 

gather, especially during the skating season. 

LIGHT WEIGHT concrete slabs in position and workmen pouring 

beams of Park house in Glen Ellyn. 
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BRIXMENT 

IS 

PLASTIC! 

ITH the possible exception of 

slaked lime putty, Brixment makes 

S 

_ a more plastic, more easy-working mortar 

than any other materials you can use. 

of 

es * +* But along with this plasticity, Brix- 
es 

ary 
we ment mortar also has strength greater 

oad 

than that of the brick itself! + + Bonds 
rea 

th perfectly with the brick. Won’t cause 

On- 
to efflorescence. Won’t fade mortar colors. 

Waterproofed during manufacture. « +« 

One part Brixment, three parts sand. 

Five bags will lay approximately 1000 

brick. Louisville Cement Company, 

Incorporated, Louisville, Kentucky. « *« 

' 
‘ 
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Things To Build for Profit or Pleasure 

dae YONE enjoys outdoor living in the pleasant summer months, 
so the settee shown in this month’s Shoperafter’s Corner should BILL OF MATERIAL 

prove to be a timely item. It will find plenty of use about the builder's : ; ae" JV," DO" 
home or several made up for sale will generally find a ready market. o P5, SAG YE AE: AEC 

Being of the folding type, there is greater convenience for moving 2 pes, Legs, 4" x 4” x 33” 
and storing; good design makes it attractive in appearance, sturdy 2 pes, Seat, 134" x 2” x 16" 

and comfortable. The project, at a first glance, looks rather difficult ; - _ . . . fe ? ” ze 2 ” 3 I ” 
because of the many measurements given and all the details shown, 1 pe, Seat, 4” v 14" x 34% 

but after carefully studving the drawing, you will see that it 1s quite 1 pe, Seat, 4” x 134” x 36” 

easv to construct. ; P ; : 2 no S = 34" ; 2” * 6” 
A strong, tough wood should be used for this job, such as maple, 13 pes, Seat 134” 2 vd 

birch, oak, hickory, rock elm, and the like. Make full-size patterns 2 pes, Arms, 7%” x 2VY." x 144%" 
for ’ CiiTve arts ) > fr: WW OrkK ¢ ¢ . re aS é ” ” ” for the curved parts. Put the framework and slats together as a 2 pes, Arm-supports, 14" x 144" x 9 
separate unit; also the seat; then fasten to the legs. Iron rivets and 

m ° eee — oe an: ri » 4" 
wrought iron for the angle pieces should be used. Finish the settee 2 pes, Back, 7%” x 114" x 14% 

ina bright color, either in paint and enamel or lacquer. The same de- 2 pes, Back, 14" x 134" x 341%" 

tails will serve for a garden chair if made half length. : a cde ‘ eas 
IS pes, Slats, 7/16" « 14%" x 153% 

2 Dowels, 34” diaim., x 37% 
4 ee YA * .2 

Construction drawings below and bill of material at right give the necessary I Powel, 34” diam., x 36 

details for building a garden settee. Design from "Things to Make for the Lawn 

and Garden" by William W. Klenke—Manual Arts Press. 

Angle-irons and rivets 

5 

ra i 
pag 4 | , 
le 153" . SECTION AT A-A 

Top View OF SEAT 2" Squares L. 36" ” 

Top View oF ARM 

“4 
Angle |ron 26" 

FRONT ViEw 

pile steiha et 2 _ 

vi ecu Le ees Te 

cae 
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SIRADIEEY HOV 

COMP ANNY 

WARREN, ARKANSAS 

For it takes oak lumber that's dried right to pro- 

duce Oak Floors that lay right. 

This relationship is maintained by the makers of 

"BRADLEY BRAND” Oak Flooring as an indis- 

pensable safeguard to the reputation for excel- 

lence which Bradley enjoys . . . a reputation won 

in more than 35 years’ service to the trade. 

For Bradley controls every factor of production 

from cutting its own virgin hardwood timber 

through the successive steps of lumber manu- 

facture, drying, seasoning, selection of flooring 

LUMBER SALES 

These Piles of OAK LUMBER and 

This Finished OAR FLOOR ate 

BROTHERS UNDER THE BARK 

oak and its conversion into accurately machined 

flooring; graded, bundled, labeled and inven- 

toried, ready for your order. 

In this single continuous operation, with its 

assurance against any deviation from Bradley 

standards, lies the secret of Bradley's craftsman- 

ship in manufacture, the merit of which is further 

attested by NOFMA Certified grading plainly 

indicated by the copyrighted Association label 

attached to the bundles. Available everywhere 

through local distributors. For litera- 

ture and further information address: 

89 
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TRY THIS 

to prove that the 

Barcol nae 

WEATHERTIGHT 

When the door is closed, get a good 
the handle and try to rattle it! This is the easiest and best 

test for weathertightness of any door... we invite you to make 
this teston the Barcol OVERdoor. The exclusive closing action... 
found only on the Barcol OVERdoor. . . insures a snug closure at 
the top, sides, and across the bottom. It keeps out wind, snow, 

rain, or sleet and ] 

hold or sla OlL 

insures a long-lasting, low-maintenanc 

SS Ne =. TRY THIS 

to prove that the 

Barcol OVERdoor 

WORKING 

Release the latch, and lift the door! 
See how easily and smoothly it operates . Note “eee little effort 

s required to open it. Then look toward the stop strips . . . see 
how the closing action keeps the door free and avoids sticking. 
L at the tailored ‘twin torsion’’ counterbalance springs, the ball 
6 3 roller he direct-connected cables ... all importan ait 

fartar that vaedire onerating frictione and insure easy P long- life 2Glsrige deieUiVlis alice lilo 

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY 
ROCKFORD e ILLINOIS 
Representatives in Principal Cities 

OVERdoor installation. Write us for com- 
plete data on the Barcol OVERdoor, Electric 
Door Operators, and the RADIO CONTROL. 

e door. | 

The Barcol 

OVERdoor 
AN IMPROVED OVERHEAD DOOR | 

Shown at the left is a special-design Barcol | 
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‘Half a Home or 

Entire Home Ownership ?— 

‘AT THE END OF 20 YEARS 

* * * * 

An analysis of the costs 

of FHA 20-year Financing 

EMBERS of the building industry have had 

M occasion in the past to explain to prospective 

home builders the merits of the Federal Housing 

Administration’s insured single mortgage system and 

compare it with the old dual, short-term mortgage sys- 

tem that has been the method of financing home build- 

ing for generations. 

| The question of the comparative costs of the two 
| systems to the home builder has not been discussed as 

| frequently as other factors. Perhaps the advantage of 

the insured mortgage, such as the protection of both 

| borrower and lender, the elimination of the second mort- 
gage and other junior liens, and the superiority of the 

monthly payment plan over the lump sum payment, have 

seemed so obvious that the question of costs of the 

two systems has been overlooked. 

Carry Mortgage or Pay It Off? 

| 
To show a comparison of costs of both systems let 

| us take as an example a hypothetical case: 
John Brown and Harry White receive salaries of 

| $3,000 a year. They have saved $1,200 each with which 

| they have purchased lots in a good sub-division. They 
desire to build houses on these lots to cost $4,800, so 

| that their home will cost when completed $6,000. 

Their lots valued at $1,200 represented what would 

| be a down payment of 20 per cent on a $6,000 home 

Their next step was to finance the building of their 

$4,800 houses. 

Brown decided to finance the building of his home 
under the old dual, short-term mortgage system. Having 

| his plans already prepared, he obtained from a contractor 

a figure of $4,800 for the building of his house. 

Next he went to a bank, submitted his plans and the 

contractor’s figures and asked for a loan. 

He was told that while there are some lending insti- 
tutions that loan as high as two-thirds of the appraised 

value of the property, a conservative loan on a first 

mortgage is 50 per cent of the value of the property 

including house and lot. In Brown’s case 50 per cent of 

the loan on his $6,000 home would be $3,000. 

Brown was satisfied to obtain a loan of $3,000 at an 

interest rate of 6 per cent per annum and to have the 

mortgage run for 3 years. He was also willing to pay 

a commission of 3 per cent of the loan for obtaining 
the money which amounted to $90. Brown knew that 

the borrower had to pay the charges incurred by the 

bank to complete the transaction, such as search of 

title, abstract, appraisal fees, legal cost of preparing 

papers, recording and filing fees and other charges 

which was $60. 

| The transaction was completed, but Brown. still 

| needed $1,800 to complete the payment for the building 
| of his home. He would have to borrow that sum of 

| money and give a second mortgage on his home as 
security. 

(Continued to page 92) 
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a 3 a 
1 basement game room with gay Accotile floors makes prospects glad to sign 

the dotted line—at your price. Write for Accotile facts now. Walls and ceil- 
ang are Armstrong's Temlok De Luce. 

OFFER A BASEMENT GAME ROOM 

WITH ACCOTILE FLOORS LIKE THIS 

8 yaccrneyeniye game rooms make your houses 

easier to sell. Inexpensive floors of Accotile 
make it easy for you to create eye-catching game 
rooms at low cost. 

Accotile is a moisture-resistant asphaltic tile- 
the only type of resilient flooring that can be laid 

over concrete in direct contact with the ground, 

on or below grade. Installed with asphalt sheeting, 
Accotile floors are warmer, smoother, quieter, and 

more comfortable. 

Thirty-four colors, in plain and marble grain- 

ings, give you a wide selection from which you 
may choose an attractive game room floor like 
the one above. In addition, you have the choice 

of three gauges, 1”, 346”, and 14”. 

Accotile is made by the makers of Armstrong’s 

Linoleum, Linotile, Rubber Tile, and Cork ‘Tile 
the only complete line of resilient floors for homes. 

It can be bought through the Armstrong Finance 
Plan with convenient time payments. Find out 
now how you can give your properties greater 

salability at little expense with Accotile. Write 

today for free copies of ““Gay Floors for Basement 
Playrooms” and ‘‘Accotile Floors.’’ Arm- 

strong Cork Products Co., Building Ma- 
terials Div., 1218 State St., Lancaster, Pa. 

Vk. Z 

Q] 

Send 

ay ia ee fin bdll 

, , illustrated 

| Bs . literature 

a Go (is —FREE 

\PERMATITES 

The smartness and efficiency of 

ARMSTRONG’S —Liveotew,. 

od RESILIENT TILE FLOORS 

these new, patented WINDOWS 

can be had at moderate cost... 

_ house buyers are Permatite Windows are efficient. 

quick to recognize smart, The new, built-in metal weather- 

up-to-the-minute details. That’s stripping forms a weathertight 

why residences with Permatite seal — a necessity for air-condi- 

Windows — in bronze or alum- tioned, insulated homes — that 

inum — sell quickly. They offer also cuts fuel costs. Permatite 

performance features your pros» Windows will not warp, 

pects immediately want. stick or rust. They are re- 
‘ : a markably easy to operate — and 
Permatite Windows — casement : ; 

or double hung — embody the 

highest quality materials and The many new, patented fea- 

workmanship with a beauty of — tures of Permatite Windows will 

design that harmonizes with any appeal to even your hardest 

decorative scheme. The cost is prospect. Let us send you fully 

moderate — compared with all illustrated literature. It's FREE. 

to install. 

former windows of similar You are sure to need it. Mail in 

quality. the coupon today. 

IN DOW S 

Bronze or Aluminum + Casement or Double Hung 

PERMATITE 

Ww 

GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION 
34-19 Tenth Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 

Send us FREE illustrated literature on Permatite Windows. 

Name —_ 

TILE - ACCOTILE +: CORK TILE - RUBBER TILE - LINOWALL - ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS | Address 



Chrysler Building 

NEW HEATING 

DATA AVAILABLE 

to xchitects 

and huilders 

Now ready ... impartial performance records of ap- 

proved Anthracite heating equipment. Also informa- 

tion of most recent developments in the heating field. 

This service, and other information gained through 

many years of heating research, are available to you 

through Anthracite Industries, Inc. 

It is a non-profit corporation, organized to focus 

all the experience and service of the principal factors 

interested in extending the economies and conven- 

iences of Anthracite in home heating. 

You may have the personal help of an extensive 

field force of trained heating men, with all the accum- 

ulated experience of the Anthracite industry at their 

command, 

In addition, Anthracite Industries, Inc. maintains 

a fully equipped research and testing laboratory. 

Makers of Anthracite equipment have long relied on 

it for accurate testing of equipment. Its staff of engi- 

neers cooperates in improving existing equipment, 

and in developing new equipment. 

@ Be assured, when you see the Anthracite Industries’ 

seal of approval on any equipment, that it has passed the 

most rigid tests in the heating industry, Let Anthracite 

Industries, Inc. help you. Let its seal be your guide 

in selecting equipment. 

AN TM RAC ET E.oET ND US TRLE'S., Lac. 

New York, N. Y. 

(SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE PAGE) 

Clennoylvanta 

ANTHRACITE 

COAL 

THE so.ipd FUEL FOR SOLID COMFORT 
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Half a Home or Entire Home 

Ownership in 20 Years 

(Continued from page 90) 

Brown found a second mortgage lender, who would 
loan him the $1,800 at 8 per cent interest, the mortgage 

to be amortized over a four year period, if he would 
pay a customary commission for 5 per cent of the loan. 

srown felt that he was obtaining cheap second mortgage 

money at that figure, and that the commission was lower 

than many institutions charged. He paid the $90 com- 
mission and another $60 to cover another search of title, 

abstract, appraisal fees, ete. 

White Chooses an FHA Mortgage 

3rown's house was built and the family moved in. 

Now let us turn to White, who also had the plans drawn 

for his home and a contractor who agreed to build it 

for $4,800. 
Having decided to finance the building of his home 

under the Federal Housing Administration’s insured 

single mortgage system, White applied at a bank which 

was an approved mortgagee for a loan of $4,800. He 

filled out a credit questionnaire, submitted his plans and 

specifications, and later, after consulting with the in- 

surance office of the Federal Housing Administration 

and receiving a commitment, the bank approved the loan. 

The conditions under which White obtained the money 

were that he pay 5 per cent interest, 42 of 1 per cent 

service charge, % of 1 per cent mortgage insurance 

premium. The loan would run for 20 vears and be pail 
off monthly, the payment amounting to: 

Interest and part of principal... wee, $31.63 
/y of | per cent service charge (average) 1.16 
Vy of | per cent mortgage insurance premium 2.00 

Total $34.84 

As had Brown, White also paid a $60 charge for 

search of title, appraisal, abstract, and preparation of 

legal papers, etc. In addition he paid at the rate of $3 

per $1,000 of the loan to cover the Federal Housing 

Administration’s cost of appraisal, which amounted to 

$14.40. 

20-Year Comparison 

Looking ahead twenty years and analyzing the situ- 

ation of both Brown and White. Brown had paid off 
his second mortgage in the stipulated time of four years. 

To do this it had cost him, on the principal $1,800 an’ 
$374 interest on annual declining balances, a total of “ 

$2,174. 
Three years after he had obtained the loan on his first 

mortgage it was necessary to renew it. The commission 

he was charged by the bank was at the rate of 3 per cent 

of the loan which amounted to $90. Altogether in twenty 

years, Brown renewed his first mortgage 6 times at a 

total cost of $540. The interest he had paid on his first 

mortgage over that period amounted to $3,600. 

Brown had never paid anything on the principal of 

the first mortgage, so at the end of twenty years he 

still owed $3,000 on his home. 

White. during the twenty vear period had regularly 

made his monthly payments, so at the end of that period 
he owned his home, free and clear of all encumbrances. 

The following itemized statements show the total 

amounts each had paid on their homes at the end of 

twenty years: 

(Continued to page 94) 
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Clean automatic Anthracite heating 
lome made possible the attractive modern 
ured basement shown here. Basements can 

hich also be dens, workshops or play rooms. 
He 
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» in- 
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loan. 
oney 
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ance 
paid 

31.63 
1.16 
2.00 

34.84 

for 

| AUTOMATIC ANTHRACITE HEATING AND A 
t $3 

sing 
| to 

( 0 N T | 0 N | N C W | T { Tremendous advances have been made with automatic 

Anthracite heating and air conditioning. Moreover, its un- 

matched advantages are here for the millions of homes. small 

ia 2 by or large. 

off M1 L This new equipment is the most modern of all. It offers 

ars. entirely new standards of efficiency and long life. With it 

an ANT H RAC IT I comes cleanliness, absolute safe ‘ty and dependability of An- 

Lot thracite. Operating economies are even more pronounced, for 

; COAL the price of Anthracite has steadily gone down, while other 

ct (SEE ADVERTISEMENT ON OPPOSITE PAGE) fuels seid _— 

saa In addition, the broad range of automatic Anthracite heat- 

wwe ing and air conditioning enables you to fit any budget. You 

it 2 .* can install an Anthracite furnace, or boiler, and with a simple 

Arst S$ we, thermostat provide automatic heat. You can install a maga- 

ae a zine feed boiler, or an automatic Anthracite burner that pro- 

of | Pe pproved x vides all-season firing and ash disposal. 
he | 4. F 

o Write for bulletin listing approved equipment. Or, if you 

wish, avail yourself of the headquarters staff and the trained 

2 4, One on™ 

ef “ Thin sonbaguenve in hellaiicite canine field men of Anthracite Industries, Inc. Call on them for any 

anti ment only after it has passed the most information you need on any problem affecting Anthracite 

aa’ rigid tests in the heating field. heating. Write to ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, Inc., 

of Chrysler Building, New York. 

THE SOLID FUEL FOR SOLID COMFORT 
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36-Story New York Apartment Hotel 

Reconditioned and Modernized 

ILLIAM E. RUSSELL and Frank L. Weil of New York 

City are responsible for one of the most extensive residen- 
tial remodeling jobs of the present era. As trustees for the cer- 
tificate holders who now own Hampshire House, 36-story 
residential tower at 150 Central Park South, New York, they 
have put through a complete reconditioning program to bring 
this outstanding property up to 1937 standards. As a final step 
in this procedure they have recently let a contract to Mrs. Dorothy 
Draper, well known real estate stylist, for complete furnishing 
and decorating which is said to be the largest in the last five 
years and also the largest hotel decorating job ever given to 

a woman. 
Dorothy Draper, who has to her credit many important decor- 

ating commissions, numbering among them the Carlyle in New 
York and The Gideon Putnam Hotel in Saratoga Springs, says 
that Hampshire House, her most recent and her largest, is also 
the most comprehensive. Her contract calls for the decorating 
scheme of all formal and informal rooms open to the public . 
dining room, bar, etc., as well as 116 individual apartments. In 
all there are 491 units of space. Her commission does not stop 
however with the decorating. She has a voice in the execution 
of every detail of the building from the plan of the most public 
spaces to such essential matters as the selection and designing 
of service uniforms, silver, china, glass, linen, etc. In a word, 
nothing goes into the hotel that does not reflect Dorothy Draper’s 
personal touch 
Hampshire House will open October Ist and, according to 

Roland F, Elliman of Douglas L. Elliman & Co., renting and 
managing agent for the building, great interest has been manifested 

residential rentals as well as for transient accommodations. 

American Builder, August 1937, 

signing the largest MRS. DOROTHY DRAPER, real estate stylist, 

decorating contract of the last five years, calling for the furnishing 

and decorating and styling of Hampshire House, 36-story residential 

tower at 150 Central Park South, New York City. William E. Russell, 

left, and Frank L. Weil, two of the trustees for the Series C-2 cer. 

tificate holders who own Hampshire House, witness the signing. 

Half a Home or Entire Home 

Ownership in 20 Years 

(Continued from page 92) 

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID BY BROWN 

First Mortgage 
Cost of obtaining mortgage $ 60.00 
Commission 90.00 
Six refinancing charges 540.00 
Interest 3600.00 

Total $4290.00 
Second Mortgage 
Cost of obtaining mortgage $ 60.00 
Commission 90.00 
Principal repaid 1800.00 
Interest 373.84 

Total $2323.84 

Grand total $6613. 84 

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID BY WHITE 

A single Federal Housing Administration insured mortgage 
Cost of obtaining mortgage”. 60.00 
FHA appraisal fee 14.40 
Principal —_— 4800.00 
Interest 2803.20 
Monthly service charge (total). 280.32 
Premium charge. _ 480.00 

Total $8437.92 

construction an_ initial 
As is the rule, 
Had it been, 

*The lender may or may not charge on new 
maximum service charge of 24% per cent of the principal. 
we are assuming.that this was not done in White’s case. 
nost of the $60 charge would have been deducted. 

On the premium charge a portion of that amount 

might be credited to White providing the losses in the 

group, of which his mortgage is a part, were sufficiently 

low over a certain period to obtain the credit. This pos- 

sibility, however, is not being considered in this instance. 

An analysis of these statements shows that by paying 

$1,824.08 more than Brown did over the 20 year period, 

White owned his home outright. During the same 

period, Brown had paid $6,613.84 and still had $3,000 to 

pay on the principal of the first mortgage. The equity 

he possessed in his home was exactly one-half its original 

appraised value of $6,000. 

If at the end of the 20 year period, Brown had re- 

ceived a “windfall” and was able to pay off the first 

mortgage he would have paid for his home $9,613.84 

or $1,175.92 more than White paid for his home. 

Because this comparison of the old mortgage system 

and the Single Mortgage System is based on the actual 

costs of financing the homes of both Brown and White, 

no reference has been made to yearly taxes, insurance 

and assessments. They are presumed to be the same on 

both homes, and, of course, would have to be paid. 

Brown would have had to meet them with lump sum 

payments as they came due. White on the contrary had 

been paying his the easier w: iy. Throughout the year, 

every month, one-twelfth of the taxes, hazard insurance 

premium and any assessment charges had been added to 

his monthly payments on the mortgage. As the extent of 

those items depend upon local conditions, the amount 

he was required to pay can only be estimated. A fair 

average would be about $14, which would make his total 

monthly payment to the bank about $48.84. 

Another article might be written about the hazards 

Brown ran in refinancing his first mortgage every three 

years, for he wr at the mercy of his banker at each 

renewal period. A depression or a decision on the part 

of the bank to liquidate some of its mortgages might 

have caused them to refuse renewal and demand payment 

at a time when Brown was least able to pay or to obtain 
a loan from some other source. 

One of the distinct advantages of the insured single 

mortgage system is that the home owner has a minimum 

of worry, if any worry. All he has to be concerned about 

is that regular monthly payment which, met in full every 

month, means at the end of 20 years the entire possession 

of a home instead of half a home under the old system. 
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3 ways - 

in selling and installing 

RO-WAY “ssn?” 

The exclusive Ro-Way advantages Bristow Motor Company’s Ford Agency and Service Station, Pekin, Illinois. Ar- 
make it the easiest of all Doors to sell. 

chitect, Geo. Poppo Wearda, Pekin. General Contractor, Ed. F. Lampitt & Son, Pekin. 1 st 

8 Features to give EXTRA STRENGTH 2nd Because they take less headroom, 

the are easier +t install. 
All joints are mortised and tenoned All rollers are STEEL with double Y . ” se 
(not wood doweled). metal tread and full ball-bearing. 3rd Once in operation, they are trouble- 
All commercial and _ industrial Ro- Unusually large corner brackets, meas- . 
Way Doors are made from Sitka 6 uring ae Teas by 4/," wide, are proof TAS always smooth running. 
Spruce—1%4"" thick. securely bolted to door. 
Panels are made of three-ply lami- Lock bars are burglar-proof, made ° P a ‘ a 
nated fir, joined with special water- from steel /,'' thick by %" wide. The line is complete for industrial, commercial 
proof casein glue. Vertical and horizontal tracks are espe- ° ° ° 
All sections are rabbeted to provide cially made of special steel and rein- and residential use. Especially popular are the 
a ship-lap weatherproof joint. forced with angles. Ro-Way specially designed Torsion Spring High 

“FLASH-CONTROL” Electric Operators Lift Doors for use in public service stations, and 

. .. another exclusive Ro-Way Feature the Ro-Way low priced doors for residence 
arages. 

Enables operator to instantly reverse di- garag 
ti fd travel II | P ‘ , 

"OPEN-STOP-CLOSE” control, This i,. rite for RO-WAY Door Folder and Price List 

valuable safety feature appeals to every 
buyer. The Ro-Way line of Electric Rowe Manufacturing Co. 
Operators is complete for every type of 
installation. 753 Holton St. Galesburg, Ill., U.S.A. 
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Heating Equipment Leads This 

Month's New Products Parade 

Latest Models in Specialties, 

Hardware and Contractor's 

Equipment Also Presented 

HERE have been numerous additions and new models de- 
veloped recently in lines of heating plants, conditioning units 

and accessory equipment by leading manufacturers in this field. 
Improved design has increased efficiency, while a wider range of 
sizes and types of firing allows selection of proper equipment for 
the requirements of the particular job. 

ANTHRA-HEAT is the trade name under which a new revolu 
tionary anthracite boiler for use in heating medium sized homes 
by steam, vapor or hot water is being marketed. It was developed 
in the laboratories of Anthracite Industries, Inc., whose offices 
are located in the Chrysler Building, New York; the Burnham 
Boiler Corporation of Irvington, N.Y., and the Fitzgibbons 
Boiler Company of 101 Park Avenue, New York, are now manu- 
facturing this type of boiler. 
With combustion space and fire door entirely eliminated, and 

fitted with a flat spiral rotary grate of solid design, the new heating 
unit marks a major advancement in central heating units for 
small homes. Enough fuel can be stored in the unit itself to last 
for 24 to 48 hours—evén 3 to 4+ days in mild weather. It is charged 
with 290 Ibs. of anthracite, and semi-automatic operation is 
achieved through the natural shrinkage of the fuel while burning 
and replenishment through the natural fall of fresh fuel without 
the aid of any mechanical parts. 

Heat absorption is accomplished in this new boiler by indirect 
radiation rather than convection. A thin layer of fuel is main- 
tained at the incandescent point of approximately 2,000 degrees. 
Combustion is established at a point of high efficiency so that the 
ash residue is especially low. Draft is accomplished through 
special ports above the grate line. The flue is water jacketed, as is 

the entire interior of the boiler. 
This new heater was specifically designed to provide semi- 

automatic, highly efficient central heat for low-cost homes. It 
will heat the average five- or six-room house at an annual fuel 
consumption of five or six tons of anthracite. Automatic thermo- 
stat control is built in, and fuel is admitted through a large 
port on top of the boiler 

PTR RG HOCEP aL it UNDARD Ste 

SECTION and exterior of new Burnham ‘'Anthra-Heat" boiler. 

NATIONAL RADIATOR Corporation, Johnstown, Pa., has 
announced a new boiler for residential heating with exceptional 
efficiency when hand, stoker or oil fired. It is finished in baked 
enamel. The rounded corners of the side panels and a double 
roll at each edge of the center front panel aid in presenting a 
smooth, graceful contour free from projecting instruments. 
Among the features new to boiler design found on the National 

Heat Extractor boiler is a foot pedal to open the ashpit door, 
operating like similar equipment on refrigerators. Control knobs, 
operating on the radio dial principle, serve as a convenient means 
of adjusting the damper regulator and smokehood damper. The 
control knobs are located at the front of the boiler and are 
co-ordinated with numbered dials which indicate the relative 
setting or position. The controls eliminate the necessity of going 
to the rear of the boiler to adjust the smokehood damper or 
stretching over the top of the boiler to adjust a conventional 
tvpe damper regulator. 

Steam boilers of the hand-fired type have a built-in domestic 
hot water heating coil recessed in the back section, thus eliminating 

NEW _sresiden- 

tial boiler by 

National Radi- 

ator is smartly 

styled for effi- 

cient operation; 

is available in 

hand, stoker or 

oil fired models. 

the necessity for a firebox coil or an external type heater. <All 
the piping to the water heater is taken from the rear of the boiler 
so as not to mar the appearance. On the stoker-fired and oil-fired 
types provisions are made for two sizes of storage type and two 
sizes of tankless type hot water heaters, together with tappings 
on the rear section for all controls required for complete auto- 
matic heating. 

Numerous extended fingers are placed on the sides of the 
water legs and along the flueways, adding heating surface which 
is most effective whether the boiler is hand, stoker or oil fired 
The large door facilitates firing and cleaning. The opening for 
the removal of clinkers is exceptionally large, being 334 inches 
deep and extending practically the full width of the grate bed. 

The newly designed damper regulator is extremely sensitive 
as it co-ordinates the action of the air intake and check dratt 
doors, so as to prevent over-heating as well as under-heating. 

Fire travel is four times the length of the boiler and _ the 
44-inch waterline makes it adaptable for use with split-system 
air conditioning units. The bonded load rating for the hand-fired 
type ranges from 225 to 750 square feet steam and 360 to 1200 
square feet hot water. 

(Continued to page 100) 
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SKILSAW makes PAYS FOR 

profits because it 

reduces costs — because it enables 

you to out-bid and out - perform 

those who still cling to the old, slow 

hand-saw methods! With SKILSAW 

you can do the job quicker, better 

@ Cuts out a 16-step 
stair stringer from 
2 in. rough, in only 10 
minutes! 

and cheaper. ..and you can pay for 

this remarkable tool with your sav- 

ITSELF ON 

portable electric 
handsaw—it has been the choice of 

builders for sixteen years because, 

model for model, it has more power, 

more construction refinements, 
more sawing applications. It is safe, 

accurate and durable. Operates from 
any A. C, or D. C. light socket. Cuts 
wood, metal, stone te 

THE FIRST JOB } 

SKILSAW, INC. 
3314 Elston Avenue, Chicago 
214 East 40th Street, New York 
52 Brookline Avenue, Boston 

1429 Spring Garden, Philadelphia 
312 Omar Avenue, Los Angeles 
2065 Webster Street, Oakland 

ingsonthefirst job. 

SKILSAW is 
America’s leading 

@ Cross-cuts ten 2x4 
in. studs in only 40 
seconds! 

and compositions. 

‘ powerful sizes. 

@ Makes compound 
mitre-bevel cut on 
thirty 2 x 12 in. hip- 
pitch rafters in only 10 
minutes! 

{sk your Hardware Dealer 
for a Demonstration and 
rite for Our New Catalog 7 

- SS 

SKILSAW CUTS YOUR 

SAWING COSTS IN HALF 
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A MODERN HOUSE, MIQUON, PA. 

KENNETH DAY 

ARCHITECT 

@ Large windows, spacious sun-decks and smooth, clean in- 

terior surfaces typify this modern home by Kenneth Day. 

The walls of the entrance hall and stairway parapet are 

MASONITE TEMPERED PRESDWOOD, painted ebony black. Screw- 

heads are allowed to show and form a pattern throughout. 

The far wall is cinder block, painted white. Wainscoting in 

most rooms and on stairways is MASONITE TEMPERED PRESDWOOD, 

selected because its hard, durable surface does not damage 

easily, and can be kept spotless by merely wiping down with 

a damp cloth. Bathroom walls are MAsonrreE TEMPERED PRESD- 

woop with water-proof varnish finish. 

STAIRWAY 

BEDROOM 

MASONITE 

THE WONDER WOOD OF A THOUSAND USES 
A MISSISSIPPI PRODUCT 

Sold by lumber dealers everywhere BATHROOM 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE SAMPLES AND COMPLETE DETAILS 

a ee 
| MASONITE CORPORATION, Dept. AB-8 

111 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 
Please send FREE samples and full details about Genuine MASONITE. 

bee eee ee eee es coos ees oom 
City 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| Address _ 

| 
L 
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As a Plan Book It Is 

But It Is More than a 

This latest of the American Builder's popular books of Home Designs goes away 

beyond the conventional Plan Book in the detailed information presented. As implied 

in its title, it is a THOROUGH GUIDE to the solution of the problems involved in 

the planning, construction and equipment of the Modern Home. Exteriors and in- 

teriors are beautifully photographed. Floor plan diagrams are large and well di- 

mensioned. Definite specifications accompany many of the designs. Accurate cost 

information is given for each home. There are homes of all sizes, homes for every 

purpose and location, homes of every popular architectural style. 

Among © © Best Homes 

the of Today 

featured in "American Builder Guide to Better Homes" may be 
mentioned: 

Popular Cape Cod at Wilmette, with well handled exterior detailing 

... Long [sland Bungalow, excellent example of fire-safe construc- 

tion . . . Compact Colonial at Wantagh, with light and cheerful 

aspect . . . Low Cost Demonstration Home near Washington, with 

wood-paneled dining nook . . . 5-room Cottage for sloping site in 

New Jersey . . . Provincial Country Homestead ... The "Equi- 

Temp" Face Brick Virginia Colonial . . . Chicago Colonial Demon- 

stration Home, with exceptionally well lighted and ventilated kitchen 

...A bunch of "Kelvinator Package’ Homes, in $6,000 class. 

French Provincial Charm Livable Low Cost Colonial 

A Rockville Plaza Home with many at Rochester, with skillfully handled 
attractive sales features, some of the ihieieeds- habit aaa iis 
smartest of which are its circular break- se a es ee 
fast nook, attached garage and fire- formed by closet at either end. Has 

place niche. many appealing decorative touches. 

Ideal Cape Cod at Winnetka . . . Another well-planned Cape Cod 

at Detroit . . . Apartment type Small Home at Fort Worth... 

5-room Concrete Ashlar Home at Lynbrook that can be duplicated 

for less than $5,000 . . . Steel Clad Birmingham Home . . . Nor- 

mandy type at Erie . . . Some very fetching Gross-Morton Bunga- 

lows . . . Low Cost Garden Home . . . The First Five Purdue Test 

Houses . . . Oak Park New American Prize Winner . . . Kalama- 

zoo's Home of Tomorrow . . . Buffalo Steel Chassis House... 

Ultra Modern Insulated Home near Toledo. . . . 

Low Cost Homes 42 Pages of Homes of Florida Tropicals 

Modern Home Designs Distinction Fourteen of the best homes in the 

agers ‘ The cream of the crop of current good South East—Riviera House, Florida 
Homes of Distinction taste in New York, Washington, New Derectoire, Miami Beach's Tropical 

: : Od ——, oe — House, Coral Gables Spaciousness, 

Florida Tropicals Soe enna ere fonts Spanish Home Designs that are be 
Model Home Interiors featured stands out from the crowd. coming popular the country over. 

Better Details Three Homes for more than one family . . . Page after page of 

Plans for Little Homes, "Lots of Homey Comfort at Small Cost" . . . 

For More than One Family All cleverly planned, with graceful touches of modernism. They in- 

clude Vacation Cottages, Cabins for Beach, Lake and Woods, and 

Modernizing Homes for City, Suburb and Countryside. In the 88 Homes every 

The Basement Question 

SDONO OWN 

popular Architectural Type is represented—Cape Cods, Colonials, 
French Provincials, Normandies, English, Dutch, Spanish, Modernistic, 

Plans for Little Homes Tropicals, California Monterey. — 
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In Addition 

to the Home Designs 

partially listed on the preceding page, “American Builder 

Guide to Better Homes" contains four richly illustrated sec- 

tions replete with suggestions that forecast style trends, add 

to home values and sell homes by increasing their charm. 

Most of them at little or no appreciable additional cost. 

These are the little touches that make all the difference in the 

world between a pile of brick or stone or wood and a HOME, 

with an individuality all its own. 

Beautiful Interiors 

are shown in every part of the house—Colorful Bathrooms 

... Irresistible All-Electric or Streamlined Kitchens... 
Stately Stairways ... Hallways presenting pleasing vistas 

.. . Living Rooms for widely divergent tastes . . . More 

than a score of differently designed Fireplaces . . . Built-in 

Bookcases, Bars and Kitchen Storage Space . . . Cozy Din- 

ettes . . . Recreation Rooms . . . Possibilities in Basements 
that you never dreamed could be . . . Bedrooms of rare 

charm. 

Better Details 

that could have been thought up only by geniuses are pre- 

sented in lavish profusion . .. Entrancing Entrances... 
Attractive Bay Windows ... Dovecote and Overhung 

Gables . . . Corner Windows ... Knotty Wood Finishes 

... Interior Wall Paneling . . . Early American Details on 

a Modern Bungalow—to mention but a few. 

Making the Old Over into the New 

Modernizing is given the emphasis due to its importance in 

today's housing. You see how a whole town is ins done 

over and rejuvenated . . . how two 50-year old nondescripts, 

when modernized, jump their rentals from $600 to $11,000 

. . » How a man bought a tumble-down, derelict house, for 

$800, put $4,200 into it, and got a salable property worth 

$6,500 . . . What profits can be earned in Veneer Modern- 
izing, and how Power Shop Equipment can speed up the 
Restyling Job. 

What does all this Cost? 

What's the price of a book of this size, with all this informa- 
tion and with all these fine illustrations? Five dollars? Two 
dollars? No, you are a poor guesser! It costs you ABSO- 
LUTELY NOTHING, when secured with the American Builder, 
as explained below. 

AMERICAN BUILDER, New_-____- 

30 Church Street, Renewal___ 

New York. 

For the enclosed $_________- enter my 

subscription for 1 year,’ $2__________ 

2 years, $3_______ 3 years, $4______ 

And Include AT NO EXTRA COST 

a copy of “AMERICAN BUILDER 

GUIDE TO BETTER HOMES.’’ 

a ae, ee 

This offer good only in United States, 

Possessions and Canada 

8-37 

a 

Your Free Copy of 

“American Builder Guide to 
Better Homes” 

will have 

194 pages 

150 Exterior Views 

50 Interior Views 

315 Plans, Elevations and Con- 

struction Details 

10 Full-page illustrations, in- 

cluding two gorgeous 
Water Colors. 

EVERY DESIGN HAS ITS 

COST KEY 

The book is bound in heavy 
enameled paper, cloth-strip re- 
inforced. 

es aa —— =x x x 

“American Builder ABSO _~ ye Pe, 

uide to Better are 

H “a sz 
omes Is 2 

with a paid $2 for one year, $3 for two 

years or $4 for three years American Builder 

new or renewal subscription order. To get 

YOUR Free copy, use the form above. 
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(Continued from page 96) 

AIR CONDITIONING OILFURNACE, Model FA, recentl) 
announced by the Timken Silent Automatic Division of the 
Timken-Detroit Axle Company, is engineered to provide all the 
elements of year ’round air conditioning for the home. Available 
in a broad range of sizes, the furnace offers a heating capacity 
ranging from 90,000 BTU’s output (at the plenum chamber) 
and cooling capacity of from 18,000 BTU’s discharge (1% tons) 
to 90,000 (7% tons). 

The furnace body is round, of welded steel construction, and 
is made in two sizes (22 inch and 26 inch diameters). The sides 
are of 8 gauge steel and the dome of 7 gauge steel. An evaporative 

| humidifier is built into the front. Provision is made in the 22-inch 
furnace body for a domestic hot water coil. 
A deep, narrow radiator of 12 gauge steel surrounds the 

furnace body on three sides. It is baffled horizontally in the middle 
so that gases entering it at the back of the unit travel to the 
front and return before escaping. A welded steel smoke pipe 
connection extending back through the filter and blower space 
further assists in the extraction of heat. Either a rotary wall-flame 
burner or a pressure-type burner may be installed in the unit. 

Filters, blower, cooling coils, and dehumidifying plates are 
mounted at the rear of the furnace. Filters are of the dry steel 
wool, throwaway type, and are placed in a compact assembly 
just below the return air opening at the top. 

(1 MAKE MORE 

MONEY WITH AN 

* |AMERICAN 

FLOOR SANDER 

| AND You CAN, Too! | 

Yes Sir, Fellows! I've made more money since | bought 
my new American Standard floor sander than | ever did 
before and | give my floor sander all the credit. You can 
increase your profits too, by owning and using the latest 
and finest in floor surfacing equipment—the American 
Standard. 

There is no reason why you should not be a big success 
in the floor surfacing business. You already know a lot 
about the building game so you naturally have a head start 
on the other fellow. 

EASY TO RUN | 

An American Standard floor sander is easy to run. No skill 
is required to operate and within a few min- 
utes you can run one as well as an “old tim- 
er.’ You will find the American Standard 
floor sander is truly a professional machine. 
It is easy to take from job to job and you 
don't need any helpers—that's where a fel- 

low saves money, being able to do so much CUTAWAY view of Timken year ‘round conditioner. 
work and of such a high quality,—all by 
himself. 

= Cooling equipment is optional. When installed, two sets of cool- 
A’ SEND COUPON ' ing coils are bolted in place on racks below the filters and 
bh’ Sign and mail the coupon below | connected to the compressor by hand drawn copper tubing. 

and get complete de- Moisture condensed on the coils drops into a series of dehumidify- 
tails and prices with- ing plates which carry it away to drain. Freon is the refrigerant 
out cost or obligation. pie i 
It costs nothing to in- Fu oe ee ee ee ‘Is ex sini wailed vestigate. urnace body, blower, fh te rs, coils, compressor, and re atec 

| parts are furnished in several sizes. With the exception of the 
| compressor, all equipment is self-contained in the cabinet. The 
| cabinet is furnished in two sizes, the smaller being 87% inches 
long, 435@ inches wide, and 57% inches high, and the large unit 
being 100% inches long, 48% inches wide, and 61 inches high. 
Complete automatic controls come as standard equipment. 

Plans for installations are to be sent to Detroit for approval 
by the factory air conditioning engineering staff. 

Utena) 

“AMERICAN 

FLGDR SURFACING MACHINE COMPANY 

511 So. St. Clair Street, Toledo, Ohio 
Gentlemen: . ' 

Send complete details, catalog and prices on your American Stand- 
ard floor sander without any cost or obligation to me whatsoever. 

IN. 

KAINER WATER CIRCULATOR, manufactured by Kainer 
& Company, Chicago, provides the means of stepping up hot 

i ht ihe 

Name .....------------------22--2eceeecneee enc ennceneeeenceeneeeee . 
—" | water system circulation to a point where delivery of heated 
<i tama cite ili ia: i water to radiators is instantaneous. Actuated by a room thermo- 

BI eecncpsnsnereccnnnnnnnrsennnencnsiecuesi iat | stat, the Kainer circulator quietly and efficiently drives high 
r (Continued to page 102) 
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STOKER ; 

How to Prevent Them 

_@GT has to do with pull and push. Hand-fired 

boilers have chimney pull. Stoker-fired 

ones have fan push, Fan push is stronger and 

there’s more of it, than chimney pull. Has to be, 

to burn cheaper grade coal. That same push 

speeds up the flow of hot gasses from firebox 

to smoke box, sending them scooting up chim- 

ney. 

Short fire travel boilers are chimney scooters. 

Burnham Boilers’ three times back and forth 

fire travel prevents chimney scoots. 

Stokers cut down fuel costs. Burnham scooter- 

proof boilers cut down heating costs. Their 

long fire travel makes short coal bills. 

Send for catalog. Get the full facts. See for 

vourself. 

1)2}3)4/5 16 }7|8 | 9/10) 11/12/13 /14/15/16)17 /18 

If a_ six section 
boiler had an equiv- 
alent in one-way 
fire travel, it would 
have to have 18 
sections as shown 
above and be 15 
feet long. 

This shows you the three times 
back and forth fire travel in a 
Burnham, that prevents chimney 

oots. 

BURNHAM BOILER CORPORATION 

Zanesville, Ohio 

RRRSESS Be 

BERR REEESU ESE 
pe Seeeeaaeeei 

Irvington, New York 

Export Department, 
116 Broad Street, New York 
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FOR MORE 

BUSINESS 

Pine paneled basement room of Harry L. Wagner, 

Kansas City Architect 

There's many a gay hour spent down in 

the basement these days in such a room as 

this. Up-to-the-minute contractors and 

builders are suggesting to their clients a 

basement-recreation room or workshop 

paneled with’one of the *Western Pines. 

In new homes or old, it's a room that 

means more fun for the home owner, more 

business for the builder. 

better. Try them. 

Yeon Bldg., Portland, Oregon 

*ldaho White Pine 

*Ponderosa Pine 

*Sugar Pine 

The Western Pines will do your next job 

WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION 

THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES 

FES 



Here are some 

of the features 

that sold it 

S pEAKMAN showers and Speak- 

man fixtures in a home are labels that 

quickly indicate quality construction to your 

prospective buyer. For 67 years, the Speak- 

man name has stood for top quality in both 

external beauty and internal design. More- 

over, continuous national advertising, month 

after month, tells your prospect how the 

Anystream Shower Head gives every mem- 

ber of the family the shower he likes best— 

why the Mixometer gives perfect tempera- 

ture control to the shower—why Speakman 

bathroom and kitchen fixtures assure con- 

tinuous trouble-free service for years to 
come. 

You can make your homes doubly appealing 

by specifying Speakman showers and Speak- 

man fixtures on your tubs, lavatories and 

sinks. In the complete Speakman line, with 

its wide price range, you have a choice of 

many types and trim to please every taste, 

to fit every home, and to give the comfort 

and efficient service your buyer looks for. 

Let us send you literature covering Speak- 

man showers and fixtures. You'll probably 

find our line much larger than you expected 

. and the prices will have added appeal 

when you find there’s no price premium for ei 

the Speakman quality reputation. Mail the = 

coupon for full information today. oe 

SPEAKM 

SHOWERS - SHOWER HEADS BATH FIXTURES + SI-FLO (SILENT) FLUSH VALVES 
LAVATORY FIXTURES - SINK FIXTURES - INSTITUTIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL FIXTURES 

SHOWERS ano FIXTURES 

SPEAKMAN COMPANY, DEPT. Al, Wilmington, Delaware 
Send FREE fully illustrated literature on: 

(] Showers for Tubs and Stalls 
() Bath and Lavatory Fixtures 

LAVATORY FIXTURES 

[] Modern Sink Fixtures 
C) Si-Flo Flush Valves 

Name 

Address... 
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(Continued from page 100) 

temperature water through the supply mains, into the radiators, 
and returns the water to the boiler in a surprisingly short time, 
Room temperatures are restored quickly, and heat losses in the 
piping are reduced to a minimum. 

Adaptable to all types of hot water heating systems, the Kainer 
circulator is highly beneficial when used in converting obsolete 
and sluggish systems into modern, efficient and economically 
operated ‘installations. Jobs that are slow to deliver the required 
amount of heat necessary to comfort, or as in many cases, radiators 
that do not heat at all, 
are instantly made over 
into a system that will 
immediately deltver an 

| abundance of heat where 
and when necessary. 

The body is of close 
grained cast iron. Unre- 
stricted inlet and outlet 
openings permit a maxi- 
mum water delivery 
with a minimum of fric- | 

| tion. Body is flanged at 
| both inlet and _ outlet 
| openings. 

Impeller is of cast 
aluminum, scientifically 
designed and microma- 
tically machined for per- 
fect balance and align- 
ment. A stainless steel 

| shaft, properly aligned 
| by special alloy bronze 
| bearings, 

| cabins, 

actuates the 
impeller. An oil reser- 
voir furnishes constant 
lubrication to the shaft 
and other adjacent parts, sealed at its bottom by an outstanding 
sealing device that precludes the possibility of leakage of oil or 
water. 

Electrical motors used on all Kainer circulators are specially 
built for this type of service—quiet in starting and in operation, 
free from radio interference, durable and distinctive in appearance. 

KAINER water circulator 

OIL-BURNING SPACE HEATERS, named Duo-Therms, 
and made by Motor Wheel Corporation, Lansing, Mich., feature 
in 1937 models the modern furniture design and-new standards 
of clean efficient performance due to a patented bias baffle Dual 
Chamber burner. Ten circulating heaters are included in the 1937 
line, with special models for automobile trailer use and for tourist 

fishing shacks, 
1etc. 

| new 

| trend in 
| design. 

In appearance, the 
Duo-Therm circu- 

lators have much in 
common with the latest 

radio cabinet 
Duo-Therm’s 

range of clean fire is 
now extended to. the 

| point where users can 
| enjoy clean fire from top 

tion 

heat clear down to pilot 
size flame. Burner has 
a tapered side construc- 

which results in 
| smoother, more uniform 
heat acceleration from 
low to high. 

DUO-THERM heater. 
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| 

RERPODEREDS 

Small Homes 

Our No. 720 Oil Burning Automatic Air Conditioning Furnace 

meets your demand for air conditioning of low operating cost in 

alow cost home. The burner is our Rotary Wall-Flame type famous 

for its economy and dependability. Burner assembly comes to you 

ready- built. Installation does not require oil- burner experience. 

TORIDHEET 

OIL BURNING AIR CONDITIONING FURNACES 

Built by pioneers in the development and manufacture of oil burners for home heating. The No. 720 
for small homes of modest income. The No. 175 Deluxe for larger homes. Both dependable, auto- 
matic, efficient. Either will help you sell a home quicker at greater profit. 

WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL OFFER TO BUILDERS 

CLEVELAND STEEL PRODUCTS CORP. 

7306 W. Madison Avenue -_ - - Cleveland, Ohio 

LOW COST UNIT 

PRE-ASSEMBLED 

AT FACTORY SAVES 

TIME, CUTS COST 

fications of carpenter-contractors. 

cuts jack rafters from full 2” lumber—for 

any pitch roof. Saves hours on every job. 

DIVISION OF 

A SPECIAL 

PROPOSITION 

to Builders of ee 
en 

all q 
af 

Ma 
Burner enembly as chipped, 
ready to be shoved into place 

in furnace shell 

Pee ee 
Showing burner assembly half 
way into place. A quick, easy 

operation 

In place. A few simple con- 
nections and adjustments com- 

plete it 

PORTABLE 

tHe Zow MODEL 1-A WAPPAT 

ELECTAIC 

HANDSAW #/Oe 

Light. Weighs but 18 pounds. Balanced for true one- 
hand operation. ‘Take it wherever you need it. Trims 
wall and roof sheathing already in place. Your men will 
use it in preference to hand saws. 

Price. An exceptionally low price for a WAPPAT 
heavy duty saw. Pays for itself on two houses of average 
size. Saves hundreds of dollars during the many years 
it will serve you 

3 No Sawdust. One of its most important exclusive fea- 
tures. No sawdust in operator’s eyes . . . no sawdust 
covering up the cutting line. A major improvement. 

Safe Equipped with the WAPPAT patented spring- 
operated telescoping safety guard . . . The only guard 
that gives complete protection without interfering with 
the operation of the saw. Built for house framing . . . to the speci- 

Bevel 
Accurate. Follows cutting line perfectly because you can 
see the line at the blade. Graduated quadrant for bevel 
adjustments 

High Quality. Built to WAPPAT standards of excel- 
lence. Overpowered, fast cutting, long lasting, trouble 
free. ediatiendintaniasteniententententedeieetadtacieme 

TRY iT ON YOUR JOB FREE | isis 
Send additional information [) 

on WAPPAT Model I-A Electric Handsaw 
WAPPAT 

| 
| 
| 

INCORPORATED | Name 

| 
| 
| 

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS 

7564 Meade St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Street 

SIMONDS SAW AND STEEL CO. City anne ensenneemeennnnennens : State 

ne 



No doubt you are planning to install au- 

tomatic oil heat in the houses you have 

built and are now completing for this year. 

Before you specify oil burners, see the 

WILLIAMS OIL BURNER. 

MADE BY 

WILLIAMS 

HEATING IC 

and selling amazingly low 

singly or in quantity: °° ° 

The WILLIAMS OIL BURNER 

] ...1is nationally advertised in newspapers | 

and magazines. 

2... is backed by the prestige of the | 

world’s finest and largest selling oi! burner 

— Williams Oil-O-Matic. 

3.-.. is a great oil burner in its own right 

—the peer, in fact, of any high pressure oil 

burner regardless of price—as any com- 

parison will conclusively prove. 

See this great burner at your 

nearest Oil-O-Matic Show Room 

WILLIAMS OIL-O-MATIC 

World’s Largest Specialists 

in Temperature Control 

Dept. 408, Bloomington, Illinois 

| | 

HEATING CORPORATION | 
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Specialty Items and Equipment 

PLUG-IN STRIP and Fill-In Raceway, made by National 
Electric Products Corporation, Pittsburgh, provide handy electric 
service outlets wherever desired around a room. In an average 
house, 270 feet of “Plug-In” strip (together with 55 feet of 
matching Fill-In raceway) installed throughout make available 
540 electrical outlets in seven rooms of the house. The entire 
assembly can be painted along with the woodwork and is practic 
ally invisible. 

Every room is supplied from more than one circuit, thereby 
eliminating the inconvenience of having the entire room in dark 
ness when a branch circuit protective device opens. 

PLUG-IN STRIP and Raceway fitted in baseboard. 

THE BENDIX HOME LAUNDRY rightfully can take its 
| place as an attractive piece of kitchen equipment, doing its re 
markable work with complete freedom from splashing, dripping, 
or other inconvenience. A day in the basement dungeon is no 
longer the sentence imposed on American housewives who do 
their own laundry. This machine made by Bendix Home Appli 
ances, Inc., Detroit, has no moving parts to be a source of danger 
to playing children. The cabinet has been designed to provide at 
auxiliary table top, matching the height of the average kitchen 
workboards. 

BENDIX wash- 
ing unit shown 

in kitchen. 

| DUCK-BILL NO-TONE BALLCOCK used with a tank and 

| Flush-Husher used with a flush valve eliminate objectionable noise 

| 
caused by flushing toilets. This result has been accomplished by 
employing roughened interior surfaces of considerable length to 

change the character of the flow. Other roughened surfaces 
(Continued to page 106) 
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EAGLE 

PICHER 

They’re painted with 

EAGLE 

pure 

WHITE LEAD 

Its elastic paint film doesn't 

crack or scale 

Ordinary paints give good service part of 

the time—but Eagle White Lead gives good 

service every time! It's the most depend- 

able pigment you can specify for the 

properties you build—it costs less per 

square foot per year— because it’s chemi- 

cally active. When mixed with linseed oil, 

Eagle White Lead produces a paint film 

that anchors deep in the wood. It’s elastic, 

too— expands and contracts with the 

surface it is applied to. 

Contractors everywhere are saving all 

the grief of paint failures by making 

Eagle Pure White Lead a standard speci- 

fication for all their jobs. 

THE EAGLE-PICHER LEAD COMPANY, Cincinnati, Ohio 

The Philippine Mahogany door 
bids a warm welcome. It has 
striking beauty of grain and 
figure—beauty that lasts through 

the years 

Used for mantel and trim of the 
fireplace. Beautiful and economi- 
cal pps Mahogany lends 
itself perfectly to the craftsman- 

ship of the wood worker 

For trim, paneling, 

mantels, china closets, 
doors, staircases 

Phili 

MOsr Pen l Feg AeA 

PHILIPPINE MAHOGANY MFGRS 
111 West Seventh Street, Los Angeles, California 

Please send coupon for descriptive literature oo Philippine Mahogany 

Name = wil 

Address 

You add little to cost 

but greatly to value 

Now you can finish even the modest 
home in rich tropical hardwood. 

The cost of using Philippine Mahog- 
any for interior trim in the average 
residence is only $75 to $100 more 
than the cost of using a common soft- 
wood. The small additional expendi- 
ture increases the value of the residence 
by a much larger amount. 

The architect or designer who speci- 
fies Philippine Mahogany gives his 
client the greatest possible value. 
Philippine Mahogany is world-famed 
for its striking beauty of grain and 
figure. It has an air of luxury for which 
you would gladly pay a premium, if it 
were necessary for you to do so to 
obtain the rich effects which come 
naturally with the well planned use 
of Philippine Mahogany. 

ppine 

IMPORT ASSOCIATION, INC 



HEATING CAN MAKE 

THE DIFFERENCE ! 

PAYNE HEAT SELLS HOUSES 

Builders are finding that to sell a home they 

often have to sell the furnace first. Sometimes 

that’s a job. 

But it is no problem when you’ve installed Payne- 

heat. Payne’s unsurpassed reputation for efh- 

ciency and ecqgnomy encompasses every State in 

the Union. 

For nearly a quarter of a century, Payne has 

concentrated on the manufacture of gas-fired 

appliances exclusively. Payne means gas heat at 

its best. 

NEW PAYNE FLOOR FURNACE 

Payne Floor Furnaces keep 

room temperatures uniform- 

ly warm—‘cold spots” and 

drafts are gone for good. 

These furnaces require no 

basement — can be quickly 

and easily installed. Payne 

Floor Furnaces were the first 

to pass the recent rigid re- 

quirements of the American 

Gas Association. Write for 

full information. 

PAYNE FURNACE & SUPPLY CO., INC. 

Beverly Hills, California 

Layne 

FLUSH-HUSHER 

| eliminate flushing noise. 

American Builder, August 1937. 

(Continued from page 104) 

receive the impingement of the flow where the velocity exceeds 
the critical point for noise. 

This entirely new principle of hydrologics is incorporated in 
these new products manufactured by the Baltimore Valve Cor- 
poration, Baltimore, Md. The Flush-Husher is described as an 
auxiliary governor, which hushes the flush of any flush valve, 
and can be readily installed in the tailpiece in a few minutes 
without other changes. 

(left) 

and Duck-Bill Ballcock 

CHROMIUM CABINET HARDWARE with molded attrac- 
tive colored bases and contrasting lines has been placed on the 
market by American Cabinet Hardware Company, Rockford, 
Ill. This modernly styled line provides a bright accent for kitchen 
cabinets, as shown in the illustration below. 

| ROLLING DOORS are especially adapted to electric oper- 
ation and the Kinnear Power Unit provides a rugged, compact 
and dependable operator which is available for any size new or 

old door. Witk control sta- 
tions placed at any conven- 
ient point, the door can be 
remotely controlled with a 
press of a button, magicelly 
opening and closing it with 
speed, smoothness and de- 
pendency. 

The door is driven by elec- 
tric motor through reduction 
gearing. There is a provi- 
sion for emergency manual 
operation by hand chain in 
the event of interrupted pow- 
er service. 

Each Kinnear power unit 

(Continued to page 108) 

KINNEAR power operator. 
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STSALKRAFT 

O matter how small the job—or how big— 

new or old—it needs Sisalkraft. And 

Sisalkraft has so many uses, from basement to 

roof, inside and out, that it has become the 

universal all-purpose paper for building and 

farm uses. 

Builders use it to cover all sheathing as 

flashing, under roofing, under floors and 

turned up under baseboards, for protecting 

new floors and stairs, for lining attics, coal bins 

and garages and for protecting delivered ma- 

terials on the job. Cement workers use it for 

curing to insure smooth, hard surfaces of dust- 

less concrete. 

Farmers know Sisalkraft, too. They use it 

to build temporary silos, to line poultry 

houses and hog houses, to cover farm machin- 

ery, as hay stack-covers and to line grain bins. 

Housewives use it to protect floors during 

muddy weather, under mattresses, and many 

similar purposes. 

Mr. Dealer—if you don’t sell the all-round 

all-purpose building paper, Sisalkraft—you’re 

missing Something! 

THE SISALKRAFT CO. 

203B W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 

\ 
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VENTILATORS 

APPY are the folks who live in Victor Ven- 
tilated homes. That’s why its good business 

to specify Victor In-Bilt Ventilators in every home 
you build. This modern kitchen feature gives you 
added sales appeal that can clinch many a deal. 

EASY INSTALLATION 
ANY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 

Victor In-Built Ventilators are designed for every 
kind of home. There’s three sizes—8", 10’ and 
12’. All have automatic operation, weathertight 
shutters and Victor's own super-powered motors. 
Easily installed in walls of any thickness or 
material. Write for complete information, today! 

VICTOR ELECTRIC 

PRODUCTS, INC. 
791 Reading Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

This folder gives you com- 
plete specifications, instal- 
lation instructions and 
explains all the important 
features of Victor's In- 
Bile Ventilators — mail 
the coupon for your 
copy now! 

i 

Automatic Operation 

Weathertight Shutters  —— 

(A liza This C OM prow and Mail! 

VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
791 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 

Please send me your Bulletin No. 905-C which gives complete informa- 
tion on Vietor In-Bilt Ventilators. 

Name 

Address 

Town State 
Vt A A SL A | A A SR NE mS MN SUIER SREE gE aE SE 
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TYLE 

Your Construction with National 

You know how the trim appearance of convectors-in- 

enclosures appeals to modern women! Now let us tell 

you the advantages of National Aero Convectors. We 

can’t cover the full story of Aero’s 22 major advantages 

in this advertisement! Why fins and tubes are cast as 

one durable piece—for better heat transference and to 

withstand rough handling in installation. Why the wide 

fin spacing won’t clog; how Aero delivers a larger volume 

of moderately warm air that warms the room—not the 

ceiling! How effectively Aero warms the building during 

winter construction. This is just a small part of the story 

that you as a builder will enthuse over and that your 

prospects will readily appreciate. Get all the details! 

Send for our simplified Catalogue 196A. Or better still — 

just lift your phone and... 

CALL IN THE NEAREST 
NATIONAL RADIATOR WHOLESALER Ya 

NATIONALGY 

Raprator: CORPORATION 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania 

Branch Offices: Baltimore « Boston - Buffalo - Chicago - Cincinnati * Cleveland * Detroit - Milwaukee - Newark - New York - Philadelphia - Pittsburgh - Richmond : Washington 
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comprises the following: Power unit supports, motor reduc- 
tion gears, magnetic brake, limit switch, emergency manual 
operation with interlocking limit switch, reversing panel and 
single station push button control. Motor is of series wound 
type for direct current and of high starting torque, elevator type, 
for alternating current. Available for 110-220-440-550-volts—AC 
1, 2, or 3 phase—DC. Push button control is three button type, 
labeled “Open,” “Close” and “Stop.” 

* * * 

Contractor's Equipment 

for Faster, Better Work 

SPINNER DISC SANDER, new addition to the line of 
The American Floor Surfacing Machine Co., Toledo, O., is beau- 
tifully designed, very compact and very similar to the larger 
Model “B” American Spinner. Every feature of this Model “C” 
machine is identical with that of the large professional Model 
“B” American Spinner, yet with each part reduced in size. The 
only difference in the two machines outside their comparative 
size and capacity is the design of the handles. 

Because the Model 
“C” Spinner can also 
be used to such a great 
advantage on paneled 
walls and other perpen- 
dicular surfaces, a spe- 
cial set of lower handles 
is also available. When 
the machine is used on 
perpendicular work re- 
quiring the operator to 
hold the machine in a 
suspended position, it is 
perfectly balanced and 
there is no noticeable 
weight. 

USING disc spinner on 

stair sanding job. 

MODEL i-A ELECTRIC SAW is the latest addition to 
the line of handsaws made by Wappat Incorporated, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. It features a light weight of 18 pounds, but has sufficient 
cutting capacity to make jack-rafter bevel cuts in full 2-inch lum- 
ber, regardless of the pitch of the roof. It is designed and bal- 
anced for true one-hand operation. 

The tool is sturdily built. The main housings are of strong 
light cast aluminum; the shoe and hinge plate are of steel cad- 
mium plated and braced to give full rigidity; the motor is the 
latest Universal type operating equally well on 60 cycle, 25 cycle 
or direct current, and is furnished for 220 volts at no extra charge; 
the gear set is a hardened steel worm mounted on the armature 
shaft which engages a bronze worm wheel on the saw mandrel 

(Continued to page 110) 

WAPPAT elec- 

tric handsaw.| — 
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WITH OHIO WHITE AND 

OHIO SANLIME FINISHES 

Interlaken Central School, New York. Architects: Bley & Lyman, 
Buffalo, N. Y. General Contractor: Swartout & Rowley, Rochester, 
N. Y. Plastering Contractor: Henderson & Johnson, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Ohio White and Ohio Sanlime Finish used. 

@ Everywhere in America—modern build- 

ings, both great and small, are utilizing the 

many advantages of Ohio Hydrate Finish- 

ing Lime for plastering. Quarried at the 

world’s lime center, Ohio Lime is 99144 pure 

dolomite. It-is a cool, fat lime—highly plastic 

—spreads easily and quickly — preserves 

metal lath—has definite acoustic properties 

—and is an ideal decorating base. Ohio San- 

lime Sand Finish is ready mixed— offered 

in a variety of popular colors. Ohio Ritewall 

Hair-Fibered Lime Plaster is widely used for 

scratch and brown coats. Guaranteed to 

meetA.S.T.M. 

and U.S. 

Government 

SOLD EVERYWHERE standards. 

in famous LIG ZAG BAGS The Ohio 

Ohio White Finish-Hawk Spread Hydrate & 
White Finish-Ohio Ritewall Supply Com- 
Fibered Lime Plaster-Ohio San- pany, Wood- 
lime Finish-Mastite Masonry ile. Ohi 
Mortar-Ohio Masons Lime ville, 10. 
~ Ohio Ground Lime. 

LIME FINISH 

MANY USEFUL 

CONVENIENCE UNITS 

FOR THE 

EFFICIENT KITCHEN 

* The handy tray storage 
é base is just one of many 

useful units in the regular Kitchen Maid line— im-. 
portant to housewives and thus to builders and archi- 
tects. Others include: linen. storage drawers . . . towel 
dryer rack... utility bin...inside and outside open 
corner shelf and base... soiled linen, vegetable and 
flour bins... liquor storage base... broom closet unit. 

Kitchen Maid construction of wood is sturdy and ser- 
viceable, easy to install. Design is modern and attrac- 
tive with flush panel doors. Durable finish is sprayed 
on at factory, with choice of 12 colors. Each unit is 
sealed against vermin; each shelf sealed to sides and 
back, with rounded corners—easy to keep clean. High 
utility, modern beauty, and worthwhile savings recom- 
mend Kitchen Maid Cabinetry for use in any home. 
Catalog in SWEET’S. Free Planning Dept. available. 

THE KITCHEN MAID CORPORATION, ANDREWS, INDIANA 

th E} 

Se a ee a ee Oe 

The Kitchen Maid Corp., 708 Snowden Street, Andrews, Indiana 
Send new catalog and latest details on standard unit Kitchen Cabinetry. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(J Architect C) Builder ] Owner _] Dealer 
1 ee 

en 
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Certigrade Red 

Cedar Shingles ? 

... YOU BET! 

I RECOMMEND THEM ON 

EVERY HOUSE I BUILD! 

TAKE THE TIP of thousands of successful contractors and 

builders. Use Certigrade Red Cedar Shingles on both 

roofs and side walls of the homes you build. Because 

of distinctive, natural beauty, Certigrade Shingled homes 

attract buyers quickly. Remember, some woman will 

influence the sale of every home you build. And women 

thrill to the deep shadow lines, rich appearance, and 

friendly charm of real red cedar shingles. 

Women, as well as men, are interested in quality and 

economy too. Show prospective buyers that Certigrades 

add effective insulation at no extra cost—insulation that 

keeps out summer heat and reduces winter fuel bills. 

Stress the long life of Certigrades, their low upkeep ex- 

pense. Buyers like the assurance that even severe wind, 

hail and rain storms do not affect Certigrade Shingles. 

Contractors find Certigrade Shingles particularly eco- 

nomical—a sure way to keep costs down and assure 

reasonable profits. With Certigrades you add real struc- 

tural strength to a house—you don’t require the heavy 

framing and sheathing of heavier materials. They can be 

applied speedily and there is no waste. FREE, for you, 

the “Certigrade Handbook”; for your prospects, ‘‘A 

Portfolio of Certigrade Homes”. Write today! Red 

Cedar Shingle Bureau, Dept. AA-837, Seattle, Wash.; 

Canadian office, Vancouver, B. C. 
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and both are sealed in a bath of lubricant; specially selected deep- 
groove sealed ball bearings are used throughout; all shafts are 
hardened alloy steel. Although motor is powerful it is excep- 
tionally cool running due to the volume of air which is passed 
over it by the turbine-type fan. -The switch is double-pole 100 
per cent over capacity momentary-contact with a lock-for the “on” 
position. The Simonds circular saw blade, 714” diameter, is made 
for both cross cutting and ripping. Saw blade speed, running free, 
is 3600 R.P.M. Long lasting carbon brushes of the cartridge 
type are used with caps protected from breakage. This sturdy 
construction plus accessibility of all parts assures lowest mainte- 
nance costs. 

Improvements in design include a sawdust guard which com- 
pletely eliminates bothersome sawdust. Sawdust cannot get in 
operator’s eyes. A blower keeps sawdust from covering up the 
cutting line. This, plus the fact that the operator sees the 
line at the blade, enables him to split the line on all types of cuts. 
Another improvement is the depth and angle adjustment. Depth 
of cut may be changed from 2-5/16 inches maximum to %-inch 
minimum (or less with an undersize blade) in a few seconds. A 
graduated quadrant permits accurate adjustment for bevel cuts. 
Either adjustment, once set, stays set until changed. Complete 
safety is assured by the patented telescoping spring-operated 
safety guard. 

x * x 

“PULL-PUSH” RULE, manufactured by Stanley Tools, 
New Britain, Conn., has a direct reading feature for inside meas- 
urements. When the case and blade butt against the work, a red 
indicator on the case points to the exact inside measurement. There 
is nothing to add—no chance for mistakes. 

The flexible-rigid steel blade has a white baked enamel surface 
against which the black graduations stand out and are easy to 
read. The blade is %4 inch wide, 6 feet long, and is graduated in 
inches and 16ths on both edges for the entire length. On the 
upper edge the blade is also graduated in 32nds for the first six 
inches. This No. 6386 Rule is a handy, watch size tool for meas- 
uring straight distances, circumferences, irregular shapes and 
for outside as well as inside measurements. 

TAKING inside dimension with "Pull-Push" rule. 

x Ok Ok 

PAINT CAN HANDLE AND BRUSH HOLDER com- 
bination, made of spring steel to snap on the can in a jiffy and 
eliminate the hazard of grasping a can on which paint may 
have run down the side, is being marketed by Handl-Grip Cor- 
poration, New York. It also solves the ever-puzzling problem 
of where to rest a brush when you want to stop painting opera- 
tions for a moment. Heretofore, the brush has been laid on a rag 
or newspaper where it either sticks or picks up dirt and lint. With 
the new can handle-brush holder, the painter simply snaps the 
brush in a clamp and leaves it suspended over the paint in the can. 

NEW DEVICE for hold- 

ing paint brushes in cans 

ready for instant use. 
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->»> NU-WOOD JOBS Are 

Better-Paying Jobs for YOU 

| at the typical Nu-Wood 

interiors shown here . . . notice the 

high type of job they represent. 

Ordinary board, useful for minor 

purposes, cannot be used success- 

fully on jobs like these. That’s ex- 

actly why Nu-Wood brings greater 

profit to the builder . . . because it 

goes into larger and better-paying 

jobs. 

Builders find that Nu-Wood is 

the Interior Finish of popular de- 

mand. People know the value of 

this material for decoration, design, 

acoustical correction and low re- 

decorating upkeep. It is being used 

in new and old homes, schools, 

churches, theaters, and a dozen 

other types of important buildings. 

Builders like you, in towns like 

yours, whoconcentrateon Nu-Wood 

Interior Finish find these better jobs 

easier to sell. They find that one 

job sells many others. There is less 

competition and more profit 

selling Nu-Wood jobs because this 

product is superior in quality, at 

no extra cost. 

Nu-Wood is quickly applied over 

interior surfaces, old or new—offers 

a wide variety of choice in design 

and pattern—comes in variegated 

shades of tan and old ivory. 

Get in on this repeat business 

like hundreds of builders have— 

sell one Nu-Wood job and watch it 

sell others for you. Mail the coupon 

for full information on Nu-Wood 

and about how it can step up 

YOUR profits. 

woop CONVERSION COMPANY : 
Rm.119-8, First Nat. Bank Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 
Gentlemen: I want to know more about Nu- 
Wood for [] New Construction [] Remodeling 
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NO WONDER GILBARCO GIVES ‘MOST HEAT PER DOLLAR!” 

SoIT HAS Econ-O flex CONTROLLED COMBUSTION 

of any home, there are five Home-owners are as quick as 
models of Gilbarco Burners. architects to appreciate the 

increased economy of opera- 
tion—the actual cash saved— 
through this latest develop- 
ment in combustion... an 
exclusive Gilbarco feature. 
Backed by three quarters of © 

a century of experience, Gil- 
barco has an unequalled rec- 
ord in oil burner design and 
performance. 
To meet the requirements 

Gilbarco Automatic Boiler 
Unit. Compact, beautiful 
and efficient. Eight models 
to meet all heating re- 

Gilbarco Flexible — 
Oil Burner. A world 
in efficiency, world sede. 
ity and economical oper- 
ation. Five models. quirements. 

They are supplied alone or as 
an integral part of one of the 
oil-ired Boiler Units or of the 
Gilbarco Air Conditioning 
Units (described below) —also 
of the Gilbarco oil-fired Water 
Heater, the new and better 
method for supplying domes- 
tic hot water. All are fully 
automatic. Send coupon for 
complete information. 

seas eee 
Warm Air Unit. Heats, 
cleans, humidifies and cir- 
culates a continuous flow 
of perfect air. Nine models. 

-—--—---—=——: MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY ~~~==——~~~" 

GILBERT & BARKER MEG. CO., 
Springfield, Mass. (or Toronto, Can.) 

Please send me your FREE booklet on Oil Heating. 

K-1001 

Name. 

Address. 
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No builder today ever underestimates 

the importance of floor coverings in 

adding beauty to design. Many modern 

interiors, in fact, definitely place their 

decorative appeal firmly underfoot. This 

is one of the most potent reasons for 

Azrock Tile's growing popularity. Azrock, 

available in a wide range of beautiful 

colors (plain or marbleized) and in a 

number of different sizes, simplifies and 

encourages the creation of distinctive 

floor patterns. And the colors are as 

permanent as this longlived tile itself! 

Resilient, moisture-proof, fire-resis- 

tant, durable under hard wear, Azrock is 

a floor covering that satisfies every 

practical demand. 

Write to Uvalde Rock Asphalt Co., 
San Antonio, Tex., for name of your 

nearest distributing contractor. 

OTHER AZROCK PRODUCTS: 

acer ene enorme 
eanemeRT 

AZROCK INDUSTRIAL TILE -- AZROCK PLANKTILE 
ESET ALTE TLL TOT 
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News of the Month 

Building Activities and Meetings 

New High Reached with June Construction 

ONSTRUCTION recovery reached a new high point in June, 
topping the previous recovery peak reported in July, 1936, by 

eight per cent, according to figures of F. W. Dodge Corporation. 
The June construction total covering all classes of work amounted 
to $318,137,100 in the 37 states east of the Rocky Mountains. 
This was an increase of 30 per cent over the figure of $244,112,800 
for May of this year and represented a gain of about 37 per cent 
over the June, 1936, total of $232,664,700. eerie 

Of the June, 1937, total, residential building acc re 
$93,123,100; non-residential building took $125, 087,000, ’ e the 
remaining $99,927,000 went into civil engineering projects, i.e., 
public works and utilities. 

The June residential figure compares with $83, 937,000 es pom 
and with $73,604,600 for June, 1936. Increases in residential build- 
ing as contrasted with totals for a year earlier were well distrib- 
uted geographically with every important major area sharing in 
the advance except metropolitan New York and the St. Louis ter- 
ritory (Eastern Missouri, Arkansas, Southern Illinois and West- 
ern Tennessee). 

Increases in June over a year ago in non-residential building 
operations occurred in every major geographic district, excepting 
only the Southern peninsula of Michigan, the New Orleans terri- 
tory (Louisiana and Mississippi) and Texas. 

Civil engineering projects showed increases over June, 1936, 
figures in every district except upstate New York, the Southeast 
(The Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Eastern Ten- 
nessee) and the St. Louis territory. 

Real Estate Survey Shows 

Increasing Improvement in Market 

THE twenty-ninth semi-annual survey of the real estate market 
made by The National Association of Real Estate Boards 

shows prices advanced at least 10 per cent over last year in the 
majority of cities; shortages have begun to appear in business 
space ; office rents have made first appreciable gain; there is a 
growing scarcity of houses for rent; there has been acceleration 
in sale of home sites. 

Further findings of the survey show that real estate prices are 
higher than they were a year ago in 84 per cent of the cities of 
the country. A 10 per cent advance has been experienced in 63 
per cent of the cities, and increases of 15 and 20 per cent are not 
infrequent. The market for real estate is more active than last 
year in 91 per cent of the cities. The survey covered 256 cities. 
It was compiled from confidential reports by the Association’s 
local member real estate boards. 

Other changes found are as follows: 
1. Practically no remaining over-supply of single family dwell- 

ings. Under-supply of such dwellings in 73 per cent of the cities, 
and a prospective shortage reported in an additional 19 per cent 
of the cities. Shortage of apartment space in 58 per cent of the 
cities, and a prospective shortage indicated by an additional 16 
per cent. 

2. New home construction bringing definite acceleration in 
the sale of home sites. But comment from city after city that 
recent rise in building costs, including materials and labor, is so 
great as to discourage new building. 

3. Rents for business space in central districts at ahigher 
level than a year ago in 78 per cent of the cities reporting, and 
not a single city reporting lower rates. Space in outlying business 
districts renting at a level higher than a year ago in 56 per cent 
of the cities. 

4. Office space, which has been slower to recover, now begin- 
ning to advance. Downtown office space rates are advancing in 
43 per cent of the cities, with only one city showing rates going 
down. A year ago only 28 per cent showed an up trend. | 

5. Apartment rents higher than a year ago in 87 per cent of 
cities reporting, and rents for single family dwellings higher in 
90 per cent of the cities. 

(Continued to page 114) 
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FOR WARM AIR HEATING AND 

WINTER AIR CONDITIONING 

From this one dependable source 

you can fill your every need for 

—Furnaces, cast or steel... Air 

Conditioners made in specialized 

types for burning gas, coal or 

oil . . . Blower-Filter Units for 

attaching to furnaces already in- 

stalled ... Automatic Humidifi- 

ers ... Everything substantially 

made, styled in the modern mode, 

and designed to produce high 

efficiency with low fuel con- 
5 E s 
eee sumption. 

NEW DESCRIPTIVE 

LITERATURE AND 

NAME OF MONCRIEF 

DEALER NEAR 

ONCRIEF Supplics Everythi 

THE HENRY FURNACE & FOUNDRY CO. 

$479 E. 49th STREET x CLEVELAND, OHIO 

... for new jobs or remodeling 

... for any style of installation 

More Glass 

in the Home~ 

specify 

WILLIS SKYLIGHTS 

because of their long-standing reputation for de- 

pendability. They’re made only of the best mate- 

rials by workmen of long experience, and are gwuar- 

anteed not to leak. Condensation bars on all sides 

and at eaves. Made in all styles and sizes, with or 

without ventilation. 

Show your clients how they can save money and 
improve working conditions by more daylight, 
more fresh air... 

WRITE for Skylight Catalog 

The WILLIS MANUFACTURING CO. 
Galesburg, Illinois ; 

Standard for almost Half a Century’’ 

Glass for Windows, French Doors, Furniture 

Tops, Mirrors, Shelving and many other 

purposes add to the beauty, comfort and 

utility of a home. And when you specify 

glass, be sure it is Clearlite ...a high quality 

glass, of true vision, clearness, brilliant lustre 

and perfect flatness. Ask your Dealer for 

EASY ON THE EYES 

FOURCO GLASS CO. 

General Offices: CLARKSBURG, W. VA. 

Branch Sales Offices: New York * Chicago « Ft. Smith, Ark. 
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First Rules for Bylaw 

STANLEY ‘“SPULL-PUSH”’ 

The Rules of 1000 Uses 

{i 
| | F [ No. 1266—6_ foot 

blade, mirror finish 
nickel plated steel case. 
Nickel lated blade 
raduated in 16ths and 

inches. 

: | \ 
Blade is rigid for measuring 
straight—horizontally or vertically. 

No. 7506—Gun black 
steel case with target 
rings for good grip. 6 
foot removable blade. 

You can take measurements 
with a ‘‘Pull-Push’’ Rule in 
restricted spaces where no 
jointed rule can enter. 

A case no larger than a watch—a steel blade that 

can be rigid or as flexible as a steel tape, at your 

will—accurate, easily-read graduations—those are 

the featuges that have sold hundreds of thousands 

of these Stanley Rules. 

ee e 

STANLEY ‘“tZIG ZAG’? RULES 

The Rules You’ve Always Carried 

No. 106—Proof that Stanley “Zig Zag” Rules, always ahead, are 
now better than ever. Graduated all edges; large, easily-read figures; 
stainless joints and handsome finish. 6 foot length, graduated inches 
and 16ths. p 

READABLE AT 

ANY ANGLE 

Deluxe quality, they 
have large vertical figures 

and are graduated on all 
edges for easy reading in any po- 

sition. Carefully selected, straight grain 
sticks, fitted with stainless joints, tips and 

strike plates. Handsomely finished. 

See these tools at your hardware 
store, or write for catalog 34. 

STANLEY TOOLS 

The Choice of Skilled Workmen for 80 Y ears 

NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 
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News-—Real Estate Survey 

(Continued from page 112) 

6. Money seeking mortgage loans in 73 per cent of the cities 
reporting, while loans are seeking capital in only 11 per cent of 
the cities. But— 

7. A 6 per cent interest rate still decidedly the most common 
rate for first mortgages on new single-family dwellings. It is 
checked as the most common rate for this type of loan by 59 per 
cent of the cities replying. A 7 per cent rate or higher is cited as 
the commonest rate in 10 per cent of the cities. Only 2 per cent 
of the cities check a 4%4 per cent rate as common, and none any 
lower rate. 

Widespread Rise in Prices 

Price Rise: While 212 cities out of the 256 showed advancing 
prices, only 189 attempted to measure the degree of the upturn. 
A 5 per cent increase is reported by 15 per cent of these 189 
cities, a 10 per cent increase or more by 85 per cent of the cities, 
making 63 per cent of all cities surveyed, a price rise of at least 
15 per cent in 30 per cent of the cities, a rise of 25 per cent or over 
in 5 per cent of the cities. Only one city reporting indicated a 
down turn. is @ 

Business and Office Space: Shortage of business space is re- 
ported by 18 per cent of cities, and an additional 7 per cent show 
prospective shortage. But 14 per cent still report over-supply. 
What is more significant, 82 per cent of all cities of over 500,000 
population report an over-supply and none report an under-supply. 
No city of over 200,000 population reports any prospective short- 
age in business buildings. 

On the other hand the larger cities are the group showing most 
uniformly an up movement in use of office space. Cities of over 
500,000 population show central district office rents up in 50 per 
cent of the cases; 57 per cent of the cities of 200,000-500,000 pop- 
ulation report an advance. 

Industrial Space: Such a city as Cincinnati, for example, gives 
this additional report: “Very little available vacant space for 
small industries.” 

Many Sections Report Upward Trend in Rents 

Residential Rents: Only one city shows any down movement in 
residential rents, no city any down movement for single family 
dwellings. Cities of over 500,000 population in 100 per cent of 
cases report residential rents higher than last year in every type 
of accommodation surveyed. In both the Great Lakes and North 
Central regions, every city reporting showed the trend as up. In 
the Northwest and Southeast, about one-fourth of the cities still 
report rents stationary both for apartments and for single family 
dwellings. 

Growing scarcity of detached houses for rent is acting to ad- 
vance the buying of used homes and the building of new homes, 
the reports point out. 
Home Site Purchases Now Substantial in Number: A very 

significant indication shown in the survey is the substantial number 
of home sites now being purchased. (Special inquiry on this made 
for the first time in current survey. Findings now being tabu- 
lated.) A more active market for home sites than a year ago is 
reported by 72 per cent of all cities and by 100 per cent of all the 
cities of over 500,000 population. 

Comparative Statistics 

Geographic Variations: Per cent of cities reporting higher mar- 
ket activity in various regions is as follows: Great Lakes Region, 
98 per cent (Ind., Mich. O., Ky., Ill.) ; New England, 94 per 
cent; North Central Region, 94 per cent (Wis., Minn., Ia, 
N. Dak., S. Dak., Nebr.) ; Central Atlantic Region, 93 per cent 
(N.Y., N.J., Pa., Del., Md., D.C., Va., W. Va.) ; Southeast Re- 
gion, 86 per cent (Tenn., Ala., Ga., N. Car., S. Car., Miss., Fla.) ; 
Southwest Region, 85 per cent (Nev., Utah., Ariz., Calif.) ; South 
Central Region, 84 per cent (Mo., Ark., Kans., Okla., Colo., La., 
Tex., N. Mex.); Northwest Region, 78 per cent (Wash., Ore., 
Ida., Mont., Wyo.). Per cent of cities showing higher prices: 
Great Lakes Region, 96 per cent; New England, 78 per cent; 
North Central, 81 per cent; Central Atlantic, 68 per cent; South- 
east, 83 per cent; Southwest, 89 per cent; South Central, 89 per 
cent; Northwest, 89 per cent. 
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New 1937 

Book Guide 

of 

American Builder 

and Building Age 

°° 

A lot of the information you want is found in 
books. The problem of finding the right books is 

made a lot easier if you have a copy of this 1937 

Book Guide on your donk. In its 64 pages are classi- 

fied and described more than 500 building trades 

books. Year of publication or last revision is given 

so that you can find the latest book on the particu- 

lar subject you are interested in. 

| Free on Request 

| o ¢ 

BOOK SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

American Builder and Building Age 
3@ CHURCH STREET NEW YORE, N. Y. 

rer wearers 

A SIZE FOR EVERY JOB 
The little 2-inch, 7-M Speed Prime pictured above is only one in 
the long line of Rex pumps. There are nine sizes from 2”—7-M 
to 8”—125-M—each obtainable in any of two or three different 
mountings—wheelbarrow, two-or-four-wheel trailer, or skid—with 
gas or electric power optional on all of the larger sizes. Each 
as the Rex Completely Automatic Prime Control—Rex Positive 

Recirculation Cut-Off—Rex Self-Cleaning Impeller and the pat- 
ented Rex ‘‘Peeler’’—features that assure most gallons per dol- 
lars whether you’re pumping seepage or full capacity—features that 
are not offered you in any other line of pumps. Before you buy, 
for your pocket book’s sake, investigate the Rex line of contrac- 
tors’ pumps. 
Write for our new bulletin today! 

CHAIN BELT COMPANY 

1621 W. Bruce Street . Milwaukee, Wis. 
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THIS ADDED CONVENIENCE 

HELPS SELL HOMES 

It Moves UP or DOWN 

The patented adjustable 
feature of this HOWARD 4- 
STAR Ironing Board adds a 
finishing touch to the house 
you build—Short women or 
tall women, standing or sit- 
ting in an ordinary chair, may 
use this board with absolute 
comfort—Strongly constructed 
of the best grade lumber— 
Unusually large ironing surface 
—Door may be hinged either 
side—Standard size cabinet— 
Fits between 16" center stud- 
ding and levels with 6'-8" 
doors. 

See It At Your Dealers 

4 features 

rege od > to Full metal 
an eight — tal 

* “No mote eon * — gern 
ing day back- strong, no side 
aches" sway or wobble Ne. 171 

Recess or built-in type 
Aatomatic Longer, wider  cabinet—3x14x71” — cab- 

» ee eS 
ar — i - far more iron- one panel door. Ironing 
et bY . 2 és Board 12x52’°—s leeve 
eig ing surface board 5x24” 

WRITE FOR PRICES AND LITERATURE, 

EERLESS 

Dome 

Damper 

Peerless dome dampers cut fireplace construction costs. 
Gives perfect control of the fire and conserves heat. Suc- 
cessful operation of the fireplace can be assured. Three 
models to choose from—Rotary Control—Poker Control— 
Chain Control. Made of heavy stove plate cast iron they 
will last indefinitely. 

WRITE FOR PRICES AND DETAILS. 

OTHER PEERLESS PRODUCTS 
Fireplace fixtures—ash dumps—coal windows—ash pit doors, garbage receivers 
and gas heaters. 

PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CORP. 
Louisville, Ky. 1400 W. Ormsby Ave. 

PEERLESS MFG. CORP. 
1400 W. Ormsby Ave., 
Louisville, Ky. 

Please send Peerless Fireplace Damper Infor- 
mation. [] Other Building Specialties. 

repeal goikchcielineniulsrts ti ci Renn eee ea 

EAE eee RE DT ET OTT 

EC eR nT 
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Two New Plants for J-M 

NEGOTIATIONS have been completed for the acquisition of 
two new properties by the Johns-Manville Products Corpora- 

tion. In Watson, suburb of Los Angeles, an option to purchase 
a 50-acre plot of land has been acquired; and as soon as possible 
construction will start on the first unit of a new million-dollar 
factory there to produce rock wool home insulation and Transite 
asbestos-cement pipe. When completed early in 1938, the new plant 
is expected to employ approximately 300 men. 

The second new plant was secured by the purchase of the Rich- 
mond, Ind., plant of the Fibre Conduit Company. It will house 
equipment for the manufacture of a new type of low temperature 
insulation recently perfected in the J-M Research Laboratories 
for use on railroad, passenger and refrigerator cars, mechanical 
refrigerators, and automobile bodies. 

P.C.A. Promotes Sheets to Presidency 

F RANK T. SHEETS has been elected president of the Portland 
Cement Association, effective Sept. 1. He succeeds Edward 

J. Mehren, who resigned last month to take care of his personal 
interests. Mr. Sheets for the past four years has been P. C. A. 
consulting engineer and director of development. 

New Identifying Plaque for Insulite Homes 

THE Insulite Company, Minneapolis, Minn., has prepared bur- 
nished brass plaques, size 6 x 5 inches, embossed with red let- 

tering, on a black background, and punched for tacking on the 
walls or supporting columns of structures in which their products 
have been used. The plaque is furnished without charge and pro- 
vides prominent spaces in which the names of the builders, the 
designer, and the address of the building are engraved by The 
Insulite Company. It also carries an imprint showing the com- 
pany’s seal of approved application. 

The company feels that by thus identifying their products on 
the actual job they will not only support their national advertis- 
ing campaign, but will enable the builder to adequately demon- 
strate to his prospect that the house really contains sufficient in- 
sulation to be permanently effective. 

Graff Elected President of 

Ryerson Company 

AL A RECENT meeting of the Board of Directors of Joseph 
T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., Everett D. Graff, first vice president, 

was elected president. Mr. Graff has been with the Ryerson com- 
pany for thirty-one years, having come with the company imme- 
diately upon graduation from college in 1906. 

Owens-Illinois Promotes McGiveran 

STANLEY J. McGIVERAN, formerly assistant general sales 
manager of the Glass Container Division, Owens-Illinois Glass 

Company, has been appointed to the newly created position of di- 
rector of advertising for the parent company. The new depart- 
ment will serve to co-ordinate marketing policies and stimulate 
co-operation between the company’s several selling units. T. K. 
Almroth, as advertising manager, will work with Mr. McGiveran 
in handling these activities in the enlarged field. 

New Line and Catalog for Briggs 

BRIGGS Manufacturing Company, makers of Briggs Beauty- 
ware plumbing fixtures, have expanded their line of products 

and are preparing a new catalog listing a wider selection of mod- 
els, many new products and features, a revised price structure, 
new specifications and installation data. 

Concrete Engineering Changes Name 

EFFECTIVE July 1, the name of Concrete Engineering Com- 
pany was changed to Ceco Steel Products Corporation. Ceco 

products now include steel joists, steel windows, metal frame 
screens, metal weatherstrip and metal lathing materials as well as 
reinforcing steel and welded wire fabric, patented steel forms and 
adjustable shores and column clamps. There will be no change 
in management, personnel, or location of offices. 
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OPENS BIG PROFITABLE MARKET 

FOR Now—a quality rubber-tile flooring—pre-set 

HOMES on felt—for modernization or new construction 
HOSPITALS of all kinds—costs no more than good grade 

CHURCHES linoleum. Wide range of colors and designs. 
SCHOOLS Conveniently packed. Exceptionally easy to 

OFFICES lay. Suggest it to your prospects. A good 
PUBLIC profit on every installation. Write for details 

BUILDINGS and illustrated booklet. 

WRIGHT RUBBER PRODUCTS CO. 

1603 Layard Ave. Racine, Wis. 

WRIGHT RUBBER TILE 

NEW 5-S 

TRAIL-MIX 

Power Tilt 
3 

Speedy Discharge 
9 

New Remixing Action 
=) 

All-Welded Frame 
9 

Anti-Friction Bearings 
) 

Fast Trailing Speed 
’ 

Pneumatic Tires 
Ey 

Write for bulletin 
today, 

KWIK-MIX CONCRETE MIXER CO. 

PORT WASHINGTON WISCONSIN 
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Poco FasnineD suTT INGE] 4 Mi odlern 

Hinge for 

8 8 

movennsoss nyisexe wneel MOdern Buildings 

PL VP SOSS Invisible Hinges permit 
| complete freedom in working 

Hinge com ely conmeokdt out streamlining and modern 
the sinooth unmarred decorative design. 

oo gg speak far them- There are no protruding parts 
<a to catch dust or to injure or 

to be damaged. 

The hinge cannot be tampered 
with when the door is closed. 

There are many more features 
of greater convenience, safety, 
and service—Write for com- 
plete data today. 

Soss Manufacturing Co. 

654 East First Avenue 

Roselle, New Jersey 

_Smpro ved. 

HINGES 

A TYPE AND SIZE FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT 

Reliable Scaffold Brackets 

pee / 

How? Why? Because they are 

stronger, more dependable and 

cheaper than costly wooden 

scaffolding. Because they are 

_ — erected, quickly taken 

own. Because you can use 

them on wood or stucco. No wonder they 

soon pay for themselves. Thousands of 

builders have used them for years. 

Let us prove their value. Send for catalog— 
then at us to ship first pair C.O.D. for your 

inspection and trial. 

Reliable Jack Company, 1401 West Second St., Dayton, Ohio 

RELIABLE 

SCAFFOLDING BRRBBRBRETS 

NPs ae 

SOS FEBS 

2 A Nahe ARIE RS IAT: Sha NE: 
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Vou, too, canget more jobs 

——— AND MAKE 

more money 

BY USING 

EDWARDS 

METAL SHINGLES 

Why spend your life competing with every Tom, Dick and Harry 

for jobs that always go to the lowest bidder? Forget the profit- 

less staples and specialize on our high quality Metal Shingles. 

No trick at all to interest your customers in their unrivaled 

beauty, their interlocking features, their protection from fire, 

lightning and wind as well as from weather. These advantages 

more than justify the price and assure you substantial profits 

and satisfied customers. 

Write for Metal Tile and Shingle Catalog 

No. 72. Please give name of your dealer 

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO. 

542-562 EGGLESTON AVE. CINCINNATI, OHIO 

K&E WYTEFACE 

STEEL MEASURING TAPES 

tr read. 

easy to clean, and 

a eR od d- Ved as ob doled: 

white surface pro- 

tects the steel 

Ask 

your dealer, or 

from rust. 

write for complete 

babies acct-tetesal 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
HOBOKEN, N. J 

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO DETROIT MONTREAL 

Pa 
ell 
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FHA Personnel Changes 

APPOINTMENT of C. Wylie Allen, prominent Chicago at- 
torney and building and loan consultant, as savings and loan 

director has been announced by Federal Housing Administrator 
Stewart McDonald. Mr. Allen succeeds Eugene A. Skehan, who 
has been appointed special assistant to the deputy administrator. 

Mr. Allen comes to the Federal Housing Administration on a 
leave of absence from the Loyola University School of Law where 
he is a member of the faculty. In his new capacity he will have 
charge of all savings and building and loan activity of the Housing 
Administration. 

* * * 

FREDERICK M. BABCOCK, director of the Federal Hous- 
ing Administration’s Underwriting Division, has announced the 
resignation of David L. Montonna, underwriting supervisor. The 
post will be filled by promotion from the present staff. 

Mr. Montonna has accepted a position with Allied Building 
Credit, Inc., a subsidiary of the Weyerhaeuser Corporation of 
Minneapolis, and will assume the position of manager of the Cen- 
tral Zone on Aug. 15. He will direct, from Chicago, mortgage 
lending operations of the company in 21 middle western and 
southern states. 

* * x 

THEODORE E. DAMM, chief of Industries Section, Federal 
Housing Administration, died at Mt. Alto Hospital, Washington, 
D.C., on July 2. 

Mr. Damm was well known for his work in uniting industry 
in the Better Housing Program and was in demand as a speaker 
at conventions and other group meetings. He came to the Federal 
Housing Administration originally as an industry adviser for 
the National Paint, Varnish & Lacquer Association, later heading 
the Industries Section of that administration. 

Durbin Plywood Houses 

(Continued from page 70) 

shrinkage or swelling will not cause cracks. The joints 

and nail holes are filled with Laux joint filler and sanded 

smooth with a Stanley disc sander. . 

Very little interior wood trim is used. The edges of 

the plywood at jambs and heads of openings are finished 

with a narrow metal trim. When painted like the walls 

this is hardly more noticeable than a metal corner bead. 

Base, picture mould, stool and apron are kept to a mini- 

mum in width; flush type Rezo doors maintain the simple 

treatment. The finished result as seen on page 70 is 

modern in appearance, easy to clean and subject to a 

minimum of structural defects. 

The three houses on page 71 present three attractive 

exterior variations of the floor plans which are shown 

above on the same page. The layout is very efficient 

and combines modern livability with economy of construc- 
tion. Plywood has been used as described in this article ; 

the house in the foreground with plywood still exposed 

will receive a veneer of Brickote. These houses were 

erected according to “Master Built” specifications, an out- 

line of the carpentry specs being as follows: 

FRAMING LUMBER: Framing lumber, in general, unless 
otherwise indicated on plans, shall be of the following sizes: 

(a) First floor joists shall be 2 x 10 spaced 16” o.c. 
(b) Ceiling joists shall be 2 x 8 spaced 16” o.c. 
(c) Main rafters joists shall be 2 x 6 spaced 16” o.c. 
(d) Studding joists shall be 2 x 4 spaced 16” o.c. 
(e) Bridging joists shall be 1 x 2 spaced White Pine 

WALL PLATES: Place 2 x 8 wall plates on top of all base- 
ment walls and assist the mason contractor in leveling in a bed 
of cement mortar. 

JOISTS: All joists to be sized to width and to be framed 
on the ends with material of same size as joists. 
Trimmers and headers of double joists shall be put around all 

chimneys, stairway or fireplace openings. Place double joists 

(Continued to page 120) 
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Cut Costs with this 

MODERN ... Gack Portable 

TREADLE 

SAW 

No. X23 -for all ordinary rip 
and cut-off work. Sturdy— 
Compact—Self-Contained 

$126.50 

Complete ‘wisheut 

f.0.b. Hackettstown, N.J. 

Machines must take the place of hand. labor nowadays if 

you are to turn your quotations into orders. This machine 
quickly pays for itself in time and labor saved . . . Entirely 

portable,—take it with you to the job . . . Tubular con- 

struction makes it light yet strong. 

Available for electric or gasoline drive. Saw frame easily 

swung by hand lever or foot treadle, and saw locks in any 

desired position. 

Send for folder on this and other Monarch Woodworking 

Machines. 

Makers of Woodworking and Saw-Mill Machinery 

60 MAIN STREET HACKETTSTOWN, N. J 

for 
J gags 

x LASTING 

Ve BEAUTY AT 

\ 

\ , Low Cost 

Wy; YY, 

~—] oo. 

Tile-Tex Decorative Wall Tile is easily applied in old or new 
buildings. Made in a wide range of colors and gives a per- 
manent wall of lasting beauty at low cost. Ideal for Bathrooms, 
Kitchens, Stores, Barber Shops, Beauty Shops, Public Buildings, 
Restaurants, Bars and Lobbies. 
Tile-Tex is a unit-laid wall tile that will not craze, crack, warp 
or mar. Can be applied right over plaster walls or wall board. 

Write us today stating whether you are interested in a dealer 
proposition or if you want information for prospective home 
builders. Free literature will be sent promptly. 

THE TILE-TEX COMPANY 
1229 McKinley Avenue Chicago Heights, Illinois 

Becomtlive- WALL TILE 

= oe Ot oe ot — > 

be FLOOR TILE 
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-the Half-Bag Trailer with Pneu- 

matic Tires, Timken Bearings 

and “V” Bottom Dual Mix Drum 

ular mixer. Built for faster hauls, higher pro- J 
duction, longer life than ever before. Get 

“\ new Catalog and prices, all sizes. 

THE JAEGER MACHINE CO, 

PRICE LEADER 

of its Class... 

Swings the garage door hard- 
ware business YOUR way 
... because it gives smooth- 
working efficiency, durability 
and satisfaction at a price 
your customers are ready to 
pay. ALLITH quality in every 
detail, too. “60-50” has been 
a heavy seller all this season, 
Let it get business for you. 

Hardware for any DOOR 

Complete sets for over-head, 
round-a-corner, folding-sliding and 
straight sliding doors of all sizes 
and types, as well as a full assort- 
ment of hangers, track, hinges, 

fee] ee 

latches and all door hardware. 
LIL ET 

ALLITH has been a leader for 36 
years. 

WRITE FOR THE NEW CATALOG 

ALLITH-PROUTY Ine. Danville. Ill. 

PLS 
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Dealers Wanted 

.. to sell this 

BETTER, 

QUIET 

Kitchen | 

Ventilating 

a
 

AN 

If you want a line of home ventilating fans that will 

give many years of quiet, efficient, economical 

service, then it will pay you to get the facts on 

"Buffalo" Home Ventilating Fans. Shipped com- 

plete with wall box ready to install. Building con- 

tractors want these better fans because they know 

how important such conveniences are in selling new 

homes. 

Write today for literature and prices. 

BUFFALO FORGE COMPANY 
145 MORTIMER ST., BUFFALO, N.Y. 

Branch Offices in Principal Cities 
In Canada: Canadian Blower & Forge Co., Ltd., Kitchener, Ont. 

GO MODERN 

With lumber’s most modern development—plywood guaran- 

teed against ply separation—for all outdoor uses from boats 

to bird houses. Send us the coupon for full information. 

PLYWOOD OUTDOOR THE 

Communications addressed to Harbor Plywood Corporation in any of the 
following cities will receive prompt attention, 
BRANCHES: Atlanta, Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, 
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Louisville, Jacksonville, New Orleans. 

REPRESENTATIVES: Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo, Baltimore, Washing- 
ton, D.C., Worcester, Kansas City, Omaha, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
Billings. 

HARBOR PLYWOOD CORPORATION 
(AB) Hoquiam, Washington 
Please tell me what Super-Harbord can do for a live builder or dealer. 
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Durbin Plywood Houses 

(Continued from page 118) 

under all partitions running parallel to same and where these 
partitions contain heating ducts, vent pipes, etc., set the joists 
35% inches apart, well blocked and spiked together. In this case, 
double joists shall be used on each side of openings. Provide 
any other framing required to make a complete job. 

BRIDGING: All rows of joists 12 feet and under shall be 
bridged, with 1 row of bridging nailed wito 2 nails at each end 
of bridging; spans of joists over 12 feet to have 2 rows of bridging. 

STUDDING: All outside and inside corners to-be formed 
with three pieces of 2 x 4 spiked together. Plates to be 2 x 4, 
doubled at top on all partitions and so installed as to tie into 
intersecting partitions. 

SUBFLOORS: All subfloors are to be %-inch oil treated 
five-ply fir plywood. 

SHEATHING: Cover all exterior walls with 34-inch three-ply 
plywood, with all joints broken on studding or plates. Same shall 
be nailed with 6d “box” nails 6 inches on centers on each studding. 

ROOF BOARDS: Cover all roofs to be shingled with 1 x 6 
boards or shiplap No. 2 Y.P. laid tight for asphalt shingles. 

ROOFING: Roof of house to be covered with 235 lb. double 
coverage asphalt shingles. Color and design to be selected by the 
owner. 

EXTERIOR TRIM: All exterior trim unless otherwise speci- 
fied or marked on plans to be No. 2 Idaho White Pine for painting. 

EXTERIOR DOOR FRAMES: All exterior door frames are 
to have 134-inch White Pine jambs rabbeted to the thickness 
required for doors, as shown on plans; where brick moulding 
is required for masonry walls the same shall be of proper thickness 
to receive 1%-inch screen or storm doors and where same are 
set in frame portion of the house they shall be 114-inch casings. 

SASH: All sash are to be Non-Stick Sash as manufactured 
by the Currier Lumber Co., construction with metal lined jambs, 
heads, and weatherstrips. Provide same with Pullman sash bal- 
ances and building wall as per full sized details on drawings. 

EXTERIOR DOORS: All exterior doors to be of sizes and 
design shown on plans, to be manufactured from clear White 
Pine and to be 134-inches thick. 

INTERIOR DOORS: Interior doors on all floors above base- 
ment to be 1%-inch fir slab doors. 

FLOORING: (a) Flooring for all rooms on first floor except 
where specified for other materials than wood to be 2%4-inch face 
select Red Oak. (b) All floors specified for linoleum to have 
5¥% x 4 No. 2 Yellow Pine flooring. 

OTHER INTERIOR TRIM: All interior wood trim to be 
clear Yellow Pine. Door and window trim to be metal trim as 
indicated on plans. ; 

BASEMENT AND ATTIC STAIRS: Stairs to basement 
to be plank stairs as indicated on plan. Stairs to attic to have 
%-inch stringers, treads and risers. Same to be No. Y.P. sanded. 

KITCHEN AND OTHER CASES: Kitchen and breakfast 
nook cases are to have 2-inch hinge stiles and 2-inch center stiles. 

All cupboard doors are to be 34-inch plywood flush as shown 
on plans, rabbeted on all sides for offset hardware. In every case 
the doors shall be made for sizes to fit the opening rather than 
adjusting the width of the stiles to fit the doors. 

All drawers to have %-inches side and back, lip front and 
Y%-inch veneer bottoms. 

EXTERIOR WALLS: All exterior walls to be covered with 
Johns-Manville, Carey, or equal asbestos shingles applied according 
to manufacturer’s directions. 

INTERIOR WALLS: All interior walls and ceilings on first 
floor to be covered with %4-inch Fir plywood, same to be laid over 
patented “Furstix” strips. “Furstix” strips to be nailed to studding 
and veneer to be glued to “Furstix” with “Lauxein” glue. 
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SMITH 37%2-S on 

Pneumatic Tires! 

PEED up small concrete jobs with this fast 312-S Tilter. It's light- 
weight — well balanced — quickly portable to the job — and 

equally fast on the job. Equipped with spring-mounted axle, roller 
bearings, handy feed chute, Smith end-to-center mixing action, “tilt 
and pour” discharge, and a choice of pneumatic tired wheels, cush- 
ion tired wheels or steel wheels. Other small Smith Mixers in 
242-S, 5-S, 7-S, and 10-S sizes. Write for literature. 

THE T. L. SMITH COMPANY, 2849 N. 32nd Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

SMITH MIXERS 

B OULOER DAM Mie PA ses 

A 2046-4 (837) 

\ 

“™ DECORA COMPOUND 

A weathertight building invites'tenancy. A dustproof home 
invites purchase. It pays to calk all window and exterior 

. door frames with Pecora. Cold air can- 
not enter. Heated air cannot escape. 
Saves fuel. Properly applied, Pecora 
Calking Compound will not dry out, 
crack or chip. , 

This _S-Taa 

With 3 Nozzles and 
4 Filled Cartridges 

Mic ior 400 

This new type, high pressure Cartridge Calking 
Gun (patent applied for) is a great time and 
material saver. Pecora Calking Compound is 
specially packed for this gun in non-refillable 
metal cartridge of approximately one quart and 
one pint capacity. ~ 

Write for Folder and Prices 

PECORA PAINT COMPANY, Ine. 

K 7, Established 1862 by Smith Bowen 
@ivse) Fourth St. & Reading R.R. _—Philadelphia, Pa. 

Member of Producers’ Council, Inc. 
SUCTION MASTIC 

for Structural Glass 
SASH PUTTIES FURNACE 
MORTAR STAINS CEMENT 

. Ss 

@The most convincing argument for the use of 
Samson Spot Sash Cord is the cord itself. Examine 
its construction. Compare it with others. Then 
you will understand why leading architects and 
builders always specify it when they want the 
most durable material for hanging windows. They 
know that it is made in only one grade which can 
be quickly distinguished by the Colored Spots — 
our trade-mark. Insist upon Samson Spot Sash 
Cord and be sure of the best. 
In addition to Samson Spot, we manufacture other 
brands of sash cord to meet all requirements for 
quality and price; also braided cord of all kinds 
and sizes, including awning line, mason’s line, 
shade cord, venetian blind cord, etc. Samples 
gladly sent upon request. 

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS 
BOSTON, MASS. 

MW 

QQ GW 

Supe visivt 

Bea Contractor— 

Make Big Money 

on i Uncle Sam will help 
a \ Ve you make money if 

} mS ? you are ready. 
Billions of dollars are being used to make jobs 

and the Home Building Program offers the big- 
gest chance to make money carpenters have ever known. 
Are YOU Ready? Can you remodel from start to fin- 
ish—do you know the tricks of estimating, laying out, 

ete.? Here’s your chance to get these facts—quickly— 
easily, without study or work—just put your finger on what 

you want to know instantly. Don’t miss the building boom. 

5 Big Books Shipped FREE 
for examination. 2400 Pages, hundreds of diagrams, estimate sheets, etc., instructions 
on blueprint reading, estimating framing, construction, architectural drawing, plumbing, 
heating, etc., make these books invaluable to any carpenter who wants to Cash in NOW 
on today’s opportunities. This may be the chance of a lifetime. 

Jiffy Index makes these facts available in a few seconds. Remember these five big books 
all shipped to You FREE for examination. Send the coupon, there is no obligation. 
Get these books and be ready to bid on ANY building or modernizing job NOW. 

Consulting pm —— —— Fo Free Offer Use Coupon= — — — — — 
American Technical Society. 

Membership | pmo act 'seth'st. Dept. GC33, Chieago, tl, 
I would like to look at the five books described above. I 

Privilege of con- | will pay the few cents delivery charges only and will examine 
Iting experts them thoroughly and return them in ten days unless I like them 

su " | in which case I will send you $2.00 and after that $3.00 per 
of million-dollar ! month until the total price of only $19.80 is paid. You are also 
American Techni- | to send me your “Blueprint Reading,” and consulting 
cal Society on any membership certificate without extra charge. 
building problem 
for one year with- | 
out extra charge, 4 ,aaress 
if you mail cou- Attach letter stating age, employer’s name and address and 
pon immediately. | that of at least one business man as a reference. 

LA Ca AI BR A Ni EF NR RRO EE BR aT 
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A HOME WITH A PORCH 

More Liveable « More Saleable 

To increase the liveability of the home ADD A 
PORCH. It keeps the home cool in summer and is 
a welcome shelter in stormy weather. It increases the 
useful living space of the home at a small added cost 
and an attractive porch is often the deciding factor 
in selling. 

Architecturally correct in every detail SAMSON 
COLUMNS are built to last as long as the house— 
only the finest fir is used in their construction. These 
columns — our porch construction problems. 
There is a AMSON COLUMN for every need. See 
them at your dealers or write us for descriptive lit- 
erature. We manufacture Columns, Porch work, 
Door Frames, O. G. Fir Gutter and Fir Finish. SAM- 
SON COLUMNS can be had with or without taper. 

WASHINGTON MANUFACTURING CO. 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 

8 Machines in One! 
8 full-sized machines, each independently oper- 
ated. Does whole job from rough lumber to 
finest trim and finish. 

MODEL “A” 
PLANING MILL 

SPECIAL 

Rip and cross-cut saw, 

22" band saw, 12" 

il jointer, tenoner, hollow 

chisel, mortiser and 

borer, swing cut off 

saw, reversible spindle 

shaper and sand disc. 

12” BENCH PLANER 
Planes material up to 12” 
wide x 4” thick. Maximum 
cut 4”. Takes pieces as short 
as 6” and as thin as 1/16”. 
Bearings ~ gm New De- 
arture ball bearings. Chip 
reaker and pressure bar com- 
letely guard the head and 
eed rolls. Power: 2 to 
H.P. Weight 300 Ibs. 

Good Woodworking Machines Since 1887 

THE PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE CO. 
Dept. BL-8 1524 Knowlton Street Cincinnati, Ohio 

A2S3 
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Finds Homes Cost Less Today | 

San Francisco, Calif. 

To the Editor: 
Just received your “Building Outlook Letter” entitled “An 

Answer to Criticisms That Building Costs Are Too High.” 
(Editorial pages 45 and 46, July American Builder.) Inciden- 
tally, I take a great deal of interest in all your building letters 
as well as the American Builder which I find unusually instruc- 
tive and suggestive with a very noticeable improvement in suc- 
cessive issues; and I utilize the same continually in my numer- 
ous contacts with prospective and actual homeowners seeking 
up-to-date instructive information. 

Just lately a local financial publication issued a circular 
stating that the noticeable present slacking up of home con- 
struction was due to the drastic advance in labor and material 
costs that go into a building. It came to me very forcibly that 
this was an erroneous report, although the buying public at 
large may believe this is correct, but overlook the fact that 
they invariably were comparing costs prevalent during the 
depression period, when materials were sold below actual costs, 
and labor was willing to accept almost any wage and that 
majority of jobs were taken at a loss to the contractor, that is 
to the extent that his profit was nil, being usually satisfied to 
keep busy. 

During the period from 1925 to 1930 inclusive I personally 
designed and constructed some 1100 homes, the majority being 
speculative. We sold the homes usually before actual comple- 
tion and we had no trouble in selling five and six room homes, 
modernly equipped, including land, at prices from $10,500 to 
$12,750 and in some cases up to $16,500. Of course, the ma- 
jority of these homes were financed with a bank and carried a 
second mortgage, and in some cases a third mortgage. The 
owner absorbed in the building costs, expensive advertising, 
discounting of second and third mortgages, selling costs and 
a substantial profit to provide for opening and developing later 
properties. 

I could, with present building costs, duplicate any of these 
homes, at least twenty to twenty-five per cent less cost and at 
the same time following modern and improved building prac- 
tices giving them greater value. 
There are available now homes in the adjacent territory of 

very attractive designs, modern equipment, well constructed 
and more cheaply and safely financed, selling for $12,500, that 
would have sold at a price up to $18,000 during the predepres- 
sion period. 

If I personally required a home at present, I would “build 
now” and feel that I had made a very wise investment, that in 
case of a resale would net me a profit within the next few years. 

I grant that efficient labor is not now available to the extent ° 
that it was some years ago, but with modern mill operations. 
and improved equipment on the job, this lack is overcome. 

I therefore substantiate the statements from other localities 
as outlined in your editorial. 

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION 
By L. J. Klein 

A “Job” for Every Building 

Industry Man 

North Tonawanda, N.Y. 
To the Editor: 

We want to congratulate you on your timely article in July 
regarding the criticisms that building costs are too high. No 
doubt these facts should be widely distributed and a definite 
drive put on to enlighten the public as to building costs. There 
is so much said about building costs being high that it has 

(Continued to page 124) 
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PULFUZSW 

TYPE 

SERVICE 

EQUIPMENT 

Cat. No. SE63PF4F Service Equip- 
ment with Main Switch and four 

Lighting Branch Circuits 

HE is one of the new @® dead-front, safety-type Service Equip- 
ments—designed for new sequence meter connection — 

equipped with New @ PULFUZSW Units designed exclusively by 
@ to take advantage of the newest development in ferrule type 
cartridge fuse clips. Assures low resistance at fuse clips and con- 
tinuous trouble-free operation. 

Furnished in 30 and 60 ampere capacities — single and double 
pole — from 2 to 8 circuits, with range feeder circuit — or 2 to 12 
circuits, without range feeder circuit. 

Easy to make a neat workmanlike installation — occupies minimum 
space .. . @ quality throughout. . 

Frank Adam 

ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ST. LOUIS 

BOOKS ABOUT BUILDING 

Authoritative information about the designing, 

construction and financing of buildings can be 

found in up-to-date books. We will be glad to 

recommend suitable books on any subject you 
are interested in. 

Book Service Department 

AMERICAN BUILDER AND 

BUILDING AGE 
30 Church Street New York, N. Y. 

Classified Advertising 

Rates: 
Small letters 50c per word. 
Capital letters $1 per word. For Sale and Exchange 
Minimum twenty words. | Help and Situations Wanted 

To Insure Insertion Remittance Must Accompany Order 

MAN WANTED—Millwork superintendent, 

competent to handle moderate size shop and fa- 

miliar with retail lumber-yard operations. 35 to 

40 years. Southerner preferred. North Carolina 

location. Good record and references required. 

Write Box 737, American Builder. 

Business Opportunities 

—_ 
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New “Delta” SHAPER 

Great Aid To Builders 

This remarkable 

Delta Shaper is a 

boon to builders. 

Ideal for special 

mouldings and trims. 

Has complete range 

of cabinet and sash 

cutters for mill work. 

Builders are finding © 

that with this tool 

they can handle 

special jobs at lower 

cost. Efficient, prac- 

tical, rugged—the 

Delta Shaper is 

riced surprisingly 

ow. 

Contractors and 
builders all over the country are cutting costs, in- 

creasing profits with "Delta" tools which include: 

Band Saws, Scroll Saws, Shapers, Drill Presses, Jointers, 

Grinders, Circular Saws, Mortisers—and a full line of 

accessories. Send for name of nearest Delta dealer, 

information on how contractors are using Delta tools, 
and FREE Delta Catalog. 

DELTA MANUFACTURING CO. 
686 VIENNA AVE. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
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OVERHEAD DOORS 

Builders prefer them because of ease of installation. Own- 
ers prefer them because of their smooth performance. 

WAGNER 

GLIDEOVER 

Furnished complete with doors 

and hardware. Hand or elec- 

tric operated. The “Glide- 
over” represents perfection in 
modern overhead door fea- 

tures. Easy opening—easy clos- 

ing—weathertite. 

WAGNER 

CANOPY 

Converts old doors (one—two 
or more sections) into modern 
overheads. Also provides an 
economical one-piece door for 
new structures. Easy to install 
—weathertite—smooth operat- 
ing. Write today for literature 
on Wagner Overhead Doors 
and Hardware. 

WAGNER MFG. COMPANY 

DEPT. AB. CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 

-Compare features, operating costs 

and results and you will choose the NEW 

SKILSAW 

FLOOR SANDER 

It’s faster . . . handles easily . . . leaves no 
wave marks in the finished floor. Advanced 
mechanical features insure many years of 
fast, trouble-free operation. It’s a great 
value and a real money maker for contractors. 
The New SKILSAW Floor Sander is perfectly 
balanced ... has just the right amount of 
weight for fast work. Surfaces right up to the 
quarter-round. Extra powerful motor. 
Grease - sealed ball bearing construction. 
Separate motor operates vacuum system— 
picks up all the dust. Patented clamp holds 
paper tight without wedges. Operates from 
any light socket. 

Write for free demonstration. 

SKILSAW, INC., 3314 ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO 
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discouraged many who were contemplating building. 
Who are the organizations in the building industry which you 

think can put across the idea that building costs are much 
lower than they were back in ’28 and ’29 and that building right 
now is the real smart thing? 

WEATHERBEST CORPORATION 
By W. W. Prescott, Asst. Treasurer 

“Basement or No Basement’—That 

Is the Question—sHaxesrEeaRE 

Chicago, III. 
To the Editor: 
We have again forwarded the group subscription of five for 

the coming year, for ‘American Builder. It is hard to estimate 
the value of the magazine, for even one article alone in many 
of the monthly issues is invaluable. It would be very costly 
if one were obliged to go out and dig up the facts. 

In your July issue I am referring to the “$1,000 More House 
for the Money,” illustrated on pages 68-70. The basementless 
house gives a bigger construction saving percentage than I 
had been using in my argument for no basement. From archi- 
tectural magazines and various articles I had obtained a six 
or eight per cent figure as the saving in low cost housing with- 
out a basement. The Olsen Construction Co., in their article, 
show a saving of a good 15 per cent on the $6,500 house. 

In view of this saving, how can an owner of a low cost house 
afford a basement? $1,000 at six per cent is $5.00 per month, 
year in and year out, during the life of the home. Rather a 
high interest charge for a basement when it is not needed for 
heating or storage purposes. It is acknowledged to be cheaper 
to build above ground than below, so the storage and utility 
rooms are furnished above ground. 
Low cost housing will not come as quickly as it should be- 

cause of following traditional custom, including basement, etc., 
and with the two million dollar advertising campaign of the 
gas people for the Chicago area, embodying recreation room 
in the basement, still later here. 
We, of course, have no argument against a basement when 

the owner can well afford it, although even then we personally 
prefer to live above ground than below. 
You are presenting both sides of the basement question, how- 

ever, for your June issue features an installment, “Plan for a 
Modern Basement.” 
We are making good use of the Olsen Construction Co. 

article with our group and in connection with our monolithic 
face brick homes. 

CHICAGO FACE BRICK BUREAU 
By Albert W. Luse, Secy.-Megr. 

More Complete Building 

Figures Needed 

Washington, D.C. 
To the Editor: 

There has recently come to my attention a copy of your 
Building Outlook Letter referring to the failure of the con- 
struction census to adequately cover the building industry. 
The subject matter was of interest as indicating the surpris- 

ing lack of statistical information concerning the building and 
construction industry, the welfare of which is so vital to gen- 
eral economic welfare. 

It is our understanding that the Federal Government is 
spending upward of $5,000,000 a year for statistical research 
in the field of agriculture and $500,000 a year for statistical 
work concerning foreign and domestic commerce. 

It is interesting to note that the appropriation for the col- 
lecting and analysis of statistics relating to construction and 
real property now available for the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce is ap- 
proximately $12,000 per year. 
On recommendation of the Department of Commerce, the 

President and the Bureau of the Budget approved and included 
in the Budget recently considered by the Congress an item 

(Continued to page 126) 
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VILZIZ] | Prestall MASTER METAL WEATHERSTRIPS 

MA On thousands of homes throughout the country, Master Weatherstrips 

PesTER have proven a most satisfactory and economical method of making 

hae ike windows and doors weathertight. Practical, rust-proof equipment for 

Phar a any kind of window or door, wood or metal. 

| Sold and installed by reliable dealers and con- 

tractors in over 300 cities of the U. S. and 

Canada. 

DEALERS WANTED—Many territories still available in all parts of 
the country. Write for complete information. 

MASTER METAL STRIP SERVICE 2750 oe aOU RY AVENUE 

STERLING Balanced 

WHEELBARROWS 

HAVE THESE FEATURES 

1. 10 Spoke Wheels 6. Interchangeable Parts 

2. Channel Steel Legs 7. Square Bent Leg Shoes 

3. Self Lubricating Bearings 8. V-Braces and Braces Supports 

4. Malleable Axle Brackets 9. Clear Maple or Tubular Handles 

5. Malleable Wheel Guards 10. Welded Trays 

Heavy Continuous Rod in Top Edge of Tray 
No. S-18 BARROW - - FOR CONCRETE 

STERLING WHEELBARROW CO. MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Come to the pioneers in the air 

conditioning and automatic heat for Keeps Construction Costs 

Down ... Speeds up work out 

on the job . . Instantly and 

easily a iusted to cut any sim- 

ple or compound angle . . . 

also does tenoning, dadoing, 

j \\ makes mouldings. 

Moderately priced. 

2 TEGEua MACHINE CO. 

Bulletins 224 Main St., Leetonia, Ohio 

yf y | 
BIG SHEETS up to 8’x14 WHAT ABOUT 

save time, labor—and therefore, money. Weather- 
proof insulation— for exterior or interior use. Write 

for Precision-Built Home Plans showing how you 

can build a six-room house complete—approved 
for FHA 20-year Mortgage—for around $4000. 

Hc 0 MASOTE The Reid-Way Corporation 

INSULATING 2917 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, lowa 

AND BUILDING BOARD “The sander with only one moving part” 

unbiased information and assistance. 

L. J. MUELLER 

FURNACE COMPANY 

MILWAUKEE 
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Sensationally 

P 4 agi Priced 

Electric Ventilator 
The Electrovent! The favorite with 
builders from coast to coast be- 
cause 
ys beau- 

4 
excellence 

and moderate price. Shutters open and 
close automatically as motor is turned on 
and off. All-metal construction, completel 
rustproof. Aluminum blades. Beautifu 

chrome-plated grille. One 
and two speed motors. No 
sede interference. Excep- Write for tionally easy to install. 

Circular Write’ jor Galident? Prices 

and Prices Electrovent Corporation 
5240 Western Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

Yours FOREVER! 

@ WHEN your name 
is branded into your 
horses, scaffold lum- 
ber, ladders, tool 
handles, etc., you are 
protected for all time 
against loss and theft. 
The Everbot brands 
continuously—b rand 
never fades or grows 
dim. 
Write for complete informa- 
tion, prices, and pictures of 
various brands. 

EVERHOT MFG. CO. 
St. Charles Road & (9th Ave. 

MAYWOOD, ILL. 
Dept.-AB (Suburb of Chicago) 

2a RUE ES 

The Wallace 

No. 1 RADIAL SAW 

for— 

X-Cutting = er * 

Mitering eee 

Ripping 

Shaping 

Routing 

Tenoning 

Dadoing 

J.D. WALLACE & CO. chicete, titinats 

SPRAYII Ri} WATERPROOFED 

eer’ 

COLORED STHECES- mt 

OFFERS BIG EARNINGS 
Buildings everywhere need this permanent sur- 
facing and resurfacing process, It fuses a water- 
proofed plastic mixture on all masonry. It fills 
all cracks and checks and can be applied in any 
thickness desired, and in 30 colors and shades. 
Time proven by over 10 years actual use the 
world over. 
With Colorerete spraying machine you can sup- 
ply a permanent decorative surface in any shade 
at amazingly low cost. Operators report costs 
of 2c and up per sq. ft. and sell up to 7c. Some 
have paid for their equipment from first few 
—_ Machine capacity up to 1000 sq. ft. per 
nour. 
Get the facts. Learn about Colorcrete and its 
big money making possibilities. Two Color- 
crete books tell the whole story. Write today. 

COLORCRETE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
500 Ottawa Ave., Holland, Michigan 
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which included approximately $100,000 for the collection and 
analysis of statistics relating to construction and real property. 

This appropriation was not approved by the Appropriation 
Committees of the House and the Senate. In explanation of 
the failure to take favorable action on the appropriation, the 
Chairman of the Senate Appropriation Sub-Committee offered 
the explanation it was considered that the activities covered 
by the appropriation had been adequately cared for by other 
appropriations made for the use of the Forest Products Labora- 
tories. 
As the latter appropriation and the work of the Laboratories 

refers te the physical testing of materials used in construction 
work while the appropriation desired definitely referred to 
statistical research there would appear to be a fruitful yield 
for educational activity on the part of the construction indus- 
try to make clear the importance of the industry to the general 
economic welfare and the necessity for complete and authori- 
tative statistics as a basis for intelligent and comprehensive 
planning, both public and private. 
CONSTRUCTION LEAGUE OF THE UNITED STATES 
By Theodore Irving Coe, Assistant Secretary 

From a Fire-Safe Fan 

Binghamton, N.Y. 
To the Editor: 

I wish also to add to the letter of V. S. Lewis, of Stewart, 
Nev., printed under the caption of “Favors ‘Fire-Safe’ Mate- 
rials” in the letters department, June, a loud and sonorous 
“Amen.” 
There is apparently a dearth of information on this subject. 

I am interested in small houses of concrete or cinder blocks 
with quality appearance to sell at $4,000 and eliminate the 
painting and upkeep necessary in frame construction. In this 
vicinity the mention of a house without a basement causes a 
contractor or architect to throw up his hands in horror. Yet 
I have read American Builder five or six years and in your 
nages I find much to recommend such construction. I would 
appreciate any information on the subject or source of infor- 
mation to which you can refer me. 

LOREN H. TODD 

Wants to Cool Off 

Tucson, Ariz. 
To the Editor: 

I like your magazine but DO wish you would tell us more 
about what is being done with fireproof home construction 
with materials such as Dunbrik, Dunstone, and other forms 
of concrete construction. 

It’s funny you have so many ads on heating equipment in 
the June issue, but none on cooling systems—which is what 
we are interested in. 

DR. C. J. WILKERSON 

Stairway Data Wanted 

Houston, Texas 
To the Editor: 

I would like to secure information or studies on stairways 
for two-story duplexes, apartments and residences, but par- 
ticularly duplexes. The feature I am most interested in is the 
location of stairs with respect to the general room arrangement. 
A few years ago vou published several articles on stairway 

details, i.e., details of the stairway itself, and I got quite a 
good deal of information therefrom, but that is not what I want 
now. In the case of duplexes we tried to camouflage the fact 
that the building is a duplex, and if possible locate the stair- 
way so that it will not be consnicuous and not indicate a second 
main entrance; at the same time to place it so that it will inter- 
fere as little as possible with rooms on first floor and yet give 
the entrance to second floor in a way that it will not cut off 
some of the rooms. 

E. E. WORTHING, Builder 
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Now Ready 

CARPENTRY AND 

JOINERY WORK 

By NELSON L. BURBANK 

Instructor, Building Vocational High School, Cin- 

cinnati, Ohio 

This forthcoming textbook will set 

forth the latest principles of dwelling 

construction, together with the related 

studies of drawing, mathematics, Eng- 

lish composition, civics, and first aid. 

The text is thoroughly illustrated with 

photographs and detail drawings, many 

of which have appeared in “American 

Builder and Building Age.” The manu- 

script has been carefully checked by a 

former contractor, and combines the 

practical outlook with the author’s ex- 

tensive trade teaching experience. 

CHAPTER HEADINGS 

Tools and Equipment—Tool Boxes—House 

Plans—Excavations — Foundation Forms — 

Foundations—Sills—Girders—Floor Joists— 

Sub-Flooring—Outside Framed Walls—In- 

side Framed Walls—Plumbing Framed Work 

— Sheathing Walls — Ceiling Joists — Roof 

Framing—Roof Sheathing—Cornices—Roof- 

ing—Porch and Bay Framing—Exterior Wall 

Covering—Interior Wall Covering—Stairs— 

Interior Trim—Windows — Doors — Hard- 

ware—Closets and Shelving—Finish Flooring 

—Finishing. 

280 pages, illustrated, 81/ x 11 inches, in stiff 

paper binding, $2.50; cloth binding, $3.00 

Sent on Ten Days’ Approval 

Published by 

AMERICAN BUILDER and 

BUILDING AGE 

30 Church Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Write for details regarding 
dealer set-up. Valuable terri- 
tory now open to right men. 
Unlimited opportunity. Quick 
returns. For 30 years Accu- 
rate has been the recognized 
precision-built leader in metal 
weather strip. Full service co- 
operation and RIGHT 
PRICES. 

, ACCURATE——— 

METAL WEATHER STRIP Co. 

218 East 26th St., New York 

COMPLETE 

_ CATALOG IN 

1937 SWEET'S 

KEES Metal Corners 

Save 3 Times Their Cost! 

"Give Perfect Mitred Corner Effect!" 

Eliminate: *Careful Sawing *Fitting *Corner 
Strips. Made of galvanized iron treated to 
take paint like wood. Seal tightly against 
dust and moisture. Last the life of the house. 
For lap, Colonial" or drop siding. 
FREE—Write for Free Sample. Give your dealer's 

name. 

F. D. KEES: MFG. CO. 

Beatrice Box 93 Nebraska 

Drill Holes for Expansion Bolts with the 

WODACK 

“Do-All”’ 

ELECTRIC 

HAMMER 

his is the electric ham- 
ner that can be changed 
a one minute to an elec- 

tric drill. Soon pays for 
itself. Every building con- 

CUTS BUILDING COSTS 

tractor and installer of equipment who uses expansion bolts needs 
the “Do-All” Hammer for drilling holes in concrete, brick and 
stone. TWO. MODELS: “MJA” drills 1 1/8” in concrete, 5/16” in 
metal: “MDH” drills 1 3/8” in concrete, 3/8” in metal. Now 
equipped with the new Wodack tool retainer. Ask for Bulletin. 

Wodack Electric Tool Corp., chicaze, tttinois, U.S.A. 

lO DE WATT al NoDevosit 

Patented TRY A STERLING 

CONVERTIBLE LEVEL 
for 10 days on your job with no expense or 
obligation to purchase. Sturdier construction, 
higher power telescope, and exclusive pat- 
ented features assure greater accuracy and 
lower operating costs. 
Save time and make more money by using a 
Sterling Level. 

| WARREN-KNIGHT CO. =o 
136 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa. : 

| Send new Bulletin F-28) describing Sterling 
| Convertible Level Model No. 40, and giving 
— of = trial offer and easy payment 
purchase plan. , 

| pece wee cisis anda SU ea 

| Position 
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METAL WEATHE 

CT TN sw 
Ee GON SISTENT! 

INSTALL 

ALLMETAL WEATHERSTRIP 

New building and remodeling jobs 
create a big demand right now. . 
a source of profit you can easily cash 
in upon with 
ALLMETAL WEATHERSTRIP 
Easy to install. Profitable. Always 
efficient and satisfactory. Get your 
share of the weatherstrip business 
NOW. Write for price lists and free 
display charts now. 

RSTRIP CO 

Built in 

KINNEAR RoL-TOP DOORS 

... for any service opening in old or new buildings 
. +» Manually or Electrically Operated! 

any Size... Wood or Steel 

if Easily installed in the res- 
ot idence garage, factory or 
i commercial building. Tor- 
4 sion spring or stretch 
i spring counterbalance. 
| Rolls upward out of the 
i way. Opened or closed 
! with practically no ef- 
| fort. Manufactured by 
‘ specialists in doors for 
} 42 years. Has many ex- 

clusive and superior fea- 
tures. Write for details. 

The KINNEAR 

MAKE EXTRA PROFITS ON 

| 

2110-20 WE 

1560-80 Fields Ave. Columbus, Ohio 
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Now you can make quick, new profits by selling genuine 
Dennis Double Cushion Spring Bronze Weather Strips for 
modernizing joks and new homes. The easiest to install— 

i comes attached to new parting stop. Patented “S” fold gives double 
i spring action. Prevents cold air leaks. Makes snug weatherproof seal 
H conforming to all warping, shrinkage and expansion of sash and 
! doors. Endorsed by architects and builders for saving fuel. Ask your 

jobber or write for new 1937 Weather Strip Catalog. 

! Ww. J. DENNIS & CO. 

MFG. CO. 

WRIT 

BRONZE WEATHER STRIPS 

Easily Installed Without 

Removing Sash or Doors! 

ST LAKE ST. <<< CHICAGO 
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PpE“& HAMMERS 

Saves More Than Any Other Tool 
GUARANTEES Your Profit 
Thru stone, concrete, plaster, 
brick—nothing stands in the way 
of a SpeedWay Electric Ham- 
mer. 1,800 powerful blows 
per minute, Takes drills to 
1% ameter. Handy— 
weight 26 lb. Built for 20- 
year service. It’s a money- 
maker—makes 1 man equal 
to 10. Always the standard 
—there are more SpeedWays 
in use than any others. No. 6 

Electric 
Hammer 

Vijiimse.a SPEEDWAY MANUFACTURING CO. More Tool 
CATALOG So. 52nd Ave., Cicero, Ill. lor the Maen 

INSTALL IRON RAILING 

1 el a BEAUTIFUL 

PERMANENT 

Hii For All Interior 

| Y and Exterior Use 

We manufacture iron fence, 
gates, iron and wire window 

guards, chain link wire fence, etc. 
Send us measurements showing 

your requirements—We will forward 
suitable illustrations—And quote you 

prices. 

CINCINNATI IRON FENCE CO., INC. 
3411 SPRING GROVE AVE. CINCINNATI, OHIO 

KIMBALL 

HAND POWER 

ELEVATORS 
A complete line of efficient Hand 
Power and Electric Elevators built to 
suit any requirement. 2 

Fitted for rapid installation in your 
building. These  straight-line-drive 
machines are little giants of lifting 
power and are surprisingly nominal 
in costs. 

FREE Engineering Data 
Give us your problems and let our 
engineers help you. Full descriptive 
literature on request. 

, KIMBALL BROS. CO. 

915-989 Ninth Street | Council Bluffs, lowa 

WITH A’ SPEE 

Thousands are today ea 
making Bigger Profits 
sander, This fastest 

if operating floor sander enables you to do the 
H biggest jobs at a greater saving in time, la- 

bor, current and sandpaper. Superior in 
operation, cheaper in upkeep, easier to run, 
feature for feature, it 
trade. Forty years dep 

on 5 days Free Trial. 
today for details. 

224 W. Grand Ave. 

Wore PROF 

experience ——- its superiority. Aad 
r ti 

LINCOLN-SCHLUETER 
FLOOR MACHINERY CO. 

rning more money and 
with this sensational 

cutting and cleanest 

is the choice of the 
endable manufacturing 

No obligation. te 

NO DUST 

NO MUSS 
Chicago, Jil. 

QUALITYBILT 

DISAPPEARING 

STAIRWAY 

Here is the modern way to eliminate waste 
attic space in the compact home. This 
perfectly balanced disappearing stairway is 
strong, rigid and non-folding. Easily in- 
stalled in new or old buildings. Rests on 
attic floor when not in use; does not take 
up valuable space in room below. Adds 
many times its cost to the value of the Ny io 
home. Lifetime service at low cost. 

Ask your lumber dealer or write us for details 
Address Dept. AB 837 | =} : 

FARLCY & LOCTSCHCR MEG. CO 
DUBUQUE, IOWA 

Paes 

F 

C 
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For the Service of Builders, 

Contractors, Architects, Dealers 

CONTRACTOR'S EQUIPMENT 

315A—Electric Drills, Saws, etc.—“Stan- 
ley Electric Tools” is an attractive folder 
giving important features of all Stanley 
electric tools for use by carpenters and 
building contractors. “Stanley Router- 
Shaper Catalog No. 61” presents this pop- 
ular equipment with its various attach- 
ments for use by homecraftsmen and car- 
penters—STANLEY ELECTRIC TOOL 
DIVISION, New Britain, Conn. 

316—Crescent Wood Workers—A new 
series of catalogs presents today’s exten- 
sive line of Crescent Wood Working Ma- 
chinery including the Crescent universal 
wood worker, Crescent variety saws, 
Crescent band saws and Crescent planers. 
The first of these having to do with the 
Crescent universal wood worker is a 24- 
page catalog, illustrating all attachments 
and showing how five men may conven- 
iently work on it at one time, each per- 
forming a different wood working opera- 
tion—THE CRESCENT MACHINE 
CO., Leetonia, Ohio. 

317—Syntron Portable Electric Saws— 
New data sheets present illustrations and 
complete mechanical specifications for 
the new models of these well known saws: 
now available in both tilting base and 
plain base models—SYNTRON COM- 
PANY, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

318—Texcrete Block and Brick Plant— 
New folder headed, “Big Rewards Offered 
Men Ready to Grasp Rare Opportunity,” 
illustrates a present market for concrete 
block, brick and roof tile, and illustrates 
the Texcrete color fusing machine and the 
block and brick plant with overhead mixer 
and tamper developed to serve this market. 
—CONCRETE EQUIPMENT CO., Hol- 
land, Mich. 

American Builder, 

105 W. Adams St., 

Chicago, Ill. 

Please have the following Catalogs listed in this issue sent me— 

oe 

OCCUPATION*®.....00 

*Please note that occupation must be stated if full service is to be given. 

7% 

SELECTED CATALOGS 

The publications listed below may be obtained without charge either by 
using the coupon, listing the numbers desired and mailing to American 
Builder, 105 West Adams Street, Chicago, or by applying on your business 
stationery to the manufacturers direct, in which case kindly mention this 

Either the titles or the numbers may be used in ordering. 
This list is an editorial feature for convenience of our readers. 
publication. 

319—New Trailer Mixer—“Kwik-Mix 5-S 
Trail-Mix” is a bright, interesting 4-page 
circular illustrating all mechanical details 
and giving specifications of this new model. 
—KWIK-MIX CONCRETE MIXER 
CO., Port Washington, Wis. 

OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

320—Square D Multi-Breaker—Every 
home detests the nuisance of blown-out 
fuses. Houses equipped with Square D 
Multi-Breakers have no fuses. The flip 
of a lever restores the service. A new 
bulletin for architects and builders illus- 
trates the Multi-Breaker and explains its 
simple wiring requirements—SQUARE L 
CO., Detroit, Mich. 

321—Plan Book—“The Kelvin Home 
Package” is a big de luxe portfolio of 32 
large pages illustrating the complete line 
of Kelvin Home designs and discussing 
every important detail of construction to 
achieve satisfactory all-weather air con- 
ditioning. Kelvinator home equipment is 
included in supplementary pages.—KEL- 
VINATOR DIV., Plymouth Road, Detroit. 

322—Anthracite Heat—“A Man’s Home Is 
His Castle” is a 32-page booklet of un- 
usual interest, discussing the planning of a 
home, the selection of the heating plant and 
the reasons for favoring anthracite fuel, 
these being listed as comfort, safety, econ- 
omy, cleanliness, steady heat, abundance oi 
hot water and the convenience of full auto- 
matic control. A valuable booklet, both for 
property owners and builders, prepared by 
—ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, Inc., 
Chrysler Bldg., New York City. 

323—Basement Plans—“27 Ways to Plan 
a Basement” is a 32-page illustrated port- 
folio presenting results of a nation-wide ar- 
chitectural competition. Recreation, laun- 
dry, game and furnace rooms are shown, 

(August, 1937) 

together with details of coal stoker installa- 
tion, including the Coal Flow.—IRON 
FIREMAN MFG. CO., 3170 W. 106th 
St., Cleveland, O. 

324—Weatherstrip Data Book—“Master 
Metal Strip Service” is offered as a loose- 
leaf portfolio of 66 pages in Fabrikoid 
binding, and is a combined catalog and 
data book on metal weatherstrips, thresh- 
olds, kickplates, edgings, stair nosings, 
stainless steel mouldings, Venetian blind 
guides, screen guides, caulking compounds 
and special tools for installing these 
product.—-MASTER METAL STRIP 
SERVICE, 1716 N. Kilbourn Ave., Chi- 
cago. 

325—Copper, Brass and Bronze—‘“Por- 
trait of a Rust-Proof Home” is an in- 
teresting little 16-page brochure covering 
cellar waterproofing, termite shields, flash- 
ings, leaders and gutters, trouble-free pip- 
ing, bronze screens, etc—THE -AMER- 
ICAN BRASS CO., Waterbury, Conn. 

326—Brick House Plans—A new 4-page 
data sheet illustrates a well designed prac- 
tical brick home built in Cleveland in 1937 
for $5,980. Other interesting brick house 
plans and suggestions are included, as well 
as itemized cost figures——THE NATION- 
AL AUTHORITY ON BRICK CON- 
STRUCTION, Brick Manufacturers’ 
Assn. of America, Cleveland, O. 

327—Concrete on the Farm—‘“Step Up 
Profits with Improvements That Pay” is 
the headline of a new 8-page folder illus- 
trated with actual photographs of recent 
farm improvements of concrete. Many 
good ideas here for contractors, builders, 
architects, dealers, as well as for property 
owners in the country—PORTLAND 
CEMENT ASSN., 33 W. Grand Ave., 
Chicago. 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

328—Gypsum Wallboard Improvement— 
“For Better Wallboard Construction, a 
Perfect Low Cost Joint Concealment and 
Reinforcement” is a new 6-page data sheet 
presenting (1) the new  recessed-edge 
Sheetrock suitable for horizontal or ver- 
tical application, (2) the new Perf-A-Tape 
reinforcement for joints, and (3) the new 
USG method of decoration, Textone for 
texture and Texolite for color—UNITED 
STATES GYPSUM CO., 300 W. Adams 
St., Chicago. 

329—Truscon -Hollow Partition Studs— 
New information on this material and sys- 
tem of construction is presented in a 4-page 
data sheet which illustrates these studs and 
presents specifications for their use. Com- 
plete with detail drawings—TRUSCON 
STEEL CO., Youngstown, O. 
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Profits for Dealers 

Homes need MetaLane weatherstripping 
the year ’round—to keep out dust and rain 
- warm weather, cold air and soot in 
winter. 

METALANE makes satisfied customers. 
Stops rattles. Prevents sticking. Will not 
oxidize, corrode or turn black. Keeps its 
satin, silvery finish permanently. Pays 
for itself in fuel and cleaning bills. 
Packaged in handy, attractive cartons. 
Easy to install. 

See your hardware or lum- 
ber dealer, or write us. 

MONARCH METAL WEATHERSTRIP CORP. 
6332 ETZEL AVE. ST. LOUIS, MO. 

Lower 

Your Costs 

with a 

“POWER 

KING” 

SAW 

They are safe—durable—efficient 
MADE IN 6 SIZES 6" TO 11" 

Write for full information 

POWER KING TOOL CORP. 
Dept. AB, 

WARSAW, INDIANA 
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New Jobs in Building 

TRAINED men needed NOW who know blue prints, specifications, esti- 

quickly to make the REAL money TRAINED men now command. 

Learn AT HOME in SPARE 

TIME—at LOW COST 

Test the famous C.T.C. ‘“‘Blue Print’? way to get into 
the real money kets In ildi Send today for our 
FREE BOOK 
‘HOW TO READ BLUE PRINTS” 

Get this Free Trial Lesson now! Prove to yourself how easy It is 
to learn Plan Reading, Specifications, Estimating, Superintend- 
ing, ete. Valuable for building mechanics, contractors, or others 
eonnected with building w A complete set of Blue Prints 
included FREE while they last. Write today. 

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
For 8 years ... The School for Buildere 

mating, etc. Can you lay out and run jobs from plans? We teach you 

A BRAND NEW IDEA 

MASTER 

ALUMINUM METAL-END 
A WOOD FOLDING RULE WITH ALUMINUM END 

"4 rule is no better than its first section’’ 

o 5 Mas 1 TE . 
ARR ipl 

een ens — 
PATENTED 

e@ ALUMINUM End Section graduated the first 3” in 32nds. 
@ Figures and Lines etched with Black or Red background. 
@ Easy to read—Will not wear off—Non-rusting and strong. 

Precision Scale Accuracy and Long Wear on 
the most important section of a folding rule. 

Manufactured by 
MASTER RULE MFG. CO., 813 East 136th St., New York, N. Y. 

OVERALL DOOR SET 

REMEMBER that Hall Overall Garage 

Door Hardware is the original, low- 

priced, overhead type. Surprisingly low 

priced, it shows you a good profit, extra 

profit. Easy to install, nothing to get out 

of order, nothing to cause complaint. 

Ime 77mm Write today for full de- 
fj tails of the cooperative 

sales benefits you get 

with the Hall franchise. 

Hall Manufacturing 

Company 

Cedar Rapids, lowa Dept. AB-8 

Builders! Here’s the 
“‘tops’’ in Mixers for 
1937. It’s the new 
Wonder 314. Built for Get om new 25 
speed in mixing and moving.: Rides Amniversary Cata- 
on Pneumatic Tires—Rolls on Tim- g- See pictured 
ken Bearings—spring mounted for %¢, latest nn. 
long life. It’s a world beater. _ LS eke 

CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY CO, “4TE8.00 

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIAL RIGHTS 

NOW OPEN PATENTED 

ortarless Concrete Blocks 
Vertical, reinforced, con- 
crete columns, spaced 
every 24” on center are = 
poured within the wall. 

Build for a Century 

Not for a Decade 
Mortarless Masonry Con 
struction is unequalled 
for economy and per 
manency. 
Write for catalog and full particulars of our machines. 

Mortarless Tile Mach. Co., Inc. 
$328 San Fernande Rd. 

Los Angeles, California 

LAID 
witTHOoUT 
MORTAR 

SIZE OF BLOCKS 
6"x6"x16” 
8"x6" x16” 
12”x6"x16” 

FINISH like 

Hardwood 

MAKES soft 

wood... 

Economical - Quick drying 

PENETRATES e primes \©" SO PRESERVES e PROTECTS 

finishing costs, reduces moisture ab- 
sorption and checking—waterproofs, 
weatherproofs, increases abrasion 
resistance 13 times. Ask your dealer 

@ Now available to contractors and 
painters in pints, quarts, gallons. 
Use REZ on any wood—any surface 
needing sealing protection. An amaz- 
ing, clear sealer for sash, doors, or write: 
floors, cabinet work, millwork, fur- _ 1, F. LAUCKS, Inc. 
niture, etc. Stops grain raise, cuts Seattle e Lockport, N. Y. 

Order Fir Plywood “Rezited-at-Mill’” 

Samu 
Henr, 
Rober 
R 
Wrig! 
SSi81 

Treas 

Subsc 
Posse 
years, 
tries, 
$10.0( 
H ame 
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